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THE WESTMINSTER ASSEMBLY AND ITS WORK.

In the last number of this Review* some account was

given of the calling of the Westminster Assembly and of

its historical meaning. It was pointed out that its really

significant work was the preparation of formularies de-

signed to serve the churches of the three kingdoms as a

basis for uniform establishments. Some account of its

work on these so-called “four parts of uniformity” is now
to be given.

Of these “four parts of uniformity”, the one which was

at once the most pressing and the most difficult for the

Assembly, was the preparation of a platform of government

for the churches. Both Parliament and Assembly were,

indeed, fairly committed to the Presbyterian system under

solemn sanction; and the majority of the members of

both bodies were sincerely Presbyterian in conviction. 66

But sincerity and consistency are very different matters;

and so soon as the details of church organization were

brought under discussion, a bewildering variety of judge-

ments was revealed. The Scots, though prepared to yield

in the interest of harmony all that it was possible to yield,

* Number for April, 1908, pp. 177-210.

“Baillie, writing in 1645, says (ii., p. 320) : “The bodie of the Parlia-

ment, City, and Countrey are for the Presbyterie.” Cf. i., p. 287, from

Dec., 1640: “The farr greatest part are for our discipline.”

23
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perhaps more than it was altogether wise to yield, were yet

peremptory for a really Presbyterian establishment, as they

were bound to be under the engagements of the National

Covenant and were fully entitled to be under those of the

Solemn League and Covenant. In this they were supported

by the overwhelming majority of the Assembly. It fell,

indeed, to the lot of the Scots to hold back the English

Presbyterians from precipitate and aggressive action. It

was their policy to obtain if possible a settlement not so

much imposed by a majority as at least acceptable to all .

67

They therefore gave themselves not merely to conciliate the

minor differences which emerged in the debate,—on the part

of those, for example, who preferred a mixed Presbyterian

and Episcopal system (Twisse, Gataker, Gouge, Palmer,

Temple),—but even “to satisfy” the small but able band of

Independents in the Assembly (Goodwin, Nye, Burroughs,

Bridge, Carter, Caryl, Phillips, Henry), who wished all

authoritative government in the church to stop with the con-

gregation. The Independents, on their part, adopted an

obstructive policy, and set themselves not only to obtain

every concession it was possible to wring from the majority,

but to delay the adoption of its scheme of Presbyterian gov-

enment, and if possible, to defeat its establishment alto-

gether. They were supported in this policy by the Erastians

<T For example, with respect to the office of ruling elders, Baillie tells

us (ii., pp. no, in, 116) of the procedure thus: “Sundrie of the ablest

were flat against the institution of any such officer by divine right. . . .

The most of the synod were in our opinion. . . . There was no

doubt but we would have carried it by far most voices ; but, because the

opposites were men verie considerable, above all gracious and learned

little Palmer, we agreed upon a committee to satisfie if it were possible

the dissenters. . . . All of them were ever willing to admitt Elders

in a prudentiall way. . . . We trust to carie at last, with the con-

tentment of sundrie once opposite, and the silence of all, their divyne

and scripturall institution.” Again, more generally (ii., p. 122) : “We
doubt not to carrie all in the Assemblie and Parliament clearlie according

to our mind
;
but if we carie not the Independents with us, there will be

ground laid for a verie troublesome schisme. Alwayes [f. e., neverthe-

less] it’s our care to use our outmost endeavour to prevent that danger-

ous [evil].”
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who, though not largely represented in the Assembly

(Lightfoot, Coleman, Selden), were dominant in Parlia-

ment
,

68 which accordingly showed itself ultimately averse

to establishing any church government possessed of inde-

pendent or final jurisdiction even in spiritual matters .

69

In the vain hope of escaping the schism threatened by the

Independents and of avoiding an open breach with the

Erastian Parliament, the Presbyterian majority in the As-

sembly proceeded slowly with their platform of govern-

ment, contenting itself meanwhile with debating and voting

a series of detached propositions, which were moreover

couched in the simplest and most comprehensive language,

while they postponed for the present framing a systematic

statement. This delay was, however, itself as great an evil

as could have been encountered
;
and as the differences it was

hoped to conciliate were such as in their nature were not

subject to “accommodation,” the assembly was compelled

in the end to report its scheme of government, which it had

thus reduced to its lowest terms and in so doing shorn of

much of its strength and attractiveness, in the face of the

es
Baillie (ii., p. 307) remarks: “The most part of the House of Com-

mons, especiallie the lawyers, whereof they are many, and divers of

them very able men, are either half or whole Erastians, believing no

Church-government to be of divine right, bot all to be a humane con-

stitution, depending on the will of the magistrates.” Again (p. 336), he

tells us that (in 1646) two-thirds of Parliament was made up of worldly

men who would have no ecclesiastical discipline if they could avoid it,

Erastians, and Erastianizing lawyers, together with a small but in-

fluential band of Independents. Cf. also pp. 250, 265, 267, 297, 315.

Very properly Baillie remarks therefore, that “the power of the Parlia-

ment in ecclesiastick affairs” was the greatest of the questions which

were to be determined (ii., p. 205).

® The position of Parliament laid down in the resolution with respect

to the Convocation of 1640, passed Dec. 15, 16, 1640, nallo contradicente,

gives a fair expression to its fundamental attitude towards all religious

conventions, which was adhered to throughout. “The Clergy of Eng-

land Convented in any Convocation or Synod, or otherwise, have no

power to make any Constitutions, Canons, or Acts whatsoever in matter

of Doctrine, Discipline or otherwise, to bind the Clergy or the Laity of

the Land, without common Consent of Parliament.” ( Commons’ Jour-

nal, ii., p. 51, cf. Lords’ Journal, iv., p. 273, Rushworth, iii., p. 1365.)
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protest of the Independents and to a determinedly Erastian

Parliament. 70

The first portion of the Assembly’s work presented to

Parliament was the Directory for Ordination which was

sent up on April 20. 1644.
71 This was followed the ensuing

Autumn, (Nov. 8 and Dec. 11, 1644) by certain Proposi-

tions concerning Church Government, compacted out of

the several separate declarations upon points of government

which had from time to time been voted by the Assembly in

the course of its debates, now gathered together and thrown

into some semblance of order. It must be confessed that

the work of collecting and ordering these propositions was

somewhat carelessly done. Now and then, for example, in

transferring them from the Minutes clauses are retained

which have no proper meaning in their new setting. We are

told, for instance, that “the pastor is an ordinary and per-

petual officer in the church, prophesying of the time of the

Gospel”; and it is only from the vidimus of the votes of

the Assembly preserved by Gillespie that we learn that the

clause “prophesying of the time of the Gospel”, here sheer

nonsense, was a comment on Jer. iii. 15-17 which was on this

ground adduced as a proof text for the proposition “that

there is such an ordinary and perpetual officer in the church

as a pastor”. 72 Again there is enumerated among the offices

of a pastor as if it were an independent function, “to dis-

pense other divine mysteries :” and we have to go to Gilles-

pie’s vidimus to learn that the Assembly meant just the sac-

raments (along with the benediction) and no “other divine

70 “The Pope and the King”, says Baillie (ii., p. 360), “were never

more earnest for the headship of the Church than the pluralitie of this

Parliament.”
71 Co Illinois’ Journal

,

iii., p. 466; Lords’ Journal, vi., p. 524.
71 The Form of Presbyterian Church Government

:

“The pastor is an

ordinary and perpetual officer in the Church, prophesying of the time of

the Gospel.” Votes passed in the Assembly of Divines, etc., in Gillespie’s

Works, II., 3: “That there is such an ordinary and perpetual office in

the church as a pastor, proved by Jer. iii. 15-17 (prophesying of the

time of the gospel), 1 Pet. v. 2-4.”
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mysteries” by this phrase. 73 The document nevertheless

contains a firm enough, though cautiously worded, presenta-

tion of the essentials of the Presbyterian system; and was
therefore followed, of course, by a protest from the Inde-

pendent members of the Assembly, which naturally occa-

sioned a reply from the Assembly itself. These documents

were later (1648) published together under the title, The

Reasons Presented by the Dissenting Brethren Against Cer-

tain Propositions Concerning Church Government, together

with the Answers of the Assembly of Divines to these

Reasons of Dissent

;

and republished in 1652 under the new
title, The Grand Debate concerning Presbytery and Inde-

pendency by the Assembly of Divines convened at West-

minster by authority of Parliament.

The Propositions themselves, to which the Directory for

Ordination was adjoined, so as to form a single document,

were dealt with very freely by Parliament. Intent only on

73 The Form, etc. “It belongs to his office, To pray for and with his

flock. . . . To read the scriptures publickly. . . . To feed the flock,

by preaching of the word. ... To catechise. ... To dispense other

divine mysteries. ... To administer the sacraments. . . . To bless

the people from God. ... To take care of the poor. . . . And he

hath also a ruling power over the flock as a pastor.” In the Votes

(in Gillespie, ii., p. 3) : “That which the pastor is to do from God to the

people,” is distributed under the heads of “Reading,” “Preaching” and

“the dispensation of other divine mysteries”; and then “That which

the pastor is to perform in the behalf and name of the people to God”

is taken up and distributed into praying, ruling and caring for the poor.

Under “Preaching” is subsumed both preaching and catechising;

and under the general head of “the dispensation of other divine

mysteries” we have the following two specifications : “That it is the

office of a pastor to feed the flock by the dispensation of other divine

mysteries, proved by 1 Cor. iv. 1, 2 : the administration of the sacra-

ments, Matt, xxviii., 19,20; Mark xvi., 15, 16; 1 Cor. xi., 23-25, with

1 Cor. x. 16. That he is to bless the people from God, Num. vi. 25-26,

with Rev. i. 4, 5 (where the same blessings and persons from whom they

came are expressly mentioned), and Isa. lxvi. 21, where, under the

names of priests and Levites, to be continued under the gospel, are

meant evangelical pastors, who therefore are, by office, to bless the

people, Deut. x. 8; 2 Cor. xiii. 14; Eph. i. 2.” The “other divine mys-

teries” are therefore just the sacraments and benediction; they are

enumerated as other than “reading” and “preaching” the word.
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the practical settlement of the church while it preserved to

itself all ecclesiastical as well as civil authority, Parliament

on the one hand, undertook to extract from The Proposi-

tions only so much of a practical directory as would enable

the church to go on
;
and on the other, precipitated the As-

sembly of Divines into what threatened to become endless

debates on the jus divinum of the details of the Presbyterian

system and the autonomy of the Church and particularly the

right of the Church in the exercise of its own spiritual juris-

diction to exclude the scandalous from participation in the

Lord’s Supper .

74 In these debates, and in the whole con-

'*
Parliament was in no sense averse to a Presbyterian settlement.

What is was unalterably opposed to was a jus divinum settlement of

any kind. It was of the strongest conviction, in even its most Puritan

element, that the church derived all its authority and jurisdiction from

the state; and it identified the state with itself. As Nathaniel Fiennes,

son of Lord Saye, put it in the debates of Feb., 1641 : “By the law of

the land not only all ecclesiastical jurisdiction, but also all superiority

and pre-eminence over the ecclesiastical state is annexed to the Imperial

crown of this realm, and may be granted by commission under the

Great Seal to such persons as his Majesty shall think meet”. Parlia-

ment, acting as the ultimate source of authority, was to set up a govern-

ment for the church : and the government was to be the Parliament’s

government through and through. What government the Parliament

would set up was from the first determined to be the Presbyterian. “Nor
shall we need”, said D’Ewes in May, 1641, “to study long for a new
Church government, having so evident a platform in so many reformed

Churches”. Only, it was Presbyterian government, not jure divino, but

“in a prudentiall way” which was steadily contemplated. Accordingly

when the Propositions concerning Church Government came up to

Parliament this was the rock on which it struck. Parliament was very

willing to order the churches on the Presbyterian model, but not to erect

independent judicatories, founded in a divine right, and exercising their

functions uncontrolled by Parliament. “We passed proposition 3,

about which there had been some dispute among the divines,” says

Whittaker, (Diary, p. 371), “with this alteration, leaving out the

words, ‘that the Scriptures doth hold forth’, and resolving it thus,

that many several congregations may be under one Presbyterial Gov-

ernment.” Cf. Commons’ Journal, iv., pp. 20 and 28. And when the

question of the administration of the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper

and the exclusion of the scandalous from it, came up, Parliament

absolutely refused to commit to the church officers, in congregational or

classical assemblies, the determination of what sins should be accounted

scandals excluding from the sacrament, and insisted upon itself
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duct of its negotiations with Parliament during this dis-

pute, the Assembly manifested the highest dignity, firm-

ness and courage. If Parliament utterly refused to set up
a series of ecclesiastical courts with independent jurisdiction

even in purely spiritual matters, and insisted on reserving

to itself, or to secular committees established by and directly

responsible to it, the review of even such spiritual functions

as the determination of fitness to receive the sacrament of

the Lord’s Supper
,

75 the Assembly on its part respectfully

making an enumeration of such scandals, and reserving in all other

cases appeal to itself. It thus intruded into the very penetralium of the

spiritualia and raised with the Assembly the precise question which
Calvin had raised in Geneva in the matter of Berthelier. It was on
this point that the sharpest conflict between Parliament and Assembly
took place.

‘ 5
In the Eliabethan Articles of 1563, while it is asserted that “the

chief government of all estates of this realm, whether they be eccle-

siastical or civil, in all causes” appertains to the throne, yet “the admin-

istration of the word and sacraments” is expressly excluded from the

sweep of this supremacy. Parliament in 1645 was unwilling to permit

even the administration of the sacraments to remain in the unreviewed

power of the ecclesiastical authorities. On the other hand, of course,

the Westminster divines in their insistence on the autonomy of the

church, were claiming far more independence of action for the church

than the Acts of Supremacy no less of the Elizabethan settlement than of

that of Henry VIII allowed. The Erastian temper of Parliament, which

was inclined to push the traditional control of the church by the civil

powers to extremes, was met thus by an anti-Erastian principle in the

Assembly to which the old settlement seemed unendurable. There was

no wish on the part of the Westminster divines, to be sure, to take from

the magistrate what is his. “We do not rob the magistrate of that

which is his”, says Gillespie (Aaron’s Rod, p. xvi), “by giving unto

Christ that which is Christ’s.” “I do not plead against ‘the power of the

sword’ when I plead for ‘the power of the keys’.” But they were

determined that the magistrate should not take from Christ that which

is His. “Is it so small a thing”, asked Warriston in his speech of May
1st (see infra), “to have the sworde that they must have the keyes also?”

This the divines could not in conscience acquiesce in. On the Long

Parliament’s assumption of the entire ecclesiastical jurisdiction, see Dr.

Shaw, A History of the English Church During 1640-1660, I., pp. 227 sq.

(“the unscrupulous and revolutionary seizure by the Parliament of every

part of the domain of ecclesiastical jurisdiction which had hitherto in

whole or in part belonged peculiarly to the spiritual courts”, p. 236). Dr.

Shaw, on the other hand, seems to consider the Parliament justified in

refusing to commit to the ecclesiastical courts unreviewed powers in
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but firmly protested against such an intrusion of the secular

arm into spiritual things, and refused to be a party to any

ecclesiastical arrangement which denied to the church what

it deemed its divinely prescribed rights and responsibilities.

It took for its motto the ringing phrase, “The Crown rights

of Jesus Christ,” and declared that on His shoulders the

government is, and that all power in heaven and earth has

been given Him, and, ascended far above all heavens, He
has received gifts for His church and has given to it officers

necessary for its edification and the perfecting of His saints.

It showed itself, in the noble words of Warriston, “tender,

zealous and care full to assert Christ and his Church their

priviledge and right . . . that Christ lives and reigns

alone over and in his Church, and will have all done therin

according to his Word and will, and that he hes given no

supreme headship over his church to any Pope, King, or

Parliament whatsoever.” 76 On the matter of the spiritual

jurisdiction of the church, the Assembly remained unmoved

and insisted that Christ has instituted in the church a gov-

ernment and governors ecclesiastical distinct from the civil

magistrates .

77 Meanwhile, realizing that it was of the first

determining the scandals excluding from the sacrament ;
which surely

is a very remarkable position to take up in these later days,—or at least

it seems so to “the clerical mind”.
76 Speech of Lord Warriston in the Assembly, May I, 1646, in the

breach of privilege matter, printed in Mitchell and Christie, Records of

the Commissions of the General Assemblies of the Church of Scotland,

I., pp. 82-98. Cf. W. Morison, Johnston of Warriston, 1901, pp. 96 sq.

77
“I am confident”, said Warriston (as above) to the Assembly, . . .

“yee will all look to and hold out the maine, Christs kingdome distinct

from the kingdoms of the earth.” This was said May 1, 1646. On the

6th of the previous March, the proposition “that Jesus Christ as King

and Head of His Church hath appointed an ecclesiastical government

in His Church in the hand of Church Officers distinct from civil gov-

ernment”, had been brought in for discussion ; and it was vigorously

debated with Coleman as the leader of the dissent until his death, at the

end of March, and then against Lightfoot through April. On July 7th

it was passed with Lightfoot alone dissenting. Ultimately it was made
the first paragraph of Ch. xxx. of the Confession of Faith, in the word-

ing: “The Lord Jesus, as king and head of his church, hath therein ap-

pointed a government in the hand of church officers, distinct from the

civil magistrate.” This chapter was not accepted by Parliament.
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importance to get the framework of the Presbyterian gov-

ernment established and in operation, the Divines under the

leadership of Alexander Henderson, passing by these doc-

trinal matters for the moment, had drawn up a Practical

Directory for Church Government, which they had pre-

sented to Parliament July 7, 1645. In this document, which

avoided as far as possible all questions of principle, very full

and definite expositions were given of the actual framework

of Presbyterian government. It commended itself in this

aspect of it to Parliament and was ultimately in large part

adopted by it in an ordinance passed on August 29, 1648,

and was published in this somewhat diluted shape as The

Form of Church Government to he used in the Church of

England and Ireland.

In Scotland this document was never formally approved,

as the earlier Propositions, which were approved by the

General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, were never

ratified by the English Parliament. Thus neither became

of authority in both churches. The modified Presbyterian-

ism set up by the Long Parliament in England, under the

direction of the one document, moreover, was soon swept

away; while the other document, approved indeed by the

Scottish General Assembly but never ratified by the Estates

of the Scottish Parliament, though it has held its place

among the formularies of the Scottish churches until

to-day, has been largely superseded in the churches deriving

their descent from them. The permanent influence of the

labors of the Westminster Assembly in the great matter of

church organization—supposed at the time, as they were,

to be its most important, as they certainly were its most

pressing and its most difficult labors—has been largely

unofficial and somewhat indirect. It has doubtless been

exerted nearly as powerfully, indeed, through such treatises

as The Grand Debate, already mentioned, or the Jus Di-

vinum Regiminis Ecclesiastici, published by some of the

ministers of London at the end of 1646, but supposed to
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incorporate the Assembly’s answers to the jus divinum

queries propounded to it by Parliament, as through their

formal advices to Parliament. Indeed, it is questionable

whether the really great works of individual members of

the Assembly on these topics, such as Gillespie’s An Asser-

tion of the Government of the Church of Scotland (1641)

and Aaron’s Rod Blossoming (1646), Rutherford’s Due
Right of Presbytery (1646), and Henderson’s The Govern-

ment and Order of the Church of Scotland (1641, and again

1690), must not be conceived the chief vehicles of this

influence. The most that can be said for the formal work

of the Assembly in this field is that it gave ungrudg-

ingly an immense amount of self-denying labor to preparing

advices for the use of Parliament in settling the govern-

ment of the Church of England on a Presbyterian model,

but was prevented by the circumstances in which it did its

work from doing full justice in these documents either to

its own clear and strong convictions or to the system with

which it was dealing.

Next to the elaboration of a new scheme of government

for the Church of England which should bring it into har-

mony with the established government of the Church of

Scotland, the most pressing task committed to the Assembly

of Divinqs was the preparation of a new form of worship

to take the place of The Book of Common Prayer now to be

abolished, by which the modes of worship in the Church of

England should be conformed “to the example of the best

Reformed Churches”. The prosecution of this task was

attended with no such difficulties as beset the formulation

of the scheme of government. There existed no doubt dif-

ferences enough in usage and preference among the several

parties in the Assembly in this region of church life also;

and these differences ranged all the way from a distaste

among the Independents to all prescriptions in worship to

a predilection in the case of some of the English churchmen

for a complete liturgy. 78 But they were less deeply rooted

18
Cf. Baillie, ii., pp. 122, 242.
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and more easily conciliated in a middle way than the differ-

ences by which they were divided in the matter of church

government. The work of formulating forms of worship

acceptable to all was, therefore, pushed through compara-

tively rapidly, and the whole Directory for the Publique

Worship of God throughout the Three Kingdoms of Eng-

land, Scotland and Ireland was sent up to Parliament by

the end of 1644. By an ordinance of Parliament, dated

January 3d,[ 4th], 1645, it was established in England and

Wales “to be henceforth used, pursued, and observed in all

exercises of the publique worship of God in every congrega-

tion, church, cappell and place of publique worship”
;
and a

month later it was approved and established in Scotland by

Acts of Assembly (Feb. 3d) and the Estates of Parliament

(Feb. 6th). After some slight adjustments it was printed

and put into circulation in both countries during the ensuing

spring (the English edition bears on its title-page the date

1644, but that is “old style”). As is indicated by the title,

the book is not “a straight liturgy”, but a body of agenda

and paradigms. Some of these paradigms, to be sure, are

so full that they are capable of being transmuted into

liturgical forms by a mere transposition of their clauses into

the mode of direct address, but they were not intended to be

so employed and are too compressed to lend themselves

readily to such use. 79

The first draft of the document was prepared by a sub-

committee of the Great Treaty Committee, and, as in the

case of the Practical Directory for Church Government, it

was largely the work of the Scots. 80 The suggestions for

the prayers of the Sabbath-day service, and for the adminis-

tration of the Sacraments, were in the first instance their

work;81 and they ultimately had the drawing up also of the

suggestions for preaching and for catechizing. 82 Naturally,

79 See the Preface to the document and compare Marshall’s explana-

tion in the MS. Minutes, ii., folio 286b, as quoted by Mitchell, Baird

Lectures, Ed. 2, p. 240.
80

Baillie, ii., pp. 117, 131.
81

Baillie, pp. 131, 140.
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therefore, there is much in the book which is derived from

Scottish usage. The Sabbath service, for example, is in its

general structure practically identical with that of the Book

of Common Order (commonly called “Knox’s Liturgy”),

and the materials for the consecration prayer in the direc-

tory for celebrating the Lord’s Supper are mainly derived

from the same source. But, on the other hand, the latter

part of this same prayer and the concluding thanksgiving

are more reminiscent of the English Book of Common
Prayer .

83 The book as a whole, in fact, does not so much
follow Scottish as offer a compromise between Scottish and

Puritan usage. Acquiescence in this compromise must have

cost the Scots a great effort, as it was, in effect, a reversal

of a deliberate policy which had been adopted by the Scot-

tish Church. After the recovery of its purity of worship

consequent upon the outbreak of 1637, the Scottish Church

was considerably disturbed by the intrusion of certain

“novations” into its worship, which were really Puritan

customs, seeping in, no doubt, in part, from England, but

mainly brought in by returning Scottish emigrants to Ulster.

These “novations” were made the subject of earnest con-

ference at the General Assembly of 1641, and again at that

of 1643; ancl> in order to meet the peril which they ap-

peared to threaten, it was determined at the latter Assembly

that “a Directorie for the worship of God” should “be

framed and made ready, in all the parts thereof, against the

next General Assembly” (that of 1644), Henderson, Cal-

derwood and Dickson being charged with the drafting of it.

This whole undertaking was naturally superseded, however,

82
Baillie, ii., pp. 148-169.

83 The directory for the thanksgiving after Sermon has been attributed

to Dr. Edward Reynolds, from whom came also the General Thanks-

giving which was added to The Book of Common Prayer after the

Restoration (cf. Cardwell, Synodalia, p. 658; Proctor and Frere, A New
History of the Book of Common Prayer, 1901, p. 428; E. H. Eland,

The Layman’s Introduction to the Book of Common Prayer, 1896, p.

135 ;
L. Pullan, The History of the Book of Common Prayer, 1900,

Index, p. 328).
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by the inauguration of the broader attempt to introduce,

through the mediation of the Westminster Assembly, a com-

mon Directory for the Three Kingdoms. But the odd effect

of this supersession was that the “novations” for the exclu-

sion of which from the Church of Scotland the first under-

taking was set on foot, were in large measure constituted

the official usage of the Church by the new Directory. By
the very conditions of its formulation this Directory became

a compromise between the Scottish and the Puritan modes

of worship rather than a bar to the introduction into Scot-

land of Puritan modes of worship.

By these “novations” the use of “read prayers ”, 84 and

even of the Lord’s Prayer, in public worship, was dis-

countenanced, as was also the use of the Gloria Patri,

and of the Apostles’ Creed in the administration of the

Sacraments, and the habit of the minister to bow in silent

prayer upon entering the pulpit. No one of these usages,

on which the Scots laid much stress, except the use of

the Lord’s Prayer, is prescribed by the Directory; but

as none of them are proscribed either, the Scots were able

to “save their face” by attaching to the Act by which the

Assembly adopted the Directory the proviso : “That this

shall be no prejudice to the order and practice of this kirk

in such particulars as are appointed by the book of discip-

line, and acts of General Assemblies, and are not otherwise

ordered and appointed in the Directory.” By a supplement-

ary Act of the same Assembly, however, they voluntarily

laid aside
—

“for satisfaction of the desires of the Reverend

Divines in the Synod of England, and for uniformity with

that Kirk so much endeared to us”,—the “lawful custom” of

“the minister bowing in the pulpit ”. 85 Of more importance

M On the other hand, extemporary prayers had been prohibited on

pain of deprivation in the Canons which had been imposed on the

Scottish Church during the tyranny of Charles (1637). This question

was a burning one.

“The objection (Baillie, Letters, II., p. 122) of the English Puritans

(and the Scotch innovators, too; for this was one of “the three nocent

ceremonies” objected to by them) to the minister’s private prayer in the
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than any of these usages, at least for the conduct of the public

services, was the loss by the Scots, through the Westminster

Directory, of the office of “Reader”. From the Reforma-

tion down, the former or liturgical portion of the Scottish

Sabbath service—the opening prayer, the lessons from

Scripture, and the singing of a Psalm—had been conducted

by a “Reader”, the Minister taking charge of the services,

and indeed commonly entering the church, only when he

ascended the pulpit to preach. The Westminster Divines

pulpit, seems to have been made insistent by an abuse of it by the

prelatical party “to bow to the east and the altar” (Baillie, ii., p. 259). It

appears, however, to rest ultimately on a maxim widely adopted by the

Puritans, “that all private worship in the time and place of public

worship is to be discharged”. The Puritans, therefore, consistently

objected also to private prayers by the people on assembling for

worship, and to private praying by the recipients of the Lord’s Supper

before and after participation. Cf. Baillie’s letter to his colleagues in

opposition to this sentiment, printed as Appendix E to Dr. Leishman’s

edition of The Westminster Directory, pp. 188 sq: cf. also Dr. Leish-

man’s notes, pp. 86, 132. Dr. Leishman thinks that the clause in the

Directory, “Let all enter the assembly, not irreverently, but in a grave

and seemly manner, taking their seats or places without adoration, or

bowing themselves towards one place or other”, does not forbid the

offering of private prayer before the service has begun, but only super-

stitious recognition of sacred places in the sanctuary (p. 86). But it

is clear that private praying on the part of late comers is forbidden in

the clause : “If any, through necessity, be hindered from being present

at the beginning, they ought not, when they come into the Congregation,

to betake themselves to their private devotions, but reverently to com-

pose themselves to join with the assembly in that Ordinance of God

which is then in hand.” Perhaps we may say the exception proves the

rule, and the prohibition of private devotions to late comers, that they

may not be inattentive to the public worship, implies the approval of

private devotions for early comers, before public worship has begun.

But we must have in mind also the general sentiment against such

private devotions in public places. In Gillespie’s notes of the debates

in the sub-committee concerning the Directory (Works, II., p. 102) we

read: “Some debate was about the clause forbidding private adoration

at coming into the church”, which seems to imply that the purpose was

to forbid all such adoration. But then it is added: “Mr. Marshall, Mr.

Palmer, and others said, This is very necessary for this church, for

though the minister be praying, many ignorant people will not join in it,

till they have said over the Lord’s prayer”, which seems to suggest that

late-comers were at least conjointly and perhaps chiefly in mind.
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found no Scriptural warrant for the office of “Reader”, and,

much against the wishes of the Scots, enacted that the min-

ister should conduct the entire service. “Reading of the

Word in the congregation”, they set down in their Direc-

tory, “being part of the public worship of God (wherein we
acknowledge our dependence upon Him, and subjection to

Him), and one mean sanctified by Him for the edifying

of His people, is to be performed by the Pastors and Teach-

ers.” 86 The only exception they would allow was that they

permitted candidates for the ministry occasionally to per-

form the office of reading, as also that of preaching, on

permission of their Presbyteries.

On the other hand, besides the general structure of the

services, as already noted, Scottish usage was followed in

the Directory in many important points. This was particu-

larly true in the regulations for the celebration of the Sac-

raments. The Baptismal service, for example,—although

the Creed, the Lord’s Prayer and God-parents were omit-

ted,—yet followed in general the Scotch order; and it was

thought a great gain for the Scots when, in opposition to

practically the universal English custom, they got it or-

dained that Baptism was never to be administered in private,

but always in “the place of public worship, and in the face

8, The “Teacher” or “Doctor” was a coordinate officer with the

“Pastor”, which the Divines (again without the cordial assent of the

Scots) found provided for in the Scriptures: “The scripture doth hold

out the name and title of teacher, as well as of the pastor
;
who is also

a minister of the Word, as well as the pastor, and hath power of admin-

istration of the sacraments” ( Propositions for Church Government)

.

With respect to the difference about the “Reader”, Baillie writes ( Let-

ters
,

II., p. 122) : “Here came the first question, about Readers : the

Assemblie has past a vote before we came, that it is a part of the Pas-

tor’s office to read the Scriptures; what help he may have herein by

these who are not pastors, it is not yet agitat. Alwayes [nevertheless]

these of best note about London are now in use in the desk, to pray,

and read in the Sunday morning four chapters, and expone some of

them, and cause sing two Psalms, and then goe to the pulpit to preach.

We are not against the minister reading and exponing when he does not

preach ; bot if all this work be laid on the minister before he preach, we

fear it put preachmg in a more narrow and discreditable roume than we

would wish.”
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of the congregation”. It was over the mode of celebrating

the Lord’s Supper, however, that the most strenuous debates

were held. The manner of celebrating that rite prevalent

among the Independents, seemed to the Scots to be bald

even to irreverence; while many of the details of the Scot-

tish service were utterly distasteful to the extremer Puri-

tans. In the end, things were ordered fairly to the satis-

faction of the Scots, although in one matter which they

thought of very great importance, they were ultimately

compelled to content themselves with an ambiguous rubric.

This concerned the place and manner of the reception of

the elements. The Scots were insistent for their own cus-

tom, in which the communicants arranged themselves at the

table and served one another with the elements as at an

actual meal. This usage was, after strenuous debate, at last

ordered : but the rubric was subsequently so changed that it

ultimately read, merely : “The table being so conveniently

placed, that the communicants may orderly sit about it, or

at it.” Accordingly the Scotch Assembly, in adopting the

Directory, added this proviso : “That the clause in the

Directory of the administration of the Lord’s Supper, which

mentioneth the communicants sitting about the table, or

at it, be not interpreted as if, in the judgment of this kirk,

it were indifferent, and free for any of the communicants

not to come to, and receive at the table; or as if we did

approve the distributing of the elements by the minister

to each communicant, and not by the communicants among

themselves.” In a supplementary Act the Assembly further

laid down a series of details for the administration of this

Sacrament. It was in accordance with the Scottish usage,

also, that in a concluding section, the Directory abolished

all Festival Days, and affirmed that “there is no day com-

manded in scripture to be kept holy under the gospel but

the Lord’s day, which is the Christian Sabbath”. 8 '

87 This fact is adverted to by the House of Commons in the short

account they gave to the Scotch Commissioners in July, 1644, of what

it had already accomplished, that the Assembly in Scotland might be
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A document formed as this was by a series of compro-
mises was not very likely to command the hearty loyalty of

any section of its framers. We are not surprised, therefore,

that it was much neglected in England, though in Scotland

it gradually made its way against ancient custom and ulti-

mately very much moulded the usages of the churches.

Even in Scotland, however, this gradually perfected assimi-

lation to the Directory has of late suffered from some
reaction

;
and in some of the churches deriving their formu-

laries from the Scottish Church, the Directory was early

superseded by new models of their own .

88 At this distance

of time we may look upon it dispassionately
;
and, so viewed,

it can scarcely fail to commend itself as an admirable set of

agenda, in spirit and matter alike well fitted to direct the

public services of a great church. It is notable for its free-

dom from petty prescriptions and “superfluities” and for the

emphasis it places upon what is specifically commanded in

the Scriptures. Its general tone is lofty and spiritual
;

its

conception of acceptable worship is sober and restrained and

at the same time profound and rich
;
the paradigms of

informed : “The Book of Common Prayer and festival days, commonly
called Holy days, are by ordinance of Parliament taken away, and a

Directory of Worship established by the same ordinance” ( Commons’
Journal, iv., p. 11). How strong the Scotch feeling on these matters

was may be observed from Rutherford’s letter of Sept. 23, 1637, to his

parishioners at Anworth, in which he exhorts them to stand fast in the

faith he had taught them (Bonar’s edition, Letter 68; ed. of 1692,

Letter 148 of Part I). Here he warns them that “no day (besides the

sabbath, which is of his own appointment) should be kept holy and

sanctified with preaching and the publick worship of God, for the

memory of Christ’s birth, death, resurrection and ascension ; seeing

such days so observed are unlawful, wil-worsbip, and not warranted

in Christ’s word”. With respect to the Lord’s Supper he warns them,

“that ye should in any sort forbear the receiving the Lord’s supper, but

after the form that I delivered it to you, according to the example of

Christ our Lord, that is, that ye should sit as banquetters, at one table

with our King, and eat and drink, and divide the elements one to

another”.
88
E. g., the American Presbyterian Churches, for whose Directory

and its relations to the Westminster Directory, see L. F. Benson, in

The Presbyterian and Reformed Review, VIII. 418.

24
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prayers which it offers are notably full and yet free from

overelaboration, compressed and yet enriched by many
reminiscences of the best models which had preceded them;

and it is singular among agenda for the dominant place it

gives in the public worship of the church to the offices of

reading and preaching the Word .

89 To both of these offices

it vindicates a place, and a prominent place, among the parts

of public worship, specifically so called, claiming for them

distinctively a function in inducing and expressing that

sense of dependence on God and of subjection to Him in

which all religion is rooted and which is the purest expres-

sion of worship; and thus justifying in the ordering of the

public services of the churches the recognition of the Word
as a means, perhaps we should say the means, of grace. It

expends as much care upon the minister’s proper perform-

ance of the offices of reading and preaching the Word,

therefore, as upon his successful performance of the duty

of leading the congregation in prayer and acceptably ad-

ministering to it the Sacraments. The paragraph on the

Preaching of the Word is in effect, indeed, a complete homi-

letical treatise, remarkable at once for its sober practical

sense and its profound spiritual wisdom, and suffused with

a tone of sincere piety, and of zeal at once for the truth and

for the souls which are to be bought with the truth.

One of the sections of the Directory is given to the Sing-

ing of Psalms, and declares it “the duty of Christians to

praise God publickly by singing of psalms together in the

congregation, and also privately in the family”. This rubric

manifestly implied the provision of a Psalm Book, and it

was made part of the function of the Assembly in preparing

a basis for uniformity of worship in the churches of the

three kingdoms, to supply them with a common Psalm Book.

The way was prepared for this by the submitment to the

88 In this it had a worthy forerunner in Cartwright’s Directory, a copy

of which was found in his study in 1585 when he was arrested. It was

reprinted in 1644 and a modern edition has been published by Principal

Lorimer.
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Assembly by the House of Commons on Nov. 20, 1643, °f

the query whether “it may not be useful and profitable to

the Church that the Psalms set forth by Mr. Rouse be per-

mitted to be publicly sung”. The result of the Assembly’s

examination of Mr. Rouse’s version (first printed in 1643)

was to recommend it, after it had been subjected to a thor-

ough revision at its own hands, to Parliament as a suitable

Psalm-Book for the Church (autumn of 1645). The Com-
mons accordingly ordered the book printed in this revised

form (it appeared in 1646, i. e., Feb. 1647), and (April 15,

1646) issued an order establishing it as the sole Psalm Book

to be used in the Churches of England and Wales, though

the House of Lords never concurred in this order. The

Scotch Assembly subjected the book to a still further more

searching revision, and by an act passed in 1649 (ratified by

the Estates of Parliament in 1650) approved it in this new
form for use in the Scottish Churches. It is in this Scottish

revision alone (printed in 1650) in which they can only by

courtesy continue to bear the name of Francis Rouse as their

author, that these Psalms have passed into wide use. 90

To the punctual completion of “the third part of uni-

formity”, that is to say, the preparation of a new Confession

of Faith for the contracting churches, the Divines were

urged by no immediately pressing necessity in the situation

of the Church of England. The existing Thirty-Nine

Articles were recognized by them as a soundly Reformed

Creed, the doctrine of which required only to be vindicated

and cleared from the false interpretations which the reac-

tionary party was already endeavoring to foist upon it

With the internal needs of the Church of England alone

in view, they might possibly have felt contented with a

simple revision of these articles, somewhat more thorough

than that they had been engaged upon early in their labors. 91

80 On the Scottish Psalter see especially J. Laing in the Appendix to

his edition of Baillie’s Letters, iii., pp. 528-556.
81 Compare what they say in the Preface to their revision of the

Articles (Minutes

,

pp. 541-2).
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The duty of preparing an entirely new Creed was imposed

on them solely by the Solemn League and Covenant, by

which a common Confession of Faith was made one of the

bases of the uniformity in religion which the contracting

nations had bound themselves to institute. It was not sup-

posable that either Church would be content simply to accept

and make its own the existing Creed of the other. Indeed,

neither Church possessed a Creed which it could seriously

propose to the other as suitable to the purpose or adequate

to the needs of the times. The old Scotch Confession of

1560, breathing as it does the fervor of the Reformation era

and full of noble expressions as it is, is too much of an

occasional document, too disproportionate in its develop-

ment of its topics, and too little complete in its scope or

precise in its phraseology to serve as the permanent expres-

sion of the faith of a great and comprehensive Church;

and the new Confession brought forward by the prelatical

party in 1616, though sound in doctrine and in parts finely

wrought out, suffered from the same defects. The Scots

themselves recognized that they had no Creed which they

could ask the English to adopt as the common Confession

of the unified churches, and therefore, when contemplating

seeking such unification had it in mind to undertake the

preparation of a new Creed for the purpose. 92 There was

greater reason for the English to feel similarly with re-

gard to their own formularies. The Thirty-Nine Articles

had, in their past experience, proved an inadequate protec-

tion against the most dangerous doctrinal reactions. It was

therefore that the ecclesiastical authorities had been com-

pelled to put forth, a half-century earlier, those “orthodoxal

assertions” which have come down to us under the name of

the Lambeth Articles (1595). It had long been the desire

of the Puritans that these Articles should be set alongside

of the Thirty-Nine Articles, as an authoritative exposition

of their real meaning. This desire had been given expres-

sion at the Hampton Court Conference (1604), and had

“ Baillie’s Letters, i., pp. 365, cf. 376; ii., pp. 1, 2, 24.
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been met in the Church of Ireland by the incorporation of

the Lambeth Articles along with the Thirty-Nine Articles

into those Irish Articles of 1615, to which we may be sure

the Westminster Divines would have turned rather than

to the Thirty-Nine Articles, had they thought of recom-

mending the simple adoption of an existing Creed as the

doctrinal standard of the unified Churches, and which indeed

they did make the basis of their own new Creed. Although

the necessity of a new Creed was a result of the new condi-

tions brought about by the Solemn League and Covenant,

therefore, these conditions imposed an absolute necessity for

the preparation of such a document; and as time passed on

the demand for the accomplishment of the task became ever

more urgent. The “woeful longsomeness’’ of the Assem-

bly in all its work was bringing the fulfilment of the engage-

ments into which the nations had entered into jeopardy,

and the Scots, who had paid the price of the covenant on the

faith of the fulfilment of its provisions, not unnaturally

began uneasily to urge their more speedy fulfilment. It

was accordingly under pressure from Scotland that the

Divines at length entered actively upon the accomplishment

of this “third part of uniformity”. 93

It must not be inferred, however, from their slowness in

entering upon it, that the work of drawing up a Confession

of Faith was one uncongenial to the Assembly of Divines,

or one for which its members possessed little native fitness

or had made little direct preparation
;
or one which pre-

sented for them special difficulties. On the contrary, there

was no work committed to them for which they were more

eminently qualified, or in which they acquitted themselves

with more distinguished success
;
nor was there any work

committed to them in the prosecution of which they were

less impeded by differences among themselves. The deep-

seated antagonisms which divided them into irreconcilable

parties, lay in the region of church organization and gov-

“Lightfoot, xiii., p. 305; Baillie, ii., pp. 220, 221—Aug. 20, 1644;

Minutes, p. 77 (cf. p. 28 sq.) cf April 9, 1645.
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eminent. Doctrinally they were in complete fundamental

harmony, and in giving expression to their common faith

needed only to concern themselves to state it truly, purely

and with its polemic edges well-turned out towards the chief

assailants of Reformed doctrine, in order to satisfy the

minds of all. There were indeed differences among them in

doctrine, too; but these lay for the most part within the

recognized limits of the Reformed system, and there was
little disposition to press them to extremes or to narrow their

creed to a party document. To the Amyraldians, of whom
there was a small but very active and well-esteemed party in

the Assembly (Calamy, Seaman, Marshall, Vines), there

was denied, to be sure, the right to modify the statement

of the ordo decretorum so as to make room for their “hypo-

thetical universalism” in the saving work of Christ (cf.

the Confession, iii. 6, viii. 5, 8). But the wise plan was

adopted with respect to the points of difference between the

Supralapsarians, who were represented by a number of the

ablest thinkers in the Assembly (Twisse, Rutherford), and

the Infralapsarians, to which party the great mass of the

members adhered, to set down in the Confession only what

was common ground to both, leaving the whole region

which was in dispute between them entirely untouched.

This procedure gives to the Confession a peculiar compre-

hensiveness, while yet it permits to its statements of the gen-

eric doctrine of the Reformed Churches a directness, a

definiteness, a crisp precision and an unambiguous clarity

which are attained by few Confessional documents of any

age or creed. In its Third Chapter, for example, in which

the thorny subject of “God’s Eternal Decree” falls for

treatment, the Westminster Confession has attained, by this

simple method, the culmination of the Confessional state-

ment of this high mystery. Everything merely individual

and as well everything upon which parties in the Reformed

Churches are divided upon this deep doctrine, is carefully

avoided, while the whole ground common to all recognized
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Reformed parties is given, if prudent, yet full and uncom-

promizing statement.

The architectonic principle of the Westminster Confession

is supplied by the schematization of the Federal theology,

which had obtained by this time in Britain, as on the Conti-

nent, a dominant position as the most commodious mode of

presenting the corpus of Reformed doctrine (so e. g. Rol-

lock, Howie, Cartwright, Preston, Perkins, Ames, Ball, and

cf. Dickson’s Sum of Saving Knowledge and Fisher’s Mar-

row of Modern Divinity, both of which emanated from this

period and were destined to a career of great influence in the

Scottish theology). The matter is distributed into 31 com-

prehensive chapters. After an opening chapter “Of the Holy

Scripture” as the source of divine truth—which is probably

the finest single chapter in any Protestant Confession and is

rivalled in ability only by the chapter on Justification in the

Tridentine Decrees— there are successively taken up the

topics of God and the Trinity, the Divine Decree, Creation,

Providence, the Fall and Sin, and then God’s Covenant with

Man, and Christ the Mediator of the Covenant, while sub-

sequent treatment is given to the stages in the ordo salutis

in the order first of the benefits conferred under the Cove-

nant (Vocation, Justification, Adoption, Sanctification) and

then of the duties required under the Covenant (Faith, Re-

pentance, Good Works, Perseverance, Assurance). Then

come chapters on the Law, Christian Liberty, Religious

Worship, Oaths and Vows, followed by others on the rela-

tions of Church and State, the Church and the Sacraments,

and the rubrics of Eschatology. All the topics of this com-

prehensive outline are treated with notable fullness, with the

avowed object not merely of setting forth the doctrine of

the churches with such clearness and in such detail as to

make it plain to all that they held to the Reformed faith in

its entirety,94 but also to meet and exclude the whole mob of

54
“It being necessary that the Protestant churches abroad, as well as

the people of this kingdom at home, may have knowledge of how that

the Parliament did never intend to innovate matters of faith” ( Lords’

Journal, viii., p. 558).
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errors which vexed the time .

95 In the prosecution of their

work as practical pastors protecting and indoctrinating

their flocks, the Divines had acquired an intimate acquaint-

ance with the prevailing errors and a remarkable facility in

the formulation of the Reformed doctrine in opposition to

them, which bore rich fruit in their Confessional labors.

The main source of their confessional statements was, thus,

just the Reformed theology as it had framed itself in their

minds during their long experience in teaching it, and had

worked itself out into expression in the prosecution of their

task as teachers of religion in an age of almost unex-

ampled religious unrest and controversy. This work, how-

ever, had not been done by them in isolation. It had been

done, on the contrary, in the full light of the whole body of

Reformed thought. It is idle, therefore, to inquire whether

they depended for guidance in the scholastic statement of

their doctrine on British or on Continental masters. The

distinction was not present to their minds
;

intercourse

between the British and the Continental Reformed was con-

stant, and the solidarity of their consciousness was complete.

The vital statement of Reformed thought ripened every-

where simultaneously in the perfect interaction which leaves

“An order sent to the Divines from the Houses of Parliament July

22, 1646, urges the hastening of the Confession, and Catechism, “because

of the great use there may be of them in the kingdom, both for the

suppressing of errors and heresies, and the informing of the ignorance

of the people”. The Divines themselves say in a petition presented to

Parliament, in Oct., 1646: “The Confession being large, and as we

conceive, requisit so to be, to setle the orthodox doctrine according

to the Word of God and the Confession of the best Reformed Churches,

so as to meet with common errouris” ( Records of the Commissions of

the General Assemblies of the Church of Scotland, 1646-7, edited by

A. F. Mitchell and James Christie, p. 82). Cf. the speech of George

Gillespie in the General Assembly, Aug. 6, 1647 (Baillie’s Letters, ed.

Laing, III., p. 451) : “The Confession of Faith is framed, so as it is of

great use against the floods of heresies and errors that overflow that

land : nay, their intention of framing it to meet with all the consider-

able Errors of the present tyme, the Socinian, Arminian, Popish, Anti-

nomian, Anabaptistian, Independent errors, etc. The Confession of

Faith sets them out, and refutes them, so far as belongs to a Confession.”
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open no question of relative dependence. The Federal mode
of statement, for example, came forward and gradually

became dominant throughout the Reformed world at about

the same time; and the Westminster Confession owes its

preeminence among Reformed Confessions, not only in full-

ness but also in exactitude and richness of statement, merely

to the fact that it is the ripest fruit of Reformed creed-

making, the simple transcript of Reformed thought as it was

everywhere expounded by its best representatives in the

middle of the seventeenth century. So representative is

it of Reformed theology at its best, that often one might

easily gain the illusion as he read over its compressed sec-

tions that he was reading a condensed abstract of some such

compend as Heppe’s Dogmatik der evangelisch-reformirtcn

Kirche.

In giving form and order to their statement of the Re-

formed faith, however, it was but natural for the Westmin-

ster Divines to take their starting point from the formu-

laries in most familiar use among themselves. The whole

series of Reformed Confessions, as well as all the best Re-

formed dogmaticians, were drawn upon to aid them in their

definitions, and it is possible to note here and there traces

of their use. But it was particularly the Irish Articles of

1615, which are believed to have been prepared by Usher,

to which they especially turned. From these Articles they

derived the general arrangement of their Confession, the

consecution of topics through at least its first half, and a

large part of the detailed treatment of such capital articles

as those on the Holy Scripture, God’s Eternal Decree, Christ

the Mediator, the Covenant of Grace, and the Lord’s Sup-

per. These chapters might almost be spoken of as only

greatly enriched revisions of the corresponding sections of

the Irish Articles. Nothing, however, is taken from the

Irish Articles without much revision and enrichment, for

which every available source was diligently sought out and

utilized. There are traces, minute but not therefore the less

convincing or significant, for example, of the use for the
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perfecting of the statements of the Confession, of even the

Aberdeen Articles of 1616 and of the Assembly’s own revis-

ion of the Thirty-Nine Articles. So minutely was every

phrase scrutinized and every aid within reach invoked.

The work of formulating the Confession of Faith was

begun in Committee as early as the mid-summer of 1644

(Aug. 20). 96 But it was not until the following spring

(April 25, 1 645)
97 that any of it came before the Assembly;

and not until the next mid-summer (July 7, 1645) that the

debates upon it in the Assembly began. Time and pains

were lavishly expended on it as the work slowly progressed.

By the middle of 1646 the whole was substantially finished

in first-draft, and the review of it begun. The first nineteen

chapters were sent up to the House of Commons on Sept.

25, 1646, and the entire work on Dec. 4. Proof texts from

Scripture were subsequently added, and the book supplied

with them was placed in the hands of Parliament on April

29, 1647. Immediately on its completion the book was car-

ried to Scotland, and by an Act of the General Assembly of

1647, ratified by the Estates of Parliament Feb. 7, 1649, F
was constituted the official creed of the Church of Scotland.

Meanwhile action on it dragged in the English Parliament.

It was not until June 20, 1648, that, curtailed of chapters

xxx and xxxi, on “Church Censures” and “Synods and

Councils”, and certain passages in chapters xx (“of Christian

Liberty and Liberty of Conscience”), xxiii (“of the Civil

Magistrate”) and xxiv (“of Marriage and Divorce”), it

was approved by Parliament and printed under the title of

Articles of the Christian Religion; and not until March 5,

1660, after the interval of the Protectorate, that it was

declared by the so-called “Rump Parliament” to be “the

public Confession of the Church of England”, only to pass,

of course, out of sight so far as the Church of England was

concerned in the immediately succeeding Restoration.

The book was not one, however, which could easily be

08
Lightfoot, xiii., p. 305; Minutes, p. lxxxvi.

97
Baillie, ii., p. 266.
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relegated to oblivion. Thrust aside by the established

Church of England, it nevertheless had an important career

before it even in England, where it became the creed of the

Non-Conformists. The Independents, at their Synod, met

in 1658 at the Savoy, adopted it in the form in which it had

been published by Parliament (1648), after subjecting it to

a revision which in no way affected its substance; and the

Baptists, having still further revised it and adjusted it to fit

their particular views on Baptism, adopted it in 1677. By
both of the bodies it was transmitted to their affiliated co-

religionists in America, where it worked out for itself an

important history. 98 It was of course also transmitted, in

its original form, by the Scotch church to the churches, on

both sides of the sea, deriving their tradition from it, and

thus it has become the Confession of Faith of the Presby-

terian Churches of the British dependencies and of America.

In the latter it has been adapted to their free position rela-

tively to the state by means of certain alterations in the

relevant chapters, and in some of the churches it has been

subjected to some other revisions. It has thus come about

that the Westminster Confession has occupied a position of

very wide-spread influence. It has been issued in something

like 200 editions in Great Britain and in about 100 more in

America. 99
It was rendered into German as early as 1648

(reprinted, somewhat modified, in Bockel’s Bekenntnis-

schriften der evangelisch-reform. Kirche, 1847) ;
and into

Latin in 1656 (often reprinted, e. g. Niemeyer’s Collectio

Conff, appendix, 1840, and Schaff, Creeds of Christendom,

1878) ;
and into Gaelic in 1725 (often reprinted). More

recently it has been translated into Hindustani ( 1842),

Urdu (1848), German (1858), Siamese (1873), Portu-

99
Cf. Williston Walker, The Creeds and Platforms of Congregation-

alism, New York, 1893; Underhill, Confessions of Faith in Illustration

of the History of the Baptist Church of England in the 17th Century,

London, 1854; The Presbyterian and Reformed Review, Philadelphia,

1902, vol. xiii., pp. 380 sq.

89 Presbyterian and Reformed Review, Oct., 1901, pp. 616 sq. ; Jan.,

1902, pp. 60 sq. ; Oct., 1902, pp. 551 sq.
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gese (1876), Spanish (1880 and again 1896-7), Japanese

(1880), Chinese (1881), Arabic (1883), Gujurati (1888),

French (1891), as well as into Benga, Persian and Korean

(as yet in MS.). It thus exists to-day in some seventeen

languages 100 and is professed by perhaps a more numerous

body than any other Protestant creed. 101

The labors of the Divines upon the “fourth part of uni-

formity”, that is to say, in the preparation of a Catechism

for the unified churches, reached a similarly felicitous result.

The Westminster Assembly was eminently an assembly of

catechists, trained and practiced in the art.
102 Not only

were its members pupils of masters in this work, but not

fewer than a dozen of themselves had published Catechisms

which were in wide use in the churches (Twisse, White,

Gataker, Gouge, Wilkinson, Wilson, Walker, Palmer,

Cowdrey, Sedgewick, Byfield, and possibly Newcomen,

Lyford, Hedges, Foxcroft). A beginning was made at a

comparatively early date towards drawing up their Cate-

chism; but this labor was successfully completed only after

all the other work of the Assembly had been accomplished.

In the earlier notices of work on the Catechism it is not

always easy to distinguish between references to the prepa-

ration of the Directory for Catechising for the Directory

for Worship and references to the preparation of the Cate-

chism itself. But as early as November 21, 1644, Baillie

speaks of “the Catechise” as already drawn up; and on the

26th of December following, as nearly agreed on in private

in its first draft. And we learn from the Minutes (p. 13)

that on December 2, 1644, a committee was appointed “for

hastening the Catechism”, and that this committee was

augmented on February 7th following (p. 48). O11 August

5, 1645, Bie material of this Catechism was under debate

100
Cf. Presbyterian and Reformed Review, April, 1902, pp. 254 sq.

101
Cf. the statistics in the Art. Puritaner und Presbyterianer, in

Herzog 3
. Also J. N. Ogilvie: The Presbyterian Churches (1897);

Henry Cowan : The Influence of the Scottish Church on Christendom.
103

Cf. Mitchell, Baird Lectures on The Westminster Confession, Ed.

2, p. 419, and the passage quoted from Heppe, p. 81.
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1

in the Assembly itself
;
and by August 20 it would seem to

have been so far nearing completion that a committee was
appointed to “draw up the whole draught” of it. Noth-

ing, however, came of this work. It appears, in effect,

that one or two false starts were made upon the Cate-

chism before the Divines got down to their really productive

work upon it. After midsummer of 1645 we ^iear nothing

about the Catechism for a year, when, writing July 14,

1646, Baillie tells us that all that had been hitherto accom-

plished was set aside and a new beginning made. “We
made, long agoe”, he writes, “a prettie progress in the

Catechise
;
but falling on rubbes and long debates, it was

laid aside till the Confession wes ended, with resolution to

have no matter in it but what wes expressed in the Confes-

sion, which should not be debated over againe in the Cate-

chise.”

Accordingly, the Confession being now finished and in

process of review, the new Catechism 103 was taken up

(September 11), and from September 14, 1646, to January

4, 1647, was rapidly passed through the Assembly up to

the questions which dealt with the Fourth Commandment.
This, however, was only another false start. In the prose-

cution of this work, the Assembly became convinced that

it was attempting an impossible feat
;
as the Scottish Com-

missioners express it,
104

it was essaying “to dress up milk

and meat both in one dish”. It therefore again called a

halt and “recomitted the work, that tuo formes of Cate-

chisme may be prepared, one more exact and comprehensive,

another more easie and short for new beginners”. 105 Re-

commencing on this new basis, the “Larger Catechism”

103 An order from the Commons to hasten the Catechism had come in

on July 22, 1646.
104 Writing to the Commission of the General Assembly. See the

published records of the Commission, i. p. 187.
103 Do.: cf. Minutes for Jan. 14, where the order for preparing the tivo

Catechisms is noted and it is added that in the preparation of them,

eye is to be had “to the Confession of Faith, and the matter of the

Catechism already begun’’. Cf. also Gillespie’s account in his speech in

the General Assembly, August, 1647 (Baillie’s Letters, iii., p. 472).
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began to be debated on April 15, 1647, and was finished on

the 15th of the following October, and sent up to Parlia-

ment on October 22. The “Shorter Catechism” was taken

up on August 5, 1647, seriously taken in hand October 19,

began to come into the Assembly on October 21, and was

finished November 22 and sent up to Parliament November

25, 1647. The proof texts for both Catechisms occupied the

Assembly from November 30, 1647, to April 12, 1648, and

were presented to Parliament April 14, 1648. The “Shorter

Catechism” was approved by Parliament on September 22,

1648. and issued under the title, The Grounds and Principles

of Religion contained in a Shorter Catechism, According to

the Advice of the Assembly of Divines sitting at Westmin-

ster, to be used throughout the Kingdom of England and

Dominion of Wales. The “Larger Catechism”, however,

although passed by the Commons on July 24, 1648, stuck in

the House of Lords and never received its authorization. In

Scotland, both were approved by acts of the General Assem-

bly of 1648, ratified by the Estates of Parliament, February

7, 1649; but no mention is made of them in the reestablish-

ment of Presbytery after the Revolution. In the later

history of the Westminster formularies, the “Larger Cate-

chism” has taken a somewhat secondary place; but no pro-

duct of the Divines has been more widely diffused or has

exercised a deeper influence than their “Shorter Catechism”.

It at once became in Scotland the text-book in religion in

the schools, and has held that position up to to-day
;
and for

a long period it was scarcely less popular in Non-Conform-

ist England than in Scotland. From both sources it was

transmitted to their affiliated churches in America; and in

the extension of the mission work of the several Presbyte-

rian Churches in the nineteenth century its use has been

diffused throughout the world.

The tracing of the sources of the Westminster Cate-

chisms is rendered exceptionally difficult not merely by

the amazing fecundity in catechetical manuals of the British

churches of the immediately preceding and contemporary
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periods, but also by the obvious independence of the West-

minster Divines in giving form to their catechetical formu-

laries, and their express determination to derive the mate-

rials for them, as far as possible, from their own Confession

of Faith. The contents of the first Catechism taken in hand

by them—the Catechism of 1644-1645 — have not been

transmitted to us. We may infer, however, from the

meagre details which have found record, that it was proba-

bly based on the Catechism of Herbert Palmer, published

in 1640 under the title of An Endeavour of Making Chris-

tian Religion Easie (5th ed., 1645). The matter of the

second Catechism prepared by the Assembly—that of the

autumn of 1646—is preserved for us in the Minutes, so far

as it was debated and passed by the Assembly. 106
It pro-

fessedly derives its material as far as possible from the

Assembly’s Confession of Faith, but as it covers in large

part ground not gone over in the Confession, much of its

material must have an independent origin. Palmer’s Cate-

chism still seems to underlie it, but supplies no material for

its exposition of the Commandments
;
and the influence of

the manuals of Usher seems discernible. Much the same

must be said of the sources of the Catechisms which the

Assembly completed, “Larger” and “Shorter”. The doc-

trinal portion of the “Larger Catechism” is very much a

catechetical recension of the Assembly’s Confession of

Faith; while in its ethical portion (its exposition of the Ten

Commandments) it seems to derive most from Usher’s Body

of Divinity and Nicholl’s and Ball’s Catechisms

;

and in its

exposition of the Lord’s Prayer to go back ultimately

through intermediary manuals to William Perkins’ treatise

on the Lord’s Prayer. The “Shorter Catechism” is so

original and individual in its form, that the question of its

sources seems insoluble, if not impertinent. It in the main

follows the outline of the “Larger Catechism”; but in its

108
It has been extracted and printed in consecutive form by W.

Carruthers in his The Shorter Catechism of the Westminster Divines,

. . . with Historical Account and Bibliography (London, 1897).
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modes of statement it now and again varies from it and in

some of these variations reverts to the Catechism of the

autumn of 1646. In their striking opening questions both

Catechisms go back ultimately to the model introduced by

Calvin, possibly but certainly not probably through the inter-

mediation of Leo Judae. 107 Perhaps of all earlier Catechisms

the little manual of Ezekiel Rogers most closely resembles

the “Shorter Catechism” in its general plan and order; but

there is little detailed resemblance between the two. After

all said, the “Shorter Catechism” is a new creation, and

must be considered in structure and contents alike the con-

tribution to the catechetical art of the Westminster Divines

themselves. No other Catechism can be compared with it

in its concise, nervous, terse exactitude of definition, or in

its severely logical elaboration
;
and it gains these admirable

qualities at no expense to its freshness or fervor, though

perhaps it can scarcely be spoken of as marked by childlike

simplicity. Although set forth as “milk for babes” and

designed to stand by the side of the “Larger Catechism”

as an “easie and short” manual of religion “for new be-

ginners”, it is nevertheless governed by the principle (as

one of its authors—Seaman'—phrased it), “that the great-

est care should be taken to frame the answer not according

to the model of the knowledge the child hath, but according

to that the child ought to have”. Its peculiarity, in contrast

with the “Larger Catechism” (and the Confession of

Faith), is the strictness with which its contents are confined

to the very quintessense of religion and morals, to the

positive truths and facts which must be known for their

own behoof by all who would fain be instructed in right

belief and practice. 108 All purely historical matter, and

107 Leo Judae: “Q. Die, sodes, ad quem finem homo creatus est?

R. Ut optimi maximi ac sapientissimi Dei Creatoris majestatem ac

bonitatem agnoscamus, tandemque illo aeternum fruamur.”
108 Accordingly the course of salvation alone is traced in questions

20-38 with no reference whatever to the career or end of those not

elected to everlasting life. The theory is that the catechumen is inter-

ested, or ought to be, exclusively in what has been done for him and

what he is to expect. This is the account to give of the fact which
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much more, all controversial matter—everything which can

minister merely to curiosity, however chastened—is rigidly

excluded. Only that is given which, in the judgment of its

framers, is directly required for the Christian’s instruction

in what he is to believe concerning God and what God
requires of him. It is a pure manual of personal religion

and practical morality.

To whom among the Westminster Divines we more espe-

cially owe these Catechetical manuals,—and particularly the

“Shorter Catechism”,'—we have no means of determining.

It is, of course, easy to draw out from the records of the

Assembly the names of the members of the committees to

which the preparation of the materials for them was en-

trusted. But this seems to carry us a very little way into

the problem. On the whole, Herbert Palmer, who bore the

reputation, as Baillie tells us, of being “the best catechist

in England”, appears to have been the leading spirit in the

Assembly in all matters concerned with catechetics : and

he apparently served on all important committees busied

with the Catechisms up to his death, which occurred, how-

ever, (Aug. 13, 1647) before the “Shorter Catechism”

seems to have been seriously taken in hand. We have no

direct evidence to connect him with the authorship of this

Catechism, only the first—evidently a purely preliminary-

report upon which he was privileged to be the medium of

making, and the contents of which certainly show much less

resemblance to those of his own manual than there is reason

to believe was exhibited by the earliest Catechism under-

taken by the Assembly. There is still less reason, of course,

to connect with its composition the name of Dr. John Wal-

lis, Palmer’s pupil and friend, who attended the committee

charged with its review as its secretary (from Nov. 9,

seems strange to some (see Mitchell, Baird Lectures, p. 450) that there

is no reference here to the future retribution of the lost. This is only

a portion of a larger fact. The Catechism proceeds on the presumption

that the catechumen is a child of God and gives only what the child of

God needs to know of the dealings of God with him and the duties he

owes to God.

25
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1647), and whose mathematical genius has been thought

to express itself in the clear and logical definitions which

characterize the document. Dr. Wallis’ close connection

with the “Shorter Catechism”, in the minds of the contem-

porary and following generations, appears to be mainly due

to the publication by him at once on its appearance (1648)
of an edition of it broken up into subordinate questions

according to the model of the treatise of his friend and

patron, Palmer. Still less have we evidence to connect the

Scotch commissioners directly with the composition of the

“Shorter Catechism”. The record may give us reason to

infer that the earliest Catechism undertaken by the Assem-

bly may have been in the first instance drafted by the

Scots. 109 But we lack even such faint suggestions in the

case of the Catechisms which were ultimately prepared.

Indeed, these Catechisms, and especially the “Shorter”, are

precisely the portion of the Assembly’s constructive work,

in the composition of which the Scotch Commissioners

appear to have had the least prominent part. Henderson

had died before the Confession of Faith was finished; Bail-

lie left immediately after its completion; Gillespie in the

midst of the work on the “Larger Catechism”
;
while Ruth-

erford, who alone remained until the “Shorter Catechism”

was under way, judged that his presence until the comple-

tion of the “Larger Catechism” justified the declaration that

the Scots had lent their aid to the accomplishment of all “the

4 things mentioned in the Covenant”, 110 which is as much as

109 How far this first draft may be represented by The New Catechism

according to the forms of the Church of Scotland, published by the

Scots in 1644 (reprinted in Mitchell’s Catechisms of the Second Refor-

mation, 1886) we have no means of determining: but there is reason

to believe that if this document was prepared by the Scots as a draft

for the consideration of the Assembly, it was much departed from in

the Assembly’s work, which seems rather to have taken its start from

Palmer’s Catechism.
110 Minutes, Oct. 15, 1647. Before he actually took his leave (Nov. 9),

the Shorter Catechism, which ran rapidly forward, was on the point of

completion. See the Minutes for Nov. 8, when the Commandments,

Lord’s Prayer and Creed were ordered to be added to the Catechism.
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to say that he looked upon the completion of the “Shorter

Catechism” as largely a matter of routine work unessential

to the main task of the Assembly. 111
It does not follow, of

course, that the Scots had nothing to do with the composi-

tion of the “Shorter Catechism”. We do not know how
fully its text had been worked out before any of it was

brought before the Assembly, or how hard it rested on

previous work done in committee or in the Assembly, or to

whom the first essays in its composition were due. Of
course, the Scots served with all committees up to the

moment of their departure, and may have had much to do

with the framing of the drafts of documents with which

we have no explicit evidence to connect their names. But

they appear to have had less to do with giving the Cate-

chisms their final form than was the case with the other

documents prepared by the Divines for the use of the

united churches. The Catechisms come to us preeminently

as the work of the Assembly, and we are without data to

enable us to point to any individual or individuals to whom
we can confidently assign their characteristic features.

With the completion of the Catechisms, the work of the

Assembly under the engagement of the Solemn League and

Covenant was done. The Scots, as we have seen, caused

a minute to this effect to be entered upon the records of the

Assembly (October 15, 1647), reciting that some of them

had given assistance to the Divines throughout the whole

of their labors looking to uniformity. And on the return

to Scotland of Rutherford, the last of the Scots to leave

London, the Commission of the General Assembly dis-

m
It would seem that the Shorter Catechism was not seriously taken

in hand until October 19, 1647, and that as late as Sept. 29, 1647, it could

still seem doubtful in Scotland whether the Divines would not content

themselves with the Larger Catechism. On that date the Commission

at Edinburgh, acting on the assumption that there might be no Shorter

Catechism prepared by the Divines, appointed a committee of its own
to draw up a primary Catechism for use in Scotland. (See Records of

the Commissions of the General Assemblies, etc., edited by Mitchell and

Christie, I., p. 306.) The Assembly of Divines was already disintegrat-

ing and it was hard to get together a quorum.
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patched a letter to the Assembly of Divines (November 26,

1647)'—with whom it joins in the address “the Ministers

of London, and all the other well-affected brethren of the

Ministrie of England”—which accurately reflects the state

of affairs relatively to the work of the Divines at the end of

the year 1647. this letter the Scots express their unwav-

ering purpose to abide by the Covenant they had sworn, and

exhort their English brethren to do the same, noting at the

same time the difficulties they saw besetting the way, and

recommending in view of them diligence in the fear of God.

In pursuance of its covenant engagement, the letter goes on

to declare, the Scottish Church had approved and ratified

the Directory for Worship “being about tuo yeares agoe

agreed upon by the Assemblies and Parliaments of both

kingdomes”, and the Doctrinal Part of Church Govern-

ment—that is, the Propositions for Church Government of

1644
—

“agreed upon by the reverend and learned Assemblie

of Divines”
;
and had also approved the Confession of

Faith “as sound and orthodox for the matter, and agreed

unto on their part, that it be a part of the Uniformity, and

a Confession of Faith for the Churches of Christ in the three

kingdomes”
;
while it purposed to consider and expected

to approve the Directory of Church Government, the Cate-

chism and the new Paraphrase of the Psalms at the next

Assembly, to meet in the summer of 1648. From this state-

ment we perceive how far Scotland had outrun England in

fulfilling the terms of their mutual engagement, and how
uneasy the northern kingdom was becoming over the ever

growing prospect that they would never be fully met in

England. Meanwhile all the work of the Divines for uni-

formity was done
;
there remained only the completion of

the proof-texts for the Catechisms, with the completion of

which their entire function, as enlarged and given interna-

tional significance by the provisions of the Solemn League

and Covenant, was performed. We find the Assembly,

therefore, on the day on which Rutherford took his leave

of it, appointing a committee “to consider of what is fit
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to be done when the Catechism is finished” (November g,

1647). For a time the Assembly turned back to the contro-

versies of the great days of its past, with the Independents

and the Erastians
; to its responses to the jus divinum

queries; 112 and especially to its answers to the reasons of the

Dissenting brethren against the Presbyterian system of gov-

ernment, which it now prepared for publication (1648, and

again 1652). It had ceased to have any further function,

however, than that of a standing advisory board to Parlia-

ment; and as the significance of Parliament decreased

(“Pride’s purge”, December 6, 1648, was the precursor of

the end, which came in 1653) its own importance necessarily

fell with it. It became increasingly difficult to get a quorum

together; and its work dwindled into the mere task of an

examining committee for vacant charges, until it passed out

of existence with the Parliament from which it derived its

being.

What the Divines could do for the institution of the pro-

posed uniformity of religion in the three kingdoms, we see,

then, had been done and well done, by the beginning of

1648. The institution of uniformity on the basis formu-

lated by them did not lie within their powers. That was a

matter of treaty engagement between the two nations. We
have seen that the Scotch were in no way backward in the

fulfilment of their part of the engagement. The same can-

not be said for England. The political situation was very

different at the opening of 1648 from what it had been in

midsummer of 1643 1
and Parliament was now perhaps little

inclined, and, to do it justice, was certainly little able, to

carry out all it had felt constrained to promise five years

before. 113 The rise of Independency to political power and

112 These queries had been laid aside “till the Confession and Cate-

chise were ended” (Baillie, Letters, ii., pp. 37&> 388), so that to return

to them at this point was only to carry out a long-determined plan.

113 What was done by Parliament, however, was not little, though it

was done slowly and proved not lasting. This is how it is sketched by

a not very friendly hand : “The years i6qo-6o witnessed the most

complete and drastic revolution which the Church of England has ever

undergone. Its whole structure was ruthlessly demolished—Episcopacy,
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the usurpation of the army were the supersession of the

Covenant and all its solemn obligations : and after the

usurpation came ultimately, not the restoration of Parlia-

mentary' government and Presbyterianism, but the restora-

tion of monarchy' and prelacy. The dream of an enforced

uniformity of religion in the three kingdoms on a Presby-

terian basis, under the inspiration of which the Divines had

done their constructive work, had vanished
;
and so far as

the successful issue of their labors depended on alliance

with a friendly state, their work, as regards England at

least, had failed. But this alliance was not the strength of

the Assembly', but its weakness. Its work was not in char-

acter political, but religious; and its product needed no im-

position byr the civil power to give it vitality. Whatever

real authority the formularies it had framed possessed,

was inherent in them as sound presentations of truth, not

derived from extraneous sources. And by the inherent

power of their truth they have held sway and won a way
for themselves to the real triumph of the voluntary adhesion

the Spiritual Courts, Deans and Chapters, Convocation, the Book of

Common Prayer, the Thirty-Nine Articles, and the Psalter; the lands

of the Bishops and of the Deans and Chapters were sold, and the Cathe-

drals were purified or defiled. On the clean-swept ground an entirely

novel Church system was erected. In place of Episcopal Church

Government a Presbyterian organization was introduced, and a Presby-

terian system of ordination. For the Spiritual Courts were substituted

Presbyterian Assemblies (Parochial, Classical and Provincial), acting

with a very real censorial jurisdiction, but in final subordination to a

parliamentary committee sitting at Westminster. Instead of the Thirty-

Nine Articles the Confession of Faith was introduced, and the Directory

in place of the Book of Common Prayer. New Catechisms and a new

metrical version were prepared, a parochial survey of the whole

country was carried out, and extensive reorganization of parishes

effected. Finally, the equivalent of a modern ecclesiastical commission

(or let us say of Queen Anne’s Bounty Scheme) was invented, a body

of trustees was endowed with considerable revenues for the purpose

of augmenting poor livings, and for years the work of this ecclesiastical

charity and reorganization scheme was earnestly pursued. There is

hardly a parallel in history to such a constitutional revolution as this.”

. . . (W. A. Shaw, A History of the English Church during . . .

1640-1660, I., pp. vii.-viii.)

.
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of multitudes of Christian men. It is honor enough for

the Westminster Assembly that it has provided this multi-

tude of voluntary adherents with a practicable platform of

representative government on Scriptural lines, and a sober

and sane directory of worship eminently spiritual in tone;

and above all, with the culminating Reformed Confession of

Faith, and a Catechism preeminent for the exactness of

its definitions of faith and the faithfulness of its ethical

precepts.

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.



BEYOND GOOD AND EVIL.

The intelligent reader need not be told that the title of

this paper is taken from Nietzsche’s Jenseits von Gut und

Bose

,

which has recently appeared in English dress
,

1 and

that I do not intend to discuss the problem of good and

evil, but rather to use this heading as a point of departure

for some observations in regard to the author of Beyond

Good and Evil. The attempt to add still another to the

many interpretations of that bizarre and irritating genius,

Friedrich Nietzsche, needs no apology. The teacher of

Beyond-man has now become a problem like Hegel, or, let

us say, Ibsen and Mr. Bernard Shaw. He is both widely

read and much misunderstood. Whether he is really worth

reading, is a question I do not raise; and it is only because

I do not know just how widely he is read that I pocket both

pride and shame and venture to offer to readers of this

Review anything so ‘popular’ as the purely descriptive part

of this paper. I desire to add by way of farther explana-

tion that the article is mainly expository, not critical, and

that in writing it in the first instance for another public I

was guided by Huxley’s maxim for popular lecturing and

presupposed nothing but total ignorance.

Prof. Sorley’s happy reference to Nietzsche 2 as “the

enfant terrible of modern thought’’, is the best characteriza-

tion of him I know. He makes ill-timed and shocking re-

marks, he has no reverence for etiquette and convention, he

makes awkward enquiries and asks embarrasing questions.

He will touch the ark without fear, and without reverence

penetrate into the holy of holies. He will not be repressed

1 Beyond Good and Evil. Prelude to a Philosophy of the Future.

By Friedrich Nietzsche. Authorized translation by Helen Zimmern.

New York, The Macmillan Company, 1907.

* Recent Tendencies in Ethics, p. 32.
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or silenced and the only hope is to deal with him patiently

and seriously and show where his strange vagaries would

lead. If the metaphor here goes somewhat lame, the

fault is mine for over-working it. One must not expect a

metaphor to run on all fours. Even the real enfant terrible,

however, must in the first place be understood, and not

ignored or refuted. Nietzsche himself says; “one refutes

a thing by laying it respectfully on ice—it is just so that one

refutes theologians also”. But one cannot refute Nietzsche

by laying him respectfully on ice. Orthodox theologians

might be tempted to give the retort courteous that there is

at all events no ice where Nietzsche now is
;
but apart from

that, he has far too much vitality to freeze to death.

Though the comparison is a compliment which Nietzsche

does not deserve, he is in more respects than one the

legitimate successor of Hobbes, about whom Warburton

wrote in 1741 : “the press sweat with controversy
;
and every

young Churchman militant would needs try his arms in

thundering upon Hobbes’s steel-cap”.

Nor can one refute Nietzsche, or even insult him, by

calling him hard names. That is too often his own method

of argument
;
but it is no use to call a man a liar if he only

smilingly admits the imputation. It is easy enough to

judge Nietzsche’s morality by the traditional standards and

condemn it. But this is as unnecessary and inconclusive as it

is easy. He calls himself ‘anti-Christian’, ‘atheist’ and ‘im-

moralist,’ and one need not waste breath in calling him

names which he takes as compliments. It is his primary

purpose to put in question the worth of the very standards

according to which his morality is condemned. That is his

real significance.

In his life-time Nietzsche was ignored by the many,

disdained by the few who were acquainted with his writings,

deserted by one after another of his intimate associates.

While lamenting the coldness of the public and the apos-

tasy of his friends, he always asserted that he wrote for

posterity. “It is only the day after to-morrow that be-
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longs to me. Some are born posthumously. . . This book

belongs to the select few ... of what account are the

rest?—The rest are merely mankind”. Thus he writes in

the Preface to The Antichrist; and now the ‘select few’

have grown into the many, the canaille, whom he scorns.

‘Europe’s Flatland', where he says he was least read and

least wished to be read, has recently added to the two stan-

dard editions formerly published, a complete pocket edition

of his works in chronological order, 3 and five of the eleven

volumes of the authorized English and American editions

have already been published. Nietzsche has been called

‘the man of the day’, and on the one hand the spread of his

cult has been lamented as the evil sign of a materialistic

age, while on the other hand he has been welcomed as

tbe original teacher of a new moral ideal. He has been

called Der Modephilosoph der Zeit; and while this is

perhaps a doubtful compliment, it is at least ample evidence

of his popularity when this phrase is used by such a com-

petent witness as Riehl, who says that Nietzsche is to-day

the most widely read of serious writers. 4 In a recent

review of ‘Contemporary Philosophy in Germany’, Prof.

Oscar Ewalcl says that “the traces of Nietzsche’s influence

on our modern thought are deeper than those of any

other thinker”. 5 Before his death, in 1900, a few articles

about him had been written by competent hands, 6 and

Riehl and Lichtenberger had published their excellent mono-

graphs, but very little of the mass of Nietzsche-literature

had been contributed by serious students of philosophy

;

and while I do not profess to be well-read in this litera-

ture I have examined enough of it to venture the asser-

3 Nietzsche’s Werke: Taschen-Ausgabe. Leipzig, G. C. Naumann’s

Verlag. 1906. 10 Bande.
4 Friedrich Nietzsche, Der Kiinstler und der Denker.

2
1898, p. 14.

0 The Philosophical Review, May, 1907.

* The best I have seen are von Hartmann’s essay entitled Nietzsche’s

'tieue Moral’, published in Ethische Studien, 1898, and Prof. Seth

Pringle-Pattison’s admirable article in The Contemporary Review,

May, 1898.
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tion that three-fourths of it is worthless. Now, how-

ever, we have careful studies of Nietzsche by such com-

petent interpreters as (among others) Richter
,

7 Fouillee, s

Vaihinger
,

9 Simmel
,

10 Dolson
,

11 and Drews .

12 Nietzsche

is much in evidence in the philosophical periodicals
,

13 and

his name falls from the lips of professed philosophers as

well as litterateurs. He has found a place in Falckenberg’s

and Ueberweg-Heinze’s histories of philosophy and in the

last edition of Eucken’s Lebensanschauungen der grossed

Denker, and his teaching has been expounded from the pro-

fessorial chair.

Now both of these facts—to wit, that Nietzsche first be-

came a la mode with ‘the people’ and only after some lapse

of time came into his own as not beneath the notice of com-

petent students of philosophy—admit, I think, of ready ex-

planation. In the first place, the public in default of any

better standard, and before time has had a chance to deter-

mine values, is rather apt to take new issues at the price fixed

by somebody’s ipse dixit; and Nietzsche set a high value

upon his own wares. In one thing he remained true to his

master Schopenhauer—he displayed no mock-modesty. He
regarded himself as a European event, like Hegel and

Goethe. He vilified Socrates, Plato, Kant, the Reforma-

tion, the Germans, the Jews, the English, Christianity; in

short almost everything except the Renaissance, Napoleon,

Goethe and Heine. He never failed to run counter to all

traditional opinion and to make his own unproved assertions

with an air of infallibility. How could one refrain from

7 Friedrich Nietzsche, Sein Lehen und sein Werk. 1903.

* Nietzsche et Vlmmoralisme .* 1902.

’ Nietzsche als Philosoph. 1902.
10 Schopenhauer und Nietzsche. 1907.

11 The Philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche. 1901.

u Nietzsche’s Philosophic. 1904.
11 The International Journal of Ethics and The Contemporary Review

for April come to my table as I write. The former has two articles,

and the latter one, dealing with Nietzsche. The latest contribution to

Nietzsche-literature in book form ( The Philosophy of Friedrich Nietz-

sche, by Henry L. Mencken, 1908) is altogether worthless.
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curiosity concerning an author who announces himself thus:

“People often ask me why in the world I write in German:

I was nowhere less read than in my own country. But

who knows after all if I even want to be read at present?

—

To create things on which time vainly tries its teeth; as

regards form, as regards substance, to make an effort after

a little immortality. I was never yet modest enough to re-

quire less of myself. Aphorism and the sentence, in which

I, as the foremost among the Germans, am master, are the

forms of “eternity”; my ambition is to say in ten sentences

what everyone else says in a book,—what everyone else does

not say in a book I have given to mankind

the profoundest book it possesses, my Zarathustra : I shall

shortly give it the most independent one”. 14 “I have given

to the Germans the profoundest books they at all possess—

a

sufficient reason why they should not understand a word of

them.” 15 “My ‘Genealogy of Morals’ furnished the first

information concerning the contrast between ‘noble mor-

ality’ and ‘Christian morality’
;
there is perhaps no more de-

cisive modification of thought in the history of religious

and moral knowledge. That book, my touchstone for what

-belongs to me, has the good fortune to be accessible only to

the most elevated and the most rigorous minds
;
others have

not got ears for it.”
16 In February 1888, he wrote to von

Seydlitz : “It is not impossible that I am the first philosopher

of the age—perhaps even something more—something de-

cisive and fatal, standing between two milleniums.” Nietz-

sche, then, proclaims himself as a European event, a ‘free-

spirit’ writing for free-spirits, a revolutionising genius, a

setter-up of new tables of values, the teacher of a new

morality, a new religion, a thinker with a profundity, a

gaiety, a seriousness, and a mastery of style hitherto un-

known
;
and—the innocent public have taken him at his own

valuation.

11 The Twilight of the Idols, pp. 217-218.
15 The Case of Wagner. Second Postscript.
u
Ibid. Note to the Epilogue.
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But this is not all. Neitzsche really plays with great

problems, problems of music, of culture, of psychology, of

morals and art and religion. If he does not work seriously,

cautiously, thoroughly, he at least toys with great and

perennially interesting issues. The fact that he is unsyste-

matic and non-sequacious is a point in his favor. It is con-

venient to be able to begin or leave off reading wherever

fancy chooses. The general reader does not wish a system,

does not wish hard consecutive thinking, cares nothing

about the logical development of a thesis
;

it is much easier

to memorize aphorisms and to appropriate obiter dicta, the

striking novelty of which is largely due to ignorance.

Nietzsche skips about in the world of great philosophical

ideas; but he eschews the phraseology of the schools, he is

guiltless of philosophic calm and method; he employs a vo-

cabulary which is in part the language of common life and

in part of his own invention, but which soon becomes intelli-

gible enough to answer the needs of the enthusiastic neo-

phyte. His sentences stick in the memory : “Nothing is

more compromising than a thought”. “Nothing is less ex-

pensive than passion”. “Man does not strive after happi-

ness
;
only the Englishman does so”. “By seeking after the

beginnings of things people become crabs. The historian

looks backwards
;

he finally believes backwards also”.

“Nothing is true, everything is allowed”. “Plato is a cow-

ard in presence of reality
;
consequently he takes refuge in

the ideal”. “Ye say, ‘a good cause will hollow even war’?

I say unto you : ‘a good war halloweth every cause.’
” “Mo-

rality negatives life”. “Even concubinage has been cor-

rupted—by marriage”. “Remorse of conscience is inde-

cent”.

Nietzsche was moreover a past -master in the art of coin-

ing or appropriating striking and equivocal catch-words.

Who has not heard of the Overman or Superman, of

Eternal Recurrence, of the Will to Power, of the Trans-

valuation of all Values, of Master-morality and Slave-

morality, of Human all-too Human, of Beyond Good and
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Evil? These phrases contain Nietzsche’s philosophy, and it

is convenient to have one’s intellectual valuables done up in

small parcels and neatly labelled. That the real content of

these packages is not always known, that the meaning of the

phrases is somewhat obscure— what does that matter ?

They are easily passed from hand to hand or mouth to

mouth. The real significance of his views is a problem

which need not in the least trouble the average patron of the

circulating-library. The latter doubtless thinks that he un-

derstands Nietzsche, that his meaning is so plain that he

who runs may read—though Nietzche himself held other-

wise. He tells us that it is not only his habit, but perhaps

even his malicious fancy ‘‘to write nothing else but what may
drive everybody to despair who is pressed for time”. He is

a ‘‘teacher of slow reading”. “It is almost necessary to be

a cow. . . . -.chewing the cud is necessary”. “Every

philosophy also conceals a philosophy”. “Every deep

thinker is more afraid of being understood than of being

misunderstood”. “Posthumous men—myself, for ex-

ample. . . . are never understood— therefore our

authority”. 17 There is much truth in these statements, es-

pecially the last one.

Nevertheless Nietzsche’s ‘shocking epigrams’ are readily

enough intelligible to fascinate the attention and fire the im-

agination of shallow minds. Here are a few samples from

the Twilight of the Idols. “To have to combat the in-

stincts—that is the formula for decadence”

.

“Morality and

religion belong entirely to the psychology of error”.

“There is no such thing as a moral fact”. “Moral senti-

ment has this in common with religious sentiment; it be-

lieves in realities which do not exist.” Christianity is “un-

dying Chandala revenge as the religion of love ". “An al-

truistic morality, a morality which causes selfishness to

languish, is, under all circumstances, a bad sign.” “Vig-

orous eras, noble civilizations, see something contemptible

17 Preface to The Dawn of Day, Foreword to A Genealogy of Morals,

Beyond Good and Evil, p. 258, The Twilight of the Idols, p. 99.
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in sympathy, in brotherly love”. “The preaching of chas-

tity is an incitement to antinaturalism”. Pity is “the virtue

of the decadents”.

But these sentences are taken out of their context; in

repeating them in their naked isolation we are making il-

legitimate use of them and perhaps misrepresenting their

author. That is undoubtedly true, and I believe it is

just because Nietzsche’s views are most frequently known
in this fragmentary way that his influence upon the half-

cultured is so dangerous. Nietzsche himself has a basis for

his opinions. He has reasons for regarding our softening

manners as signs of decadence, for decrying democratic in-

stitutions, for condemning all that comes under the concept

of what he calls slave-morality, for his hatred of Christian-

ity: all of his judgments, literary, aesthetic, ethical, relig-

ious, have a common basis. Now we think these reasons

bad, very bad indeed, and this common basis weak. There

are those who do not agree with us
;
but even the youthful

members of Nietzsche-clubs would, I am convinced, fail

to yield assent to his round and radical assertions, if they

recognized the premises on which they rest and the con-

clusions to which they lead. Nietzsche calls himself ‘im-

moralist’, ‘anti-Christian., atheist’; and many profess to

follow him and quote his words without knowing at all why
he rejected not only the ideals of Christendom, but all mo-

rality. They only know that he wrote in this way
;
“Nothing

amidst our unsound modernism is unsounder than Chris-

tian sympathy”. “All concepts of the Church have been

recognized as what they are, as the wickedest of all forms

of false coinage invented for the purpose of depreciating

nature.” . . . .In the last section of The Antichrist,

he says : “I call Christianity the one great curse, the one

great intrinsic depravity. .

'

. . . the one immortal

blemish of mankind”. “With this I am at the conclusion

and pronounce my sentence. I condemn Christianity”.

“This eternal accusation of Christianity” he ‘will write on all

walls in letters that even the blind may see’. The colossal
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egotism of that pronunciamento is surely indicative of im-

perfect mental balance. 18 The title which he proposed to

give to his unpublished autobiography—‘Ecce Homo'—is an

exhibition of bad taste which amounts to dementia. Though
I believe that a true principle of criticism must compel one

to judge the value of Nietzsche’s writings by what they

are, and not as the products of a diseased brain, it is certainly

not altogether fanciful to see in his later writings the signs

of the approach of that hopeless insanity which brought

his literary activity to a close at the end of the year 1888.

It should now be evident why Nietzsche has compelled at-

tention and awakened the most bitter opposition. If it is

less evident why he has a following, this will perhaps appear

more fully presently. It is not merely that he is gifted

with a preternatural cleverness for making striking observa-

tions. We are to remember that he does not rest in mere

negations. He preaches the gospel of strength, hardness,

pitilessness, power, self-assertion; but all this under the guise

of what some would call a new idealism. Against Schopen-

hauer and all the race of pessimists, he never tires of preach-

ing the worth of life; and consequently he has a message for

people grown weary and impoverished upon the dry bones

of Schopenhauer’s negation of the will to live or an over-

emphasis upon the ascetic aspect of Christian ethics. His

egoism affords a wholesome, though an exaggerated pro-

test, against much sickly-sentimental humanitarianism. It

also appeals to an age which is only too ready to receive any

ill-considered gospel of ‘strenuousness’.

“The authentic concluding words of The Antichrist, which do not

appear in the English translation, give an even stronger expression of

that megalomania which is so manifest in Nietzsche’s judgments,

quoted above, upon the value of his own works. “Und man rechnet

die Zeit nach dem dies nefastus, mit dem dies Verhangniss anhob,—nach

dem ersten Tag des Christentums !—Warum nicht lieber nach seinem

letzten?—XachHeute?—Umwerthung aller Werthe ! ...” ( Werke

,

VIII, p. 314, cf. p. 440) ; i. e., Why not now reckon time from the date

of my work, Nietzsche, the destroyer of Christianity, rather than from

the date of its founder?
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What I have already said also affords a partial explana-

tion of this other fact, viz., that Nietzsche was not at first

taken seriously by those best qualified to judge him, and

least of all by the professed philosophers. I have called

him a philosopher, and only by circumlocution avoided

speaking of his system. Yet ‘system’ in his writings there

is none, and ‘philosopher’ is only his title by courtesy. It

is, of course, a question of definition, and I am not solicitous

about the name, but only about a description of his writ-

ings. Call him ‘Em philosophischer Geist’

,

if you like. He
was that, as were Emerson and Carlyle. But no one of

these was a philosopher in the technical sense. Define phil-

osophy as you will—as the science of first principles, or of

knowledge, or of reality, or of the phenomena of mind, or

as the great synthesizing, systematising discipline, the scicn-

tia scientiarum which gathers up the generalizations of all

the special sciences and seeks to present a coherent world-

view—Nietzsche was not a philosopher in any of these as-

pects. He was neither psychologist (fond as he is of call-

ing himself such), epistemologist, logician, nor metaphy-

sician. He comes nearer to being a moral philosopher
;
not

indeed a systematic thinker even here, but rather a ‘moralist’

in the old sense of one who reflects and comments upon

human nature and conduct. He abounds in epigrams,

apothegms, obiter dicta. Like Emerson, he gives us in-

sights, apercus; he emits sparks; but like Emerson’s they

are disconnected, unrelated, without logical sequence. He
reminds us in some ways of Carlyle, whom he hated. He
is a thunderer, an image-breaker, a propagandist, an im-

moralist with a mission. He is terse, scornful, bitter, im-

passioned, violent, never tired of smiting the anvil and scat-

tering fire; tiresomely repetitious, defiant, denunciatory, self-

contradictory, sometimes abrupt and obscure, more often

clear and incisive, but always vigorous, vital, suggestive,

often brilliant. Even in point of style he is always essen-

tially an essayist — the artistic impulse outweighing the

scientific. Instead of starting somewhere and going some-

26
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whither by the most direct route, he loiters, dances, sings,

expostulates, poses, ejaculates, vilifies, moralises by the way.

He ridicules scholars and scientists. He would be known
as philosopher and poet. He is neither, but is more poet

than philosopher. He thinks in metaphors and his poetic

imagery is often beautiful. But he shows us “how to philo-

sophise with a hammer”
;

19 which means brutal, dogmatic

denial and assertion—which is not at all philosophical.

Nietzsche’s philosophical defect is not that he was a con-

scious and successful stylist, but that the style of which he

was such a master is unsuitable for philosophy and that his

aphoristic mode of thinking and writing resulted in an al-

most total absence of systematic exposition. How far this

lack of sytematic and consecutive thinking is an illustration

of necessity being the mother of invention, and how far it

was due to deliberate perversity, we may wonder. Nietz-

sche says he ‘mistrusts all systematizers and avoids them’

and that ‘the will to system is a lack of rectitude’. But when

we remember that his mental and physical health made pro-

longed application impossible, that he was obliged to be much
in the open air, that it was his habit to jot down thoughts

as they occurred to him in the course of his daily wander-

ings and then to polish them into literary form in the eve-

ning—we have the psychological (and physiological) expla-

nation of his statement that “sedentary application is the

very sin against the Holy Ghost, only thoughts won by

ZL'olking are valuable”. It would be like Nietzsche thus to

make a virtue of necessity. At all events it is evident that

we should not expect to find much system in books com-

posed in this occasional way of scattered ideas culled from

note-books.

But the prophet of Naumburg is not only aphoristic and

unsystematic in thought and expression
;
he is Protean in

his changes. First coming under the influence of the phil-

19 This is the sub-title of The Twilight of the Idols—cf. Zarathustra,

p. 179. “Thou askest why? I am not of those who may be asked for

their whys.”
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ologist F. W. R. Ritschl, then under the spell of Schopen-

hauer and Wagner, at length an apostate from the Schopen-

hauerian philosophy, an adherent of the English empiricists,

of the French moralists of the school of Montaigne, of Posi-

tivism, of Darwinism, of an un-Darwinian evolutionism;

and all the while delivering his dicta, no matter how mut-

ually contradictory, with the same appearance of papal in-

fallibility : is it any wonder that the philosophers refused to

take him seriously when he took himself so seriously at each

successive change of front? Nietzsche says he does not

wish to be understood; and again he laments that he is not

understood. He attributes the lack of intelligent apprecia-

tion to his own profundity and his readers’ superficiality.

I am not aware that he regards his shifting view-point and

contradictory judgments as a serious hindrance to his lumi-

nosity.

Why, then, if the description I have attempted to give of

Nietzsche’s writings be just, or at all near the truth, is he

now at length receiving the attention of serious students of

philosophy? The answer can be given very briefly. It

is, in the first place, because Nietzsche has become a power

with the masses, he has become a factor in the life and

thought of the reading members of the laboring classes..

The intellectual horizon of many of these people is de-

termined solely by Nietzsche. He is their prophet and

apostle .

20 We have not time to explain how the rank and

file should come to choose as their leader the most haughty,

aristocratic scorner of their kind whom they could possibly

discover. Nietzsche holds that the true end of life is to

produce ‘superior’ men
;
that ‘a whole people is the detour

which nature makes in order to produce six or seven great

men’
;
that the many exist neither for themselves nor the

state nor posterity, but for the sake of the few ‘noble’ ones

M
I understand, however, that Nietzsche’s influence is now waning in

Germany. If this be so, and if it be also true that history repeats

itself, there is every reason to expect that the German ebb tide will

be flood tide over here. Successful publishers are not fools, and they

know this.
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who give significance to life
;
that ‘a healthy aristocracy

should accept with a good conscience the sacrifices of a leg-

ion of individuals’. “Verily, after writing rabble, badly

smelleth all yesterday and to-day”, Nietzsche says in

Zarathnstra. Yet the ‘rabble’ follow him. Perhaps one

explanation is to be found in his own statement that “it is

an enjoyment for every poor devil to vilify”. Nietzsche,

aristocratic radical as he is, expresses in no measured lan-

guage the dissatisfaction of all those who are ill at ease

and disgruntled under the existing social regime. He ap-

peals to all deniers of right, of order, of morality, of

religion. All sorts of iconoclasts take him as their spokes-

man—not because he proves or disproves anything—but

because he is hailed as a philosopher who voices the antag-

onism to all existing institutions and the traditional codes

of social life. When a philosophy has thus touched life

intimately and has strongly influenced thought and action, it

can not be disregarded simply because it may be technically

crude. Because Nietzsche is a living force, he cannot be

ignored.

But, in the second place, Nietzsche raises several great

philosophical questions. He does not solve problems, but

he states them with great clearness and force. It is nothing

to his discredit that like his own Zarathustra, and indeed

like all philosophers, “he asked himself many things and

did not easily know the answer”. Though he scarcely at-

tempts a systematic discussion of any problem, and though

his philosophy is—to borrow the phrase which he directs

against Positivism
—

“a bric-a-brac of ideas of the most

varied origin”, yet it would be a mistake to suppose that

there is no coherence whatever in his thinking. His pre-

dominant interest is the problem of values—the problem

which is familiar to theologians in connection with Ritsch-

lianism, and which is just now receiving much attention in

philosophy, especially in connection with Pragmatism. It

is not so strange therefore that one whose writings are filled

with discussion of value-judgments, and who, moreover,
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attempts to introduce a new table of values, should receive

more serious consideration than the intrinsic merit of his

work deserves. It is just here, at this problem of values,

that we strike upon Nietzsche’s real significance; it is here

also that we find whatever organic unity there may be

among the disjecta membra of his various productions—the

kind of unity which results from continual occupation with

a single problem.

Riehl tells us that Nietzsche is the philosopher of cul-

ture; that culture is the problem which stands in the midst

of his philosophy and binds together the different periods

of his thinking .

21 Others have found this central point and

common bond in the hostility to Christianity, or in his

doctrine of the Superman. But while there is truth in all of

these views, I prefer to state the case in my own way and

to see in the problem of values the thought which is central

to all his opinions. This is in accordance with his own
statement that the problem of decadence is in fact that

which has occupied him most profoundly
,

22 and that Good

and Evil is only a variety of that problem. His interpreta-

tion of morality, of Christianity, his interest in culture, in

history, in civilization, is likewse only a variety of that

problem, which is itself the problem of the value of a certain

type of life. His hostile attitude towards pity is due to the

fact that it is regarded as the monumental illustration of

decadence. His interest in culture is not merely the his-

torian’s interest in facts, but the moralist’s preference for

certain types of culture and dislike for others. The Chris-

tian type is repugnant to him
;
the Overman is his ideal .

23

When he began his academic career as a philologist, Nietz-

sche complained of the narrowness of his specialty and

expressed the intention of using philology as a tool, an

instrument, in the service of the history of culture. The

21
Op. cit., pp. 54-55.

22 Preface to The Case of Wagner.
23 There is no single recognized English equivalent for Uebermensch.

I do not stick to uniformity, but use the words Superman, Overman,

Beyond-man and Higher-man indifferently.
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first fruits were his Birth of Tragedy

;

but even in this study

of Greek culture his interest was not alone historical and

aesthetic; there was the ethical motif of depicting and de-

fending a particular type of culture, one characterized by

vitality. In his early essay on History he discountenances

the teaching of so much history—why? On the ground that

living in the past and contemplating the heroic deeds of

former times, will lead the present generation to look upon

themselves as Epigoni, and thus diminish their self-confi-

dence and make them weaker. Here at the beginning of

Nietzsche’s literary activity we have an anticipation of his

Master-morality.

While a student at Leipsic, Nietzsche first became ac-

quainted with Schopenhauer’s World as Will and Idea,

which at once captivated him. One need not attempt to

describe in detail Nietzsche’s affinity for the great pessimist.

Prof. Pringle-Pattison quotes Nietzsche’s statement that

“Dcr Atheismus, war Das, was mich sit Schopenhauer

fiihrte”

:

24 but I believe this is only a half-truth or quarter-

truth. It is certain that his hostility to Theism and to

Christianity gradually became more pronounced, and finally

remained (together with the belief in the primacy of ‘Will’)

the chief point of contact between himself and his ‘great

teacher'. But I think it was primarily because Schopen-

hauer ‘had the courage to stand alone’, and was a ‘kicker’

against all authorities, traditions, and beliefs—Theism and

Christianity of course included — that Nietzsche admired

him. The seriousness, the independence, the individuality,

the ‘free-spirit’, and also the pessimism of the master, found

a ready echo in the morbid, neurasthenic breast and kindred

spirit of the young philologist .

25 However this may be,

M
Op. cit. p. 736.

“ Cf. his lines on Schopenhauer. Werke VIII. p. 362.

Was er lehrte ist abgethan,

Was er lebte wird bleiben stahn

:

Seht ihn nur an

!

Niemandem war er unterthan.

Cf. also Genealogy, p. 137, and Werke, IV., Zweite Halfte, Aph. 253,

255 -
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the heart of Schopenhauer’s philosophy is the denial of the

worth of life in an irrational universe permeated by suffer-

ing. He raises the question of value in this concrete but

broadest aspect. And while Nietzsche later reacted from

Schopenhauer and rejected most of his specific doctrines, it

is this question of the worth of life, of the value of a par-

ticular type of life, of culture, of institutions, of customs,

of individuals, of ideas, which is always besetting him .

26

During the period of the Schopenhauer-Wagner influ-

ence, the answer Nietzsche gave to the question as to the

worth of life was that of the artist
;

27 the individual was

to seek salvation

—

i. e., cheerfulness, through self-forget-

fulness in beauty and art. More particularly, music was to

be the saving power of the future, and Wagner was re-

garded as the saving genius. This, the period of Nietzsche’s

aesthetic valuation of life, need not detain us. The second

or transition stage is known as the intellectual and positiv-

istic period. The natural sciences and the nature of truth

now become the objects of primary interest. Nietzsche is

led to reconsider his earlier views and to recoil from their

logical consequences
;

28
it is the period of self-examination

and self-criticism, of the influence of the English empiric-

ists, of epistemological inquiry and sceptical conclusions.

In this period he is “working in the bowels of the earth,

boring, mining, undermining”. He “began to undermine

our faith in morals” and also in truth. He questioned the

value of morality and of truth .

29 Our religious, ethical and

*’ Beyond Good and Evil, p. 137. “The Philosopher demands from

himself a verdict, a Yea or Nay, not concerning science, but concerning

life and the worth of life.” But cf. also The Tzvilight of the Idols, p.

106. “For a philosopher to see a problem in the worth of life is really

an objection to him, a mark questioning his wisdom, a folly.”

27
Cf. The Philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche, by Dr. Grace Neal

Dolson, pp. 16-23.
29

Cf. Richter, op. cit. p. 133. Friedrich Nietzsche gelangte durch die

absurden Konsequenzen, zu denen die Wagner-Schopenhauersche Meta-

physik im Wertproblem drangte, auf dem Umwege des Positivismus

zu seiner kritischen Werttheorie.
29 Preface to The Dawn of Day. Cf. also Genealogy of Morals, p. 7,

and Beyond Good and Evil, pp. 5-6.
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aesthetic ideas are not only all of them “Human, All-too

Human” and lacking in objective validity, they are for the

most part pernicious in their effects. The question of the

relation of this period to the one preceding and to the one

following it, while very important from the standpoint of

Nietzsche’s development, is not important for us in this

connection.

I pass at once to the third period, undeterred by the state-

ment that “Thanks to the effort of ill-informed writers,

public attention has been practically restricted to the last of

Nietzsche’s three distinct periods, and that the one most

tainted with the suspicion of incipient insanity ”. 30 I quite

agree with this statement with the exception of the gratu-

itous implication that only ill-informed writers will regard

Nietzsche’s third period as the most important. Many of

his admirers, as well as the majority of his critics, are

agreed in thinking it a pity that he ever published The

Antichrist. But making exception of this work, I think

the public is guided by a true instinct in attaching the most

importance to his later writings, not only because this is

the ‘ethical’ period, and Nietzsche is predominantly a mor-

alist (or immoralist), but also because it is in the writings

of this third period that we find both his most iconoclastic

utterances and the more positive or reconstructive aspect of

his thinking. Nietzsche himself was of the opinion that

during the ten years which separated The Genealogy from

Human
,

All-too-Human, his thoughts had grown riper,

clearer, stronger, more perfect .

31 They had at all events

grown more definite
;
and I can see no reason why one who

is concerned to know Nietzsche’s fundamental philosophical

message rather than the history of his mental development,

should be troubled to read either his earlier works or his

posthumously published writings .

32 Thus Spake Zarathus-

30 David Morrison in Mind, 1904, p. 419.
31 Genealogy, p. 2.

“This opinion is not at all inconsistent with the fullest recognition

of the fact that Nietzsche’s philosophy is the most subjective and

personal of all philosophies. ( Cf . Werke, XV., Aph. 476.) The
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tra (written between January, 1883, and February, 1885,

but first published as a whole in 1892), is Nietzsche’s most

original, as well as his most popular work. Beyond Good
and Evil (1885-6) and the Genealogy of Morals (1887),

are his two most systematic treatises. These three, together

with The Dawn of Day ( 1881 ) and the four essays included

in the volume entitled The Case of Wagner (viz., “The Case

of Wagner”, “Nietzsche contra Wagner”, “The Twilight

of the Idols”, and “The Antichrist”, all of the year 1888)

are the works now accessible to the English reader; they

are also, I believe, the most popular in Germany, and they

contain everything that anyone except the most curious need

read.

Had Nietzsche been spared to complete his magnum opus,

there is of course no telling how many more phases of

development he would have passed through; but taking his

work as we find it, we are obliged to regard this third

period as the most significant. Here we find the impression-

istic sketches of what might have developed into the detailed

and systematic study of a single problem, viz., Die Umwerth-

ung aller Werthe. It will be remembered that shortly

before the outbreak of his unfortunate malady, Nietzsche

completed the first part ( The Antichrist ) of a work which

was to be his magnum opus, viz.: The Will to Power, An
Essay Towards a Transvaluation of all Values. The first

three books were intended to criticise Christianity, philos-

ophy, and morality, respectively
;
the fourth was to be called

Dionysus. Philosophy of Eternal Recurrence. Here, then,

in the plan and title of Nietzsche’s projected masterpiece is

the clue which “once found unravels all the rest”. In the

writings of this final period we also find the explanation of

these transvaluations in the view that biology or physiology

furnishes the standard of all evaluations. That the problem

of value in its various forms is the beginning and the end of

posthumously published writings, especially the studies for Prefaces,

uncover Nietzsche’s egotism and megalomania in a more painful man-

ner, but, I think, add little or nothing to our knowledge of his cardinal

opinions.
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Nietzsche's thinking, and that all values are to be interpreted

physiologically—I take this to be the kernel of his philos-

ophy. To make that clear is the primary object of this

paper.

Nietzsche tells us that the Birth of Tragedy, his first

work, was also his “first Transvaluation of all Values”. 33

And in his last finished work, The Antichrist, he says: “It

is primarily a question of establishing the correct evaluation,

i. e. physiological evaluation.” All of his judgments, in the

sphere of history and culture, of art, morality, and religion,

rest upon this principle. One of his unwritten works was

to bear the title “A Physiology of Art”, in which he was

to show how the transformation of art into stage-playing

is an expression of ‘physiological degeneration’. “Aesthetics

is certainly nothing but applied physiology”, it is “indissol-

ubly bound up with biological presuppositions”. His objec-

tions to Wagner’s music are “physiological objections”.

Wagner “makes people morbid”; he is the artist of decad-

ence, he is ‘hurtful’. Bizet, on the other hand, improves

one. His music means a “return to nature, to health, to

gaiety, to youth and to virtue”. “In respect to artists of

every kind, I now make use of this ‘main distinction’
;
has

the hatred of life or the superabundance of life become

creative here?”34 “It is decisive for the fortune of a people

and of humanity that civilization begins at the right place—
not at soul . . . the right place is body, demeanor, regi-

men, physiology.”33 He understands ‘depravity’ in the

sense of decadence. “What is good?—All that increases

the feeling of power, will to power, power itself, in man.

What is bad? All that proceeds from weakness.”36 In the

Twilight of the Idols (p. 178) he says: “Nothing is ugly,

except degenerating man ;—the domain of icsthetic judg-

ment is thereby limited. Re-examined physiologically, all

that is ugly weakens and afflicts man.”

“ The Twilight of the Idols, p. 228.
M The Case of Wagner, pp. 24, 65, 54-5, 9, 74.
33 The Twilight of the Idols, p. 213.
!* The Antichrist, pp. 241, 238. Cf. The Dawn of Day, Aph. 189.
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In the Genealogy of Morals (pp. 59, 60) Nietzsche says

that the task of the philosopher “is to solve the problem of

value, that he has to determine the rank-sequence of values”

,

and that “all tables of goods . . . call first of all for

physiological consideration and interpretation’’. In this

work he sought to explain the origin of our ‘moral preju-

dices’, not because he was primarily interested in the gene-

alogy of morals, but because he thought that a knowledge

of the circumstances and conditions under which these moral

prejudices developed, would lead to a criticism of moral

values, would put in question the value of these values. The
original meaning of Good, he maintains, is quite different

from that which we impose upon it when we contrast Good
and Evil (Gut und Bose). ‘Good’ originally meant noble,

strong, self-affirming, self-asserting. The original antithesis

of the ‘good’ man is the lowly, common, servant-class.

The original antithesis was not that between Good and Evil

(Bose) but between Good and Bad (Schlect), i. e. between

great and small, powerful and impotent, superior and infe-

rior, noble and common, master and servant, aristocratic

and democratic, ruling-class and subject-class. The primi-

tive virtues were those of the dominant class; the ‘noble’

created values out of the qualities they possessed. How
then explain the change, the transvaluation of values, the

origin of the regard for the Christian and passive virtues?

The masses got tired of being exploited, of being under-

dog; so they changed and falsified the original scale of

values. In the view of the slave, it is the master who is

bad because he is an oppressor
;
“the slave has an unfavour-

able eye for the virtues of the powerful’’; hence, his quali-

ties—his greatness, his power, his pride, his self-assertion,

his injustice, violence, oppression and cruelty, in short his

virtues, are called ‘evil’. The ‘good’ comes to be regarded

as just the opposite of the ‘noble’ traits of the oppressor;

sympathy, love, uprightness, compassion, justice, equality,

humility, poverty of spirit, are ‘good’. Values are inverted

and morality is corrupted. The Romans represent Master-
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morality, Christianity expresses the morality of slaves. It

was with the Jews that the slave revolt in morality began.

They subverted the aristocratic equation of values (good=
noble= powerful= beautiful= happy = beloved of God).

It was by using Christianity as a means that the slaves, the

inferior and decadent, got the upper hand. The old ideal

of the Master-morality of the Roman Empire came to life

again for a brief period at the Renaissance; but Luther and

the Reformation killed it out again. The Reformation was

a great calamity. The only exception to the downward
tendency in modern history is in the career of Napoleon.

What we need is a new transmutation of values, a return

to the primitive conception of virtue, to stop this downward

tendency.

The ideal is the Superman, and Nietzsche’s Zarathustra

is his prophet. Zarathustra bids us : “Break, break in pieces

the old tables.” He seeketh as companions such as will be

creators with him, “those who write new values on new

tables”. When Zarathustra came unto men he “found them

sitting on an old conceit. All of them thought they had

known long what was good and evil unto man. All speech

about virtue appeared unto them to be an old weary thing,

and he who wished to sleep well, spoke of ‘good’ and ‘evil’

before going to bed. This sleeping Zarathustra disturbed

when teaching that no one knoweth yet what is good and

evil unless he be a creator”, 37
i. e., unless, like Zarathustra,

he denied the worth of the existing table of values, unless

he taught Beyond-Man and Beyond Good and Evil, unless

he wrote new values on new tables.

It is often said that the conception of the Superman is

Nietzsche’s central thought. It would be more correct to

say that it is the central thought in Zarathustra. But even

so, the Superman is an ideal
;
he is something to be created

;

he is both the example or personification, and the result of

a new table of values. Nietzsche’s conception of the Ueber-

37 Thus Spake Zarathustra

:

“Introductory Speech” and “Of Old and

New Tables”.
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mensch is, however, not always thoroughly consistent. In

Zarathustra ‘man is a rope connecting animal and beyond-

man’
;
‘he is a bridge and not a goal’

;
the goal is Beyond-

Man or the Superman. The Superman is an unattained

ideal. In the Genealogy the powerful personalities of more
primitive times seem to have realized his ideal of life. In

the Antichrist (p. 239) he holds that examples of the higher

man have existed already;38 only as exceptions, however,

and not as willed. Man should will the breeding of a more
valuable type, examples of which have hitherto existed only

as happy accidents. Sometimes Nietzsche seems to regard

the “blond beast”, roving about in search of prey, and with

the virtues and vices of barbarism, as the ideal man
;
some-

times he regards the intellectual genius, especially the cre-

ator of new values, who may himself lack the barbarian’s

efficiency, though not his ‘will’ to self-assertion, as the pro-

totype of ideal humanity. But his ultimate and really con-

sistent judgments are always in terms of body. “Body, I

am, and soul—thus the child speaketh. . . . But he who
is awake and knoweth saith : body I am throughout and

nothing besides.” ‘Spirit’ is a tool of body. Thy ‘self’ is

thy body. Nietzsche despises Christians because they are

‘despisers of body’ 39 and ‘are no bridges to Beyond-Man’

;

and he denies that the passive virtues are virtues or that

they have worth, because they are both the causes and the

consequences of deteriorating life.
40

53
Cf. The Twilight of the Idols, p. 195, where Cesare Borgia is

referred to as ‘a kind of beyond-tnan’.
39

1 do not mean to imply that this is his sole complaint against

Christianity. He first identifies Christianity with mediaeval asceticism

and then condemns the whole for the mistaken part. But another

ground of his hostility to Christianity is the belief that its doctrines

of sin, guilt, and punishment, rob life of its joy and make men
miserable. Like Epicurus, he would free men from fear of the gods,

death, and punishment. This idea runs all through the first book of

The Dawn of Day. Nietzsche sees only the darker, not the brighter

side of Christianity, and he disliked living, did not think life worth

living, under the conditions of the Christian articles of faith. (Aph. 90.)
40 Vid . Zarathustra, First Part: “Of the Despisers of Body.”
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It should now be evident what Nietzsche is really driving

at ; but the ground of his transmutation of all values still

needs a word of explanation. Whether entirely compatible

or not, the two ideas which appear together in the title of

his projected masterpiece, belong together in the writings

of the later period and he always falls back ultimately on

the lust for power. But while I agree with Fouillee that

Der Wille sur Macht is Nietzsche’s ‘fundamental idea’, I

do not think that this furnishes as good a rubric as the one

I have chosen for the interpretation of his writings as a

whole, partly because his antagonism to the traditional valua-

tions and the anticipations of his master-morality had found

expression long before the Will to Power became a definite

and controlling idea
,

41 and partly also because this phrase

itself stands in need of interpretation.

Nietzsche started from Schopenhauer. He agreed with

his master that ‘will’ is the ultimate reality. Will expresses

itself in the will to live. But life on the whole is incurably

bad

—

i. c., it is necessarily more painful than pleasurable.

Hence the sensible thing to do is to negate the will to live.

Life is worthless, is painful, is evil. It is a blind striving

which results in increased dissatisfaction. We must curb,

check, stop, this striving of the will after life. But just

here Nietzsche parted company with Schopenhauer. He
said: that depends; it is not all life that is bad, only some

kinds of life are bad. Weak, sickly, quiescent, degenerate

life is bad; but strong life, dominating life, masterful activ-

ity, is good. Don't be a pessimist, don’t adopt a gospel of

renunciation or despair; be strong. Don’t crucify the will

to live—that would be logical on Schopenhauer’s premises

—

but it’s cowardly
;
assert rather the Will to Power. “Willing

delivereth; that is the true doctrine of will and freedom

—

u
Cf. Peter Gast’s Nachbericht to Werke, VII. “Andeutungsweise

erscheint die Lehre vom ‘Willen zur Macht’ zuerst in Zarathustra

(S. 165-169) ; noch halb als Hypothese in ‘Jenseits von Gut und

Bose’. Aph. 22, 23, 36: als bestimmt formulirte Theorie in Nietzsche’s

Hauptwerk (Bd. XV.) Aph. 300-303.”
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thus ye are taught by Zarathustra”. Not renunciation of

life, but willing, creating the beauty of beyond-man—“that

is the great salvation from suffering, and an alleviation of

life ”.
42 For Schopenhauer’s Will to Live, Nietzsche sub-

stituted the Will to Power. He rejected Schopenhauer’s

pessimism together with his hedonism .

43 He denied that

pleasure is the good and he held that suffering ‘separates’,

‘ennobles’, ‘elevates’. It is affliction that deepens us. He
himself owes more to his long sickness than to his health.

He owes to it a higher health which enables him to say

‘yea’ to life in spite of suffering. (He adds that he owes

to it also his philosophy

;

and unsympathetic critics have

farther added that that is only too true.) Amor fati

is his innermost nature as well as (this will appear pres-

ently) his final word .

44 So much is clear. But it is not so

clear why he substituted the Will to Power for the Will to

Live; still less that this change was any improvement.

The Will to Power is a vague phrase and stands in need

of interpretation. The hurricane and the earthquake are

powerful. But knowledge is also power. It has been

plausibly maintained by youthful debating societies that the

pen is mightier than the sword. “The power ( Gezvalt ) of

the moral prejudices” is Nietzsche’s own phrase .

45
it has

been said : He that ruleth his spirit is mightier than he that

taketh a city. There is a warfare of ideals as well as of

arms. Conquered nations have sometimes died to live.

They have imposed their language, customs and ideas upon

the conquerors.

“The brooding East with awe beheld

Her impious younger world.

The Roman tempest swell’d and swell’d

And on her head was hurl’d.

42 Thus Spake Zarathustra. “On the Blissful Islands.”

43
Cf. Werke XV. Aph. 302, 312.

44 Nietzsche contra Wagner, pp. 86-88. Cf. Beyond Good and Evil,

Aph. 270.
43 Beyond Good and Evil, Aph. 23.
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The East bowed low before the blast

In patient deep disdain;

She let the legions thunder past

And plunged in thought again.”

“And centuries came and ran their course”—and the result

was that the religion of the brooding East conquered the

arms and the Empire of the militant West. Power is

measured by what it effects. Nietzsche eulogizes Napoleon

and Cesare Borgia, and he vilifies Christ. For Nietzsche,

the type of everything admirable is the Roman Empire; and

he complains that Christianity broke the power of the

imperium Romanum. That which was strong enough to

break the power of the strongest, is the symbol of weak-

ness, not of strength. Why? Because Power is defined

in one way, in physiological terms. Granting that every

living thing strives for Power, this Power is nevertheless

of different kinds, and only some kinds of Power are good

or desirable. Christianity was the religion of the decadent,

the weak and lowly, the physically and mentally sick; it

was the religion of pity, of brotherly love, not of domina-

tion and ruthless self-assertion. The religion of pity aided

the sick and suffering and preserved the weak; hence it

furthered the process of decadence. Schopenhauer was

quite right on his premises, to preach a morality of sym-

pathy, not because sympathy has any real moral worth, but

because it weakens life and is therefore the best means to

the goal of non-existence. But suppose enhanced vitality,

more Power, is the goal ?

Nietzsche uses the Will to Power as both a biological

and an ethical formula; but the relation between the two

points of view is not very clear, and it is difficult to say

whether biologico-psychological considerations or ethical

animus led him to alter the Schopenhauerian phrase. The

‘Will to Live’ is simply a statement of fact : all living things

strive blindly and irrationally to continue their existence.

Is the lust for power, then, also simply a statement of fact?
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Does Nietzsche mean that individuals and species do not

strive simply for survival, but for expansion of life, for

more life, measured in terms of breadth, strength, power,

domination? If so, this doctrine stands in need of proof.

Though it is not invariably the case that all that a man
hath will he give for his life, it is true that in the animal

world at large, adaptation to environment as the condition

of existence sometimes involves degeneration, loss of power,

as the price of survival. It might be plausibly and I think

truly maintained that lust for power is more characteristic

of man than of other animals. But even in man the lust

for power is not always the predominant instinct. Love of

ease, of pleasure, of peace and quiet, are more characteristic

of some nations than the imperialistic spirit. To say, as

Nietzsche would say, that the will-to-be-mighty is lacking

only because power is lacking, is to blind one’s eyes to what

might happen if some of the lethargic nations once became

possessed of the lust for power.

On the other hand, if Nietzsche holds that the Will for

Power is still expressed in making the best of unfavorable

conditions which necessitate restricted activities, self-limi-

tation and the curtailment of certain capacities and powers,

then there is no advantage in substituting Will to Power

for self-preservation as the cardinal instinct. The two

phrases become practically identical in meaning, in spite of

what Nietzsche says to the contrary .

40 “Life is precisely

Will to Power.” A living thing seeks above all to discharge

its strength—life itself is Will to Power; self-preservation

is only one of the indirect and most frequent results there-

of .

47 The truth seems to be that though Nietzsche reacted

from Darwin as he did from Schopenhauer, and calls him-

“ Cf. Zarathustra, p. 161. “He who shot after the word of ‘will unto

existence’ did not hit truth. Such a will—doth not exist. For what

existeth not cannot will : but that which is in existence, how could

that strive after existence.” The mixture of truth and fallacy in this

statement needs no comment.
" Beyond Good and Evil, Aph. 259, 13.

27
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self anti-Darwinian
,

48 he was led to change the Schopen-

hauerian phrase under the influence of the Darwinian biol-

ogy’. He held that “life itself is essentially appropriation,

injury, conquest of the strange and weak, suppression,

severity, . . . putting it mildest, exploitation”. “Ex-

ploitation” “belongs to the nature of the living being as

a primary organic function; it is a consequence of the in-

trinsic Will to Power, which is precisely the Will to Life ”. 49

Nietzsche misunderstood Darwin50 and forgot the latter’s

caution that the struggle for life and survival of the fittest

was a metaphor which should not be too narrowly inter-

preted. In any case, the Darwinian formula is not a happy

phrase in the sphere of ethical values. Dr. Tille, the editor

of the authorized English translation of Nietzsche’s works,

is doubtless right in saying51 that “Huxley’s essay On the

Natural Inequality of Man would have delighted him” [t. e.,

Nietzsche]
;
but he would probably have profited more by

reading the Romanes Lecture on Evolution and Ethics. In

the biological sphere, actual survival is the test of fitness;

‘fitness’ is proved by survival. But in the sphere of ethical

values, this is not so, as Nietzsche himself would admit.

The decadence which he laments just means that the ‘unfit’

do not perish as they should. They ignore the fact that

‘much-too-many-live’, and they neglect to ‘die at the right

time’.

In regard to Nietzsche’s own formula and its application,

there are a good many things that might be said at this

point
;
but the impulse to comment must be held in leash.

iS
Cf. The Twilight of the Idols, Aph. 14, and Der Wille zur Macht,

Aph. 322-324.
49 Beyond Good and Evil, p. 226.
50 He says: “Darwin forgot the intellect (that was English!)” and

he calls Darwin ‘respectable, but mediocre’. Nietzsche had a way of

picking the brains of every author he read, and then either ignoring

or disparaging almost in proportion to his indebtedness. He thus gave

a shining example of that ‘exploitation’ which he holds to be character-

istic of ‘noble morality’.
51
Introduction to Thus Spake Zarathustra, p. xix.
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One might, for instance, question the statement that man
has become smaller and weaker, either during the Christian

period or the much longer historic period. It is not proven

that the culture-races have degenerated physically, and if

this is not the case, then Nietzsche’s attacks upon the

morality of the culture-races are wholly irrelevant. On the

other hand, even if man had degenerated, Nietzsche holds

that morality is rather the inevitable consequence than the

cause of ‘impoverished life’, and his tiresome jeremiads

are childishly at variance with that boasted nobility of soul

which says ‘yea’ joyfully to good and bad alike.

Again, one might deny that Will to Power in the sense

of ruthless self-assertion is the ‘fundamental fact of all

history’. Those who seek a biological foundation for mo-

rality usually maintain that the evidence against this view

is conclusive. Though Nietzsche’s predominant tendency

is to regard the altruistic sentiments as thinly-disguised

egoism, he is more consistent in condemning the other-

regarding impulses as bad, i. e., as injurious or life-destroy-

ing, than he is in denying their existence.

So, also, one might maintain that the other-regarding

virtues are not necessarily inconsistent with Nietzsche’s

Master-morality, resting upon the lust for power : that it

is the strong, self-sufficient, dominant individual, who out

of the superfluity of his power, is best able to succour others.

Beneficient activity might be the expression and the proof

of a superabundance of vitality and efficiency. The tyrant

might conceivably enhance the ‘pathos of distance’ by his

magnanimity. Nietzsche admits this when he says :

52 “the

noble man also helps the unfortunate, but not—or scarcely

—

out of pity, but rather from an impulse generated by the

superabundance of power”. And again : “when a man

who is a master by nature has sympathy, that sympathy has

value ”.53 Sympathy and benevolent conduct therefore can

have a place : they are no more intrinsically bad than they

22 Beyond Good and Evil, Aph. 260.
53

Ibid., Aph. 293.
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are intrinsically good. Regard for others is then entirely

optional, not obligatory. One may act towards beings of a

lower order just as one likes, and ‘beyond good and evil’.

The noble type of man regards himself as a determiner, a

creator of values. He passes the judgment: “what is in-

jurious to me is injurious in itself ”.
54 Two things, then,

are evident; that Nietzsche’s morality is the most out and

out egoism
,

55 and that the Will to Power is a formula which

furnishes no rule for conduct
;
the ‘noble’ type of man may

do as he likes, the ignoble must do as he can.

It might also be maintained that ‘helping the unfortunate’

is not simply the sign of a superabundance of power, but a

condition of the development of power. Thus, as Spencer

would say, imagine a moving tribe, beset by enemies, suf-

fering from insufficient supply of food, and encumbered

by the impedimenta of aged and infirm persons. The

easiest way of preserving the tribe and extricating it from

danger, would be either to abandon the aged and infirm

persons or to put them to death. There is no reason why
this should not be done, for the strong have a right to do as

they like with the weaker. But suppose they refrain from

exercising this privilege. The cunning, the strategy, the

resourcefulness, the new plans and devices that would have

to be invented, the alert intelligence that would be called

forth under trying conditions, would develop in the tribe as

a whole and in individuals an enhanced efficiency and sense

of power for future emergencies.

Again, it might be denied that that “elevation of the

human species” which is the goal of Nietzsche’s morality

is as well served by “severity, violence, slavery, . . .

tempter’s art and deviltry of every kind ... by every-

thing wicked, terrible, tyrannical, predatory, and serpentine

M
Ibid., Aph. 260.

55 “‘Not to seek one’s own advantage’: that is merely the moral

fig-leaf for quite a different thing, for the physiological fact,
—

‘one does

not know any longer how to find one’s own advantage’.” The Twilight

of the Idols, p. 191.
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in man”,56 as by the practice of the commonly recognized

virtues. One might, in fact, set up question-marks all along

the line of Nietzsche’s ‘immoralism’
;
but my primary pur-

pose is to interpret and I pass on, with the parenthetical

remark that since anything is ‘good’ which enhances the

sense of power
,

57 regard for one’s neighbor may be as

essential to the elevation of the species as appropriation,

injury, and exploitation.

‘The elevation of the species’ and ‘the will that Beyond-

man may live’—it is in virtue of this doctrine that Nietzsche

is often said to teach a ‘new ethical idealism’
;
but his doc-

trines are neither new (most of them are as old as Heracli-

tus, Democritus and Protagoras) nor ethical nor idealistic.

It is true that Nietzsche is at one with idealistic moralists in

rejecting all forms of hedonism, whether egoistic or univer-

salistic and whether coupled with the doctrine of evolu-

tion or not. His ethic is neither based upon psychological

hedonism nor is it either sentimental or rational Utilita-

rianism. He scorns “the green-grazing happiness of the

herd”. It is true also that the Uebermensch, who is the

significance of earth and the goal of humanity, is an ideal

which is not supported, after the manner of the naturalistic

moralist, by an appeal to the ‘ways of the cosmos.’ Darwin,

interpreting the processes of nature, tried to show how man
came to be what he is. Spencer, reading the tendencies of

nature, looks to the future and tries to show what man, in

view of these tendencies, will become. But Nietzsche, un-

like Darwin and Spencer, does not appeal to nature to form

his picture of the man of the future, the Superman. Spen-

cer, to be sure, first got his ideal man in the ideal con-

dition of society without the help of doctrine of evolution.

In Social Statics, the perfect man and the perfect society

are just as much the creations of pure imagination as is

the ‘ideal humanity’ of perfectionistic moralists. Spencer

5‘ Beyond, Good and Evil, Aph. 44.
57

Cf. The Dawn of Day, Aph. 189. “When man feels the sense of

power, he feels and calls himself good.”
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then tried later, in the Data of Ethics

,

to validate this ideal

by appealing to the processes of nature to show that his con-

ception of the perfect society was the end towards which

evolution was working. But Nietzsche does not thus appeal

to the cosmic process to furnish the standard of morality.

He finally gave up his adherence to Darwinism because

Darwin held that the whole plant and animal and human
world had developed from lower to higher and that the

species grows in perfection. Nietzsche, on the contrary,

held that the results of the struggle for existence are pre-

judicial to the strong, the privileged, and that man has de-

generated. He holds that Spencer is a decadent because

Spencer sees something desirable in the triumph of altruism

;

and that a scientific demonstration of the morality of sym-

pathy is futile because sympathy is a sign of deteriorating

life.

It is equally obvious, that Nietzsche is not an ethical

idealist in the ordinary sense
;
the sense, let us say, which

is familiar to us in the writings of men like T. H. Green.

The ‘ideal humanity’ of the ethical idealist is the antipodes

of Nietzsche’s ‘higher man’. Of what like is this ideal

humanity? Or who is the good man? He is, first of

all, after Kant, the man of good will
;
and then, this good

will is manifested in the practice of the commonly recog-

nized virtues. The perfection of the individual is realised

only in the service of humanity- This ethical doctrine is

moreover intimately connected with the belief in a spiritual

principle in nature and a moral order of the universe. The

spiritual principle in nature, continually manifesting itself

in human minds and institutions, slowly but unfalteringly

perfects the conception of ideal humanity in the process of

its gradual realization. The whole world-order is spiritual

in its essence, and moral progress is permeated and pro-

duced by intelligence. The End is given by reason and is

realized through the volitional effort of free, self-determin-

ing, intelligent agents. Nietzsche would deny every one of

these positions. “There is neither spirit nor reason nor
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thought nor consciousness nor soul nor will nor truth

—

these are all useless fictions .”58 This is, however, less un-

intelligible than it sounds. How, it may be asked, can the

Will to Power be the ultimate reality, if there is no such

thing as ‘will’? What Nietzsche means is that ‘will’= the

‘natural’ impulses, desires and passions. Will= self
;
but

self= body. Mind is only the product and instrument of

body. Mind is epiphenomenon, the servant, the slave, the

shadow of body. Will is an effect and not a cause
;

it no

longer moves or explains anything, it simply accompanies

vital processes .

59

Nietzsche’s psychological or physiological dynamism is

thus at variance with his ethical idealism. His psychology

teaches that every individual inevitably strives for increase

of power, for domination. His morality teaches that a cer-

tain kind of power and domination should be sought. The

slave-classes, the decadent, reversed the original table of

values, they created an inverted table for their own benefit—

to curb the power of the powerful and assert their own

equality or even superiority so far as possible. It was just

because they were decadents that they invented the values of

decadence—they could not do otherwise—they were still

expressing the will to power in the only way they could

express it. Intelligence is only the tool of the will to power

and intelligence seized upon this means of power. Why
then, should Nietzsche complain? Because his reason tells

him that a certain type of life and power is desirable. He
doesn’t get his criterion of good from nature or biology or

physiology. He gets it from Reason. What, then, be-

comes of his physiological evaluation? Body does not

evaluate. It is mind that judges that physiological evalua-

tions are the only correct evaluations. In this sense at least

it is difficult to deny the primacy of reason. Reduce self

to body and you ipso facto eliminate not only ‘ethical,’ but

any sort of idealism.

59 Der Wille zur Macht, Aph. 270.
19

fcf. The Twilight of the Idols, pp. 135-136, 141-143.
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But what if values are not created by mind, but by body,

as Nietzsche holds? We are thrown back again on the idea

of Will to Power, and into pure naturalism. Man “calleth

himself ‘man’, i. e., the valuing one”, and “without valuing,

the nut of existence would be hollow.” But valuing is

simply “the voice of the will unto power.” 60 The by-

product human intelligence may say : this is ‘good’ and that

‘bad,’ i. e., it furthers ascending or descending life, (Beyond

Good and Evil does not mean Beyond Good and Bad)
;

61

but these judgments are simply statements of fact. The
moral judgments which imply freedom and responsibility

and praise and blame, have no place .

62 Every species and

every individual strives for power, i. e., for superiority, for

domination. Intelligence is simply an instrument of the

Will to Power. In the higher species, intelligence deter-

mines the means, the way, to power. But intelligence sug-

gests one mode of life, one table of values to the weak, and

another mode of life and list of virtues to the strong, as the

fit means to power. This not only means that there is “No
good, no bad, but my taste, for which I have neither shame

nor concealment”— (I shall return to that presently) ;
it

means that Nietzsche’s conception of the Will to Power and

his conception of the Superman as an ideal to be realised by

volitional effort are incompatible. ‘Man is a something to

be surpassed.’ The Superman is ‘the goal of humanity.’

The higher man must be ‘created’. But he can be created

only by a ‘morality of breeding, not of taming. The weak

must perish and we must help them to perish. All creators

are hard, they are destroyers. Sympathy, love, pity, are

bad because they preserve the weak. They foster deter-

iorating life. But the decadents are in the majority. Im-

poverished life creates ‘nihilistic’ values,

—

i. e., morality

60 Thus Spake Zarathustra, pp. 76, 78, 162.

“ Genealogy, p. 59.

“ Cf. Zarathustra, p. 44. ‘Enemy’, ye shall say, but not ‘wicked one’;

‘diseased one’, ye shall say, but not ‘wretch’ ;
‘fool’, ye shall say, but

not ‘sinner’.
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that fosters decadence. There is no help for it; we must

go on step by step into deeper decadence. What, then,

becomes of Nietzsche’s Uebermensch, the higher man of the

future? He becomes an impossibility. The ideal is swal-

lowed up in the actual. “It is absurd to try to shunt off

man’s nature towards some goal ... a goal is lack-

ing’’. Humanity must go on from bad to worse; there is

no escape. 63 This is not a new ethical idealism; it is moral

pessimism, based upon an out-and-out naturalism.

I have no wish to deny or obscure the positive and re-

constructive aspect or Nietzsche’s teaching. The reader will

be able to find whatever he seeks in this treasure-house of

conflicting opinions, and it is the easiest thing in the world

by confining one’s attention, as Mr. Pigou does, 64 almost

exclusively to Zarathustra, which is Nietzsche’s most poet-

ical, imaginative and idealistic work, to produce the impres-

sion that those who emphasize the negative aspect of his

morality fail to do him justice. Zarathustra says: “But a

horror for us is the degenerating mind which saith, ‘All for

myself!’”. His great love unto the most remote which

commandeth, ‘Spare not thy neighbor’, bids him also to sac-

rifice himself as well as his neighbor unto his love for

Beyond-man. One must be sure that one has a right to be a

creator, and, ‘For small folk, small virtues are requisite’.

‘One shall not wish to enjoy one’s self’, and ‘One must learn

how to love one’s self. (pp. 104, 80, 122, 289, 241, 290,

280). Out of the doctrine of reasonable self-love and de-

votion to the interests of a higher humanity, Nietzsche might

have developed a ‘new morality’. That he failed to do so,

is not the fault of his critics but of his own philosophy.

It is difficult to know how to deal with a writer who does not

believe in truth and who regards it as a merit that he is

not afraid of contradictions. 65

“ Cf. The Dawn of Day, Aph. 49, and The Twilight of the Idols, pp.

1 12, 143, 174, 206.

““The Ethics of Nietzsche” in International lournal of Ethics, April,

1908.

“ Cf. The Dawn of Day, p. xxvii.
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Having already weakened the force of the enfant terrible

metaphor by the attempt to treat Nietzsche seriously, I now
make amends by adding that it is exceedingly difficult to do

so. If, however, we are to pay him this compliment, we
must really be in earnest in the matter and seek to interpret

his new morality in the setting of his philosophy as a whole.

When so interpreted, I have no hesitation in saying that

Nietzsche is not even an immoralist; he is (to borrow a

word from the French, who lack the English dis-taste for

hybrids) an amoralist. In taking a negative position, he has

not ‘again learnt to be positive’ (unless utter scepticism be

itself a positive position) because he has not ‘divested him-

self of scepticism’. 66 In the Genealogy he reproaches scien-

tists for not being ‘free spirits’ but in reality in alliance with

the apostles of ‘the ascetic ideal’, because they still believe

in truth. He holds that ‘nothing is true’, that ‘it is nothing

more than a moral prejudice that truth is worth more than

semblance’, that ‘the falseness of an opinion is not any

objection to it’, that ‘the falsest opinions are the most in-

dispensable to us’. All this is the outcome of the natural-

ism which teaches that conscious thinking is simply an in-

stinctive function which expresses the physiological demand

for the maintenance of a definite mode of life. The only

question is: ‘how far an opinion is life furthering’. But

since that will depend upon the kind of life in question, upon

the nature of the individual or class or species, it follows

that there is no standard of either truth or morality.

Nichts ist wahr, alles ist erlaubt. G1 This means the nega-

tion, the complete bankruptcy, of all morality.

Morality in its lowest terms involves the recognition of a

rule of right which is either directly authoritative or in-

directly binding as the condition of a common good. Even

customary or tribal morality implies the recognition of a

rule of conduct. In The Dawn of Day, Aph. 16, Nietzsche

The Dawn of Day, Aph. 477.
n

Cf. Beyond Good and Evil, Aph. 3, 4, and Genealogy, Third Essay,

Aph. 24.
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himself says: “any custom is better than no custom.” Mo-
rality means (if you will pardon me) that what is sauce for

the goose is sauce for the gander; that what is right for me
is right for all others in precisely similar circumstances. It

means that what I shall do or not do is at all events not a

mere matter of my private likes and dislikes. There is at

least this much of objectivity about morality. Moral con-

duct is not wholly individual, arbitrary, and irresponsible.

There is no such thing as a purely private morality. Nietz-

sche, however, would call this a ‘higher morality’. He
holds that the ripest fruit pendant from the tree of social

evolution is the autonomous super-moral sovereign individ-

ual ,

68 But we must not be misled by his phraseology. His

‘sovereign individual’ is neither autonomous nor super-

moral. He is anomic and infra-moral. He is a law to

himself not in the sense that the rational self imposes the

law which it freely obeys, but in the sense that he places

himself beyond all law and follows the natural desires and

passions. He says: “This is my way, where is yours?”

There is “no good, no bad, but my taste, for which I have

neither shame nor concealment.” “He hath discovered him-

self who saith : ‘This is my good and evil’ ”.
“
‘To live as

I like or to live not at all’, thus I will, thus even the holiest

one willeth’ ”. 69

This is strictly in accord with Nietzsche’s naturalism,

which teaches that the true nature and function of life is will

to power. “To speak of right and wrong in itself is al-

together meaningless; in itself the act of injuring, violating,

exploiting, destroying can, of course, not be anything

“wrong”, inasmuch as life essentially, i. e., in its funda-

mental functions, works injury, violation, exploitation and

destruction, and can not be conceived otherwise.” “That

the lambs should bear a grudge to the big birds of prey, is

no wise strange; but this is no reason for blaming the big

birds of prey for picking up small lambs. And if the lambs

63 Genealogy, Second Essay, Aph. 2.

08
Zarathustra, III, “Of the Spirit of Gravity”; and IV,“ The Shadow”.
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say among themselves : ‘These rapacious birds are wicked,

and he who is as little as possible of a bird of prey, but

rather the opposite, i. e., a lamb—should not he be good?’

We cannot find fault with the establishment of such an ideal,

though the birds of prey may make rather mocking eyes and

say: ‘We do not bear at all a grudge to them, these good

lambs, we even love them. Nothing is more delicious than

a tender lamb’ “If the suppressed, the down-

trodden and the wronged, prompted by the craft of im-

potence, say to themselves : ‘Let us be different from the

bad. let us be good ! and good are all those, who wrong no

one, who never violate, who never attack, who never re-

taliate, who entrust revenge to God . . . (who are)

the patient, the humble, the just’—this means, viewed cooly

and unprejudicially, no more than : ‘We, the weak, are—it is

a fact—weak
;

it is well for us not to do anything, for which

we are not strong enough’ “Not-to-be-able-to-take-re-

venge is called not-to-will-revenge, perhaps even forgive-

ness”, and the action which proceeds from the impotence

of the weak one is called “a voluntary performance, a

thing self-willed, self- chosen”.

These quotations from the Genealogy of Morals'ro are

sufficient to illustrate the fact that Nietzsche is thoroughly

successful in his attempt to impugn the validity of all moral

ideas by tracing their origin, provided his account of their

origin and meaning be correct. With this proviso I am not

now concerned. I would only remark that Der Wille zur

Macht is surely a fruitful principle when it can account for

the origin of society as due either to the forceful imposition

of law upon the weaker by the ‘masters’, or as due to the

impotence of the weaker which expresses itself in the ‘herd-

ing-instinct’
;
which can account both for the morality of

‘ascetic’ ideals and the morality of ‘noble’ ideals in the same

way; which accounts for love of neighbour and injury to

one’s neighbour as due to the same happiness in the feeling

of ‘superiority’
;
and which, finally, explains ‘bad conscience’

,0 Second Essay, Aph. 11, and First Essay, Aph. 13, 14.
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i. e., the sense of guilt and sin, as due to the joy of causing

pain to self after the more natural outlet of cruelty to others

had become obstructed. Even if there were no real justifi-

cation for the existence of ‘bad conscience’, it would be not

the fact of bad conscience, but Nietzsche’s explanation of

the fact which is a ‘paroxysm of nonsense’.

In his anxiety to castigate the morality of ascetic ideals

by ‘a bit of animal psychology’, Nietzsche goes to the other

extreme and in his re-habilitation of the flesh, he reduces

man to the level of the beast. “The beast of prey, the splen-

did, blond beast, lawfully roving in search of spoils and

victory”, is the prototype of the higher-man who is beyond

good and evil. Man is the animal rationalized in the sense

that reason becomes a means to the gratification of the

physical impulses, passions and instincts. “To be forced

to fight against the instincts is the very formula of decad-

ence”. “To attack the passions at the root is to assail the

roots of life”. “All good is instinct”. I need not point

out that the production of the higher man by a process of

breeding which involves the most stringent regulations of

marriage, is an ideal which would involve the most radical

attack upon instinct. It is more important to observe that

the advocate of the Uebcrmensch does not merely preach

‘the significance of earth’ to the elimination of all beyond-

earthly hopes and ascetic ideals
;
he preaches the supremacy

and the superiority of instinct
;
and, since the fundamental

instinct is the lust for power, the result is the very old doc-

trine that might makes right.

Nietzsche’s conception of the Grecian gods as “the per-

sonifications of high-born and self-glorifying men, in whom
the animal in man felt itself deified”, gives us the expres-

sion we want to describe the outcome of his ethics; it is

the deification of the animal in man. Zarathustra says

(pp. 71, 72) : “Would ye were perfect at least as animals

are. But innocence is a necessary quality of animals. Do
I counsel you to slay your senses? I counsel the innocence

of the senses”. “He unto whom chastity is hard is to be
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counselled against it.” Nietzsche’s task is “to translate man
back again into nature”; and, “Men with a still natural

nature” are “barbarians in every terrible sense of the word,

men of prey, still in possession of unbroken strength of will

and desire for power” who throw themselves upon the

weaker. “At the commencement, the noble caste was al-

ways the barbarian caste; their superiority did not consist

first of all in their physical, but in their psychical power

—

they were more complete men (which at every point also im-

plies the same as ‘more complete beasts’).” “The terrible

original text homo natura must again be recognized”; 71 and,

we may add, recognized not merely as the actual but as the

ideal man. No rule of conduct at all, and the homo natura

the ideal : am I wrong in calling Nietzsche an amoralist and

his morality infra-moral ?

There is one other doctrine of Nietzsche’s, reference to

which should not be omitted—the doctrine of Eternal Re-

currence. Whether there is any evidence that he was cog-

nizant of the modern scientific resuscitation of this ancient

Greek idea, I do not know. But he was certainly thor-

oughly familiar with the works of Guyau, who had ex-

pressed it poetically, and with Holderlin’s Empedocles in

which it appears; and when in 1881 he announced the

thought of Eternal Recurrence as a new revelation which

changed all colours and gave a new meaning to life, he must

have forgotten that in the second of the ‘Inopportune Re-

flections’ he had already shown his familiarity with the

Pythagorean doctrine of the ‘great year’. 72 At all events,

while Nietzsche was composing the Frohliche Wissenschaft,

the idea of Eternal Recurrence took posession of him and

thenceforth never left him. It appears abruptly, and con-

cisely and tentatively expressed in that work; 73 again, in

similar language but more positively stated in Zarathustra;

and more at length in the posthumously published remains

71 Beyond Good and Evil, Aph. 230, 257.
72

Cf. Fouillee, op. cit. pp. 207 seq., and Drews, op. cit. pp. 323 seq.

73 Werke, IV, Aph. 341.
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of the Froliche Wissenschaft— Zarathustra period, and

in Der Wille zur Macht .

14 Let me state this doctrine in

Nietzsche’s own words. Zarathustra’s animals thus address

him : “Behold, thou art the teacher of eternal recurrence.

That is now thy fate ! Behold we know what thou teachest

;

that all things recur eternally, ourselves included; and that

we have been there infinite times before, and all things with

us. Thou teachest that there is a great year of becoming,

a monstrous, great year. It must, like an hour-glass, ever

turn upside down again in order to run down and run out

—

‘Now I die and vanish’, thou wouldst say, ‘and in a moment
I shall be nothing. Souls are as mortal as bodies. But

the knot of causes recurreth in which I am twined. It will

create me again ! I myself belong unto the causes of

eternal recurrence. I come back, with this sun, with this

earth, with this eagle, with this serpent

—

not for a new life,

or a better life, or an eternal life. I come eternally back

unto this one and the same life, in the greatest things and in

the smallest things, in order to teach once more the eternal

recurrence of all things’.” And again Zarathustra says:

“And this slow spider creeping in the moonshine, and this

moonshine itself, and I and thou in the gateway whispering

together, whispering of eternal things, must not we all have

existed once in the past ? And must not we recur and run in

that other lane, out there, before us, in that long haunted

lane—must we not recur eternally ?” 75

This is Nietzsche’s substitute for ‘the shameless doctrine

of personal immortality’. It is even less demonstrable than

the latter doctrine. Is it any more desirable, is it either a

nobler or a more useful ideal? To come back again and

live precisely the same life over again—with the same fail-

ures, the same suffering, the same limitations, the same an-

nihilation
;
with no chance for progress, for development

;

with no more happiness, no more power, no more perfection

than we had before—this is not what we mean when we say

74 Werke, XII, Aph. 90-132, and XV, Aph. 375-385.
75 Thus Spake Zarathustra, pp. 320-1, 226-7.
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we should like to live our lives over again. We are not

surprised to learn that the loathing which overcame Zara-

thustra, the advocate of the circle, upon contemplation of his

‘most abyss-like thought', is an accurate representation of

the struggle with which Nietzsche himself faced the idea of

an eternal recurrence of his sufferings. One may regard

the willingness to accept an unpalatable truth as evidence of

the nobility of the man, but the evidence is in this case some-

what weakened by the fact that Nietzsche’s loathing dim-

inished and his cheerfulness in promulgating this doctrine

increased as he gradually became convinced it was a mere

speculative idea which could not be verified by scientific

evidence.

The desire for personal immortality is not proof of the

truth of the doctrine of immortality. But when a substitute

for this doctrine or belief or hope is put forward not pri-

marily as a scientific theory in favor of which evidence

can be adduced, but as an idea the value of which depends

not at all upon its truth, but upon its workability, its effi-

ciency as a life-preserving and species-rearing idea
,

76 we

have a perfect right to judge it in its practical bearings. If

the truth of the doctrine of Eternal Recurrence were defi-

nitely established, I have no doubt we should adjust our-

selves to it and make the best of it as we have adjusted

ourselves to so many other changes of opinion in regard to

the cosmos and man’s place in it. Meanwhile we may con-

template Nietzsche’s ‘great thought’, not with Zarathustra’s

fluctuation between loathing and uncanny mirth, but with

that philosophic calm with which so many people face the

dubiety of a future life. It is quite comprehensible that

those who lose faith in personal immortality should seek a

substitute in the enthusiasm for humanity. The service of

humanity either with the object of furthering the welfare

of human beings here and now or of making possible a bet-

ter type of life in the future, is an intelligible and a worthy

end. When, therefore, Nietzsche says : “I do not advise

,e
Cf. Beyond Good and Evil, Aph. 3, 4, and Werke, XII, Aph. 1 15-132.
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you to love your neighbour, the nearest human being, I

advise you rather to flee from the nearest and to love the

farthest human being. Higher than love to your neighbour

is love to the higher man that is to come in the future” ;•

—

his vision seems to sweep a wider horizon than that of the

ordinary altruist. But this wider vision, this grander pros-

pect, is a delusion. The doctrine of Eternal Recurrence

intervenes to obstruct and limit the perceiver’s goal. You
are to sacrifice man to higher-man, the vast majority to the

very few; but the higher-man himself is a bubble that bursts

in a moment, he is evanescent as a dream, a transitory

phenomenon that shines as a star for an instant and is

quenched in darkness, only that the whole long process may
be again and again repeated and innumerable other lives

sacrificed to a shadow as fleeting as yourself. Eternal Re-

currence—the cosmic year, the unending cycle, matter and

motion, gas and ether, life, consciousness, plant and animal

and man, possibly the Superman, then back again and the

whole long history over again, evolution and annihilation

in unending repetition—no permanent good is accomplished

or attained, nothing bad is transcended and put finally be-

hind us. Is this a rationally to be desired End either for the

individual or the race ?

The idea of Eternal Recurrence is neither Nietzsche’s

central doctrine, nor is it a mere addendum to his system.

Though scientifically unverified and ethically worthless, it

fits in very well with his materialistic interpretation of the

universe and serves the purpose of a religion which ex-

presses his ultimate attitude towards life. It is an integral

part of his philosophy and is his substitute alike for Posi-

tivism and for all forms of Theism .

77 For Theism, the

Positivist substitutes the Religion of Humanity. For the

Grand Eire of Positivism, Nietzsche substitutes the sov-

ereign individual. “The noble soul has reverence for it-

self”,
78 but certainly not for humanity. “But let me reveal

77
Cf. Werke, XII, Aph. 105.

79 Beyond Good and Evil, Aph. 287.

23
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unto you my heart entirely, my friends : If there were Gods,

how could I bear to be no God! Consequently there are no

Gods ”. 79 The sovereign individual is a worshipper of “his

own great self”. That is one aspect of Nietzsche’s re-

ligion—not the ethical doctrine of altruism, but the un-

ethical doctrine of extreme egoism exalted to a religion.

Another, and less logical but more ethical aspect, is his

worship of the beauty of Beyond-man. “Dead are all Gods;

now we will that Beyond-man may live”. “Once folk said

‘God’, now I have taught you to say : ‘Beyond-man’ ”.

Willing delivereth; creating is the great salvation. But

“could ye create a God ? Then be silent concerning all Gods.

But ye could very well create Beyond-man ”. 80 It is this

religion of Super-humanity which lends an element of no-

bility to Nietzsche’s ethico-religious philosophy. But is it

true, on Nietzsche’s premises, that we ‘could very well

create Beyond-man’?

I have said that Nietzsche’s demand that man should sac-

rifice himself in order to produce the Super-man is incon-

sistent with his doctrine of the Will. We should will that

Beyond-man may live; man ought to be so and so now in

order that future man may be different: that is an ethical

statement. But “when the moralist says : ‘You ought to be

so and so’ he makes himself ridiculous.”81 Why? Because

psychologically and physiologically everything is absolutely

determined. You can’t be other than you are or do other

than you do. In the bark of physio-psychology, ‘we sail

right away over morality, we crush out, we destroy’ even the

remains of Nietzsche’s own morality .

82 From the anthrop-

ological point of view Nietzsche is a psychological and phy-

siological determinist. From the cosmical point of view he

is a physical and metaphysical fatalist. “The individual, in

his antecedents and in his consequents, is a piece of fate,

" Thus Spake Zarathustra, p. 116.

** Ibid., p. 108, 115-118.
61 The Twilight of the Idols, p. 130.

“ Beyond Good and Evil, Aph. 23.
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an additional law, an additional necessity for all that now
takes place and will take place in the future. To say to

him, “Alter thyself”, is to require everything to alter itself,

even backward also ”. 83 But that is impossible. Everything

keeps eternally recurring. The wheel keeps revolving, it can

not be delayed or stopped, still less be turned back in its

course. We are tied to the wheel and must revolve with it.

All is bound fast in the endless chain of fate. Eternal Re-

currence is Nietzsche’s fantastic substitute for the doctrine

of physical necessity. Zarathustra says : “On the tree of

the future we build our nest”
;
but the leaves of the tree are

not for the healing of the nations.

Is it possible, then, to make Nietzsche’s philosophy homo-

geneous and consistent throughout? I think not. But by

eliminating much that is commonly regarded as essential,

we may get something like a coherent remainder. I have

said that Nietzsche’s conception of the Superman is not

clear-cut and definite. But the conception which is most in

harmony with his general philosophical theory is that the

higher man is not the man of the future who is to be pro-

duced by the sacrifices of the present generation and who
will possess the desirable qualities which are now lacking,

but that he is the man of the present who will not only accept

his fate uncomplainingly, but will even rejoice in it. He says

‘yea’ to life under all circumstances and whatever of joy or

suffering life contains. He is not only Stoic, with the Stoic’s

resignation; he is an affirmer of life and shows a Dionysian

exultation in it. Things may be bad and going from bad

to worse—but the higher man accepts them joyfully.

Nietzsche’s final word is amor fati.
8i This conception of

the Superman, would best harmonize with the idea of Will

to Power and Eternal Recurrence. Such an optimistic

materialistic-fatalism may not be unthinkable
;
but it must

surely be a difficult state of mind for those who suffer at

the hands of fate, and one does not readily see how, on

83 The Twilight of the Idols, p. 130.

81
Cf. Der Wille zur Macht, Aph. 476; Frbh. Wiss. Aph. 276; The Twi-

light of the Idols, pp. 216, 228; Beyond Good and Evil, Aph. 56.
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Nietzsche’s premises, the ‘pessimism of sensibility’ can be

transcended by an act of will. One can imagine circum-

stances in which “to realise in fact the eternal delight of

becoming” would be difficult. Even if this feat were ac-

complished, however, ‘philosophical’ pessimism would still

remain. The higher man says ‘yea’ to life, but he says

‘nay’ to the possibility of producing a better type of life.

Schopenhauer’s pessimism would seem to be quite as logical

as Nietzsche’s ‘cheerful and confident fatalism’. Joyful ac-

ceptance of the inevitable is a ‘hard saying’ if the inevitable

is inevitably bad. Nor does one readily see why Nietzsche

should condemn Wagner for seeking a redemptive theory.

The whole have no need of a physician. But humanity, in

Nietzsche’s opinion, is sick in mind and body
;
and surely it

is the sick who have need of a physician. It is degeneration

that calls for regeneration 85

** Cf. Drews, op. cit. p. 338.

Princeton University. George S. Patton.



PSYCHOLOGY OF THE SOUL.

The appreciation of the significance of the soul was never

so great as it is to-day. It—the soul—is being made the base

of religion in virtue of its peculiar depth and essence—the

peculiar experiences and implications of the inner life.

More clearly is it perceived that the true point of departure

in religion must lie within the sphere and process of life

itself. The world of higher reality we are now more ready

to let rise within us, rather than first convince ourselves of

the existence of a real and higher order without the range

of life’s experiences. That is to say, we are prone to find

our first and final religious evidence in the psychological

sphere—in that spiritual sense wherein the soul is seen in

the splendid and significant functionings of faith.

We are now to take the soul where psychologising phil-

osophers are mainly content to leave it. We are concerned

with it only in its highest reaches, where its ideal function-

ings are left by formal psychology undeveloped and un-

touched. The psychology of the soul is here taken to em-

brace all inner operations—not alone the cognitive powers,

but all psychic processes that are volitional and emotional as

well—though we are to deal only with some of the higher

aspects of psychic experience. In so doing, we accept, of

course, the teachings of modern psychology as to the evo-

lution of the soul from Plato and Aristotle onwards, and

proceed upon them. We are quite content to agree with

Professor James that mind and world have been evolved to-

gether, and in consequence are something of “a mutual fit.”

Soul is the last term of an evolving series and highest syn-

thesis of mechanism, life, and spirit. It evidences itself in

complete psychic processes, in pulses of life wherein feeling,

thought, and will, are all concerned .

1 As such, it is that

1 See paper on “The Psychological Content of Religion”, by Prof.
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“simple and pennanent spiritual being” which, as James

remarks, has “combining medium” as its chief function.

For man is more than a mass of states: he is these in com-

bination : his experience is unified—one.

We may begin by accepting such a valuation of the soul

as Bosanquet has given when he says “we have to re-

member that, after all, the soul, the contents of the soul as

we know it, form an individual system full of character

and personality
;
that it is quite as characteristically in-

dividual and belonging to itself as the body is, and certainly

at a higher level
;
and that, while its constituent elements in-

clude of course the qualities of the body, they include also a

whole world of other qualities and relations.” But our

primitive experience is unitary, and it is when we speak

of our experience in its unitary and personal self-hood

that we talk of the soul. True psychology maintains the

unity of the soul, as result of countless subtle and cease-

less psycho-physical processes. It thus makes of the soul

no mere mosaic, after the old “faculty psychology” con-

ceptions, composed of so many separatist and distinctive

parts. This unity of the soul, as monistic, is fundamental

in modern psychology, and has led to a true sense of the

interdependence of the faculties—will, thought, and emo-

tion .

2 And if there be physiologists who will have none of

the soul and psychic dispositions because they hold these to

be metaphysical, that is no reason why we should not hold

to the soul and its processes as alone explaining the facts

of our deeper experience. The “qualities and relations” of

psychic experience are explained by rational psychology,

which, for any full and thorough carrying out of this pur-

pose, seems to need the soul .

3

The psychology of the soul is concerned with the know-

J. H. Leuba, p. 369 of Volume of Congres International de Psychologie,

held at Paris, 1900.
2 As e. g., by Hoffding in Outlines of Psychology, pp. 95, 313.
3 See II Concetto dell’ Anima nella Psicologia Conteinporanea, by

Prof. Francesco de Sarlo, Florence 1900, in which reference is made to

the positions of James, Wundt, Jodi, and Hoffding.
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ledge of the soul’s nature, the laws of its development,

and its relations to its environment. A purely empirical

treatment is not, and cannot be, satisfying. Psychology

need not be made metaphysical, but its results may be

allowed to cast light on the soul itself—on soul, not merely

on a soul. The fine ideality of the soul leads it to seek

nothing less than an absolute life, which clearly can never be

a thing realized. For the soul is always marked by poten-

tiality : its activity is ever that of spiritual potence on the

way to actuality. But this does not lead to the Humian
psychology in its vain search for an ego abstracted from all

mental life, or to the Kantian psychology in its failure to

find any real soul or self in experience. Kant’s logical

concept of unity is both transcendent and indeterminate in

nature and reality, and in no way satisfactorily connected

with the judging activity in experience, wherein soul or

self is asserted. Man not only combines, but judges

—

judges his consolidated experience in the light of moral

law. It is, of course, not overlooked that Kant recognized

in man a power that elevates him above himself—a power

which only the understanding can conceive—a power which,

rightly enough, he took to be that of personality. But for

our present purpose, Kant lacks in not realizing the sphere

of spirituality open to us as higher than such personality.

Beyond our individual personality stretches the world of

souls, which severally depend on some common ground and

process. No abstract and barely logical unity is this central

ground and unifying process: it is the Absolute Life, centre

of all soul S'—Life of our life, and Soul of our souls. Brad-

leyan and Ritschlian thought alike have their self-appointed

limitations writ large here. Emotions, no less than intel-

lect, are subjects of inspiration, as in seer and poet. But

the wise soul will keep the emotions, once duly developed,

well in hand, and free from all overstrain. In what is

called the Oversoul, it will find due, yet regulative, outlet

for the affectional part of our nature, in the fellowship of

what Prof. James is pleased to call the ‘Great Companion’

—
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the Absolute Mind. Hence we find Maine de Biran, the

‘philosopher of inner experience,’ saying that “in the psy-

chological aspect, or as regards cognition, the soul draws all

from itself, or from the Ego, by reflection; but in the moral

aspect, as regards the perfection to be hoped for, the good

to be obtained, or the object in life to be aimed at, the soul

draws all and receives all from without—not from the exter-

nal world and sensations, but from the purely intellectual

world above, of which God is the centre.” This may, no

doubt, be still too intellectual. But it is interesting to find

Biran, later, saying of three kinds of temperament in the

intellect or soul, that “the first, that of nearly every one,

consists in living exclusively in the world of phenomena,

and taking them for realities”
;
“the second is that of the

men who reflect, and seek patiently for truth in themselves

or in nature, by separating appearances from realities”;

“lastly, there is a third group of those who are illumined

by the unique and unchanging light which religion affords.
”

‘Tis from the standpoint of this last class that the present

paper is written.

Apropos of Biran, it is interesting to find, from some

manuscripts of his, only recently edited, that this phil-

osopher, to whom existence was known in and through

the activity of the ego, expressly notes, well nigh a century

ago, the tendency—so frequent in our time—to confound

“the psychological origin of ideas” with the metaphysics of

existence. Much interesting discussion has lately taken

place as to the relations of psychology to religion, or the

founding of religion upon psychology. Now, it must be

plainly said that, though psychology has a large part to play

in the scientific treatment of religion, it is pure lack of clear

thinking which has thought a psychologic grounding of re-

ligion is all we need, and that metaphysics can be dispensed

with. There are questions of transcendental, and not merely

genetic, moment—of experience content, and not merely

experience origin—involved, and it must be noted how truly

we are metaphysicians in life and in thought. Psychology
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cannot walk very far without treading upon problems of

metaphysical and epistemological character, and psychology

is no more without its presuppositions or hypotheses than

any other science. Certainly the what—the nature—of the

soul must be stated in terms of the how—its growth—but

the soul is not known until its present use and function, with

their teleological bearings, have been set forth. The soul’s

relations to reality are such that the world-problem can-

not be set aside, and no more can a metaphysic be dis-

pensed with. Psychology has plenty still left to do in the

way of setting forth the individual workings of religion

in the soul or human experience, and the historic develop-

ments of soul-life in all noteworthy relations and aspects.

But the content of spiritual life, and its creative forces, are

not to be confused with their conditioning processes .

4
It

is precisely such creative forces Wundt seems to have had

in view in formulating his law of increase of spiritual en-

ergy, which he, in fact, opposes to the law of conservation

of energy. And if there be, indeed, no limit to the increase

of spiritual being, there may lie therein some compensation

for those disadvantages, which Lotze so finely set out, of

psychological doctrine in comparison with scientific doc-

trines of energy.

Yet must it not be forgotten that all perceptual activity

involved is, in its forward-looking and selective character,

a thing of quality in the psychologic sphere, however we
may seem to speak in quantitative terms. And what indeed

may not be so perceptually present will, in the sphere of the

soul, be furnished by the spiritual imagination—that pictur-

ing faculty which the Germans call Einbildungskraft—in

its power to give vividness to religious realities or relations.

We are, of course, as far as may be from agreeing with

Miinsterberg in dropping the soul from psychology, for the

soul or subject is certainly no purely logical fiction, without

unity or permanence. Rather is the soul for us a growing

* See some remarks of Prof. Eucken, of Jena, in his admirable

brochure, Hauptprobleme der Religionsphilosophie der Gegenwart, 1907.
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vital unity, its unity of aim and purpose the foundation of

our real personal identity. This self-unified, self-identical

principle which we call the soul is one which not only springs

up in experience, but gives to it unity, and not only persists

in experience, but progresses with it. This is a very dif-

ferent result from the merely hypostatised abstractions of

thought and feeling, so dear to a psychologist like Miinster-

berg, which have left the real worlds of instinct and im-

pulse—both higher and lower—so far behind. But of this

Miinsterberg is by no means unaware, for it is just he who
has said that “this is the point which even philosophers so

easily overlook
;
as soon as we speak of psychical objects,

of ideas and feelings and volitions, as contents of conscious-

ness. we speak of an artificial transformation to which the

categories of real life no longer apply”. That is just the

trouble, that he has carried the psychic states of psychology

to so remote a distance from any “real life” that we know

—

a divorce of psychological truth from mental reality for

which there is no scientific necessity or warrant. Is psy-

chological theory—unlike all true scientific theory'—not to

find its base in the “real” world, whose facts give the

theories their value ?

The soul, in the high spiritual sense, may be ever so diffi-

cult to define, or may completely elude or transcend defi-

nition
;
but its distinctive power, place, and working, can

be quite clearly realized and acted upon. For, as Stucken-

berg properly remarks,5 “to make a theory of the essence

of the soul the principle for the explanation of its opera-

tions, is both unphilosophical and unscientific. No more

in mind than in nature have we a knowledge of the sub-

stance otherwise than from its operations.” Certainly the

essence of mind—in the broad sense already indicated—or

soul is no more inscrutable than, in the same sort of inquiry,

is matter. Of course, the supposed essence of soul must

remain mere postulate, and not “dominate the entire investi-

gation.” Then we may go on to inquire into the process

5 Introduction to Philosophy, p. 139.
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whereby, leaving- the lower levels on which formal psy-

chology has been content to deal with the soul’s ascent, the

soul is seen to reach its highest centre. And the saying of

Heraclitus we shall find to be as true as it is ancient, that,

though you trod every path, you could not find the limits

of the soul, so deep is its essence. The same thing would

doubtless have been said by Emerson, who would have

traced his own most illuminated thinking to the domination

of the soul over the senses and the understanding. “The

one thing in the world, of value,” he says, “is the active

soul.” “The soul active sees absolute truth.” “The soul is

superior to its knowledge; wiser than any of its works.”

“The soul is the perceiver and revealer of truth.”

Much of the discursive thinking of philosophical writers

today is not greatly illumined, and cannot be, because it is

carried on at a level to which the soul does not descend

—

because, while the speculative impulse must, at every cost,

be maintained in full power and meridian splendour

(thought, too, being a revelation of God), its work is not

carried on, so to speak, in the soul’s irradiating presence.

Consequently, the lack of illuminated thinking is chief

lack of the philosophical thought of the time. For in such

thought, the lack of full experience of reality, and of the

whole truth of life, is often betrayed, and that to a painful

degree. ‘Tis a lack for which nothing can compensate.

The soul must be restored to her place and rights
;
she must

sit as queen of the psychologic realm. Mind must obey her

behests
;
intellect must fulfill the pleasure of her will. It

is, of course, as far as may be from being suggested that

reasoning processes do not mingle with the soul’s function-

ings ; they do so at every step; but the spiritual sense is, for

all that, perfectly to be distinguished from all mere pro-

cesses of reasoning. If the mystical consciousness be

deemed as real as the consciousness that is rational, that

does not keep philosophy from being of great religious help

and value. Soul, in the spiritual sense, is a vast reservoir

of energies locked up from us by our strangely blind con-
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sent. Our dialectic may vigorously lay about in valleys or

plains of sheer mentality, but that mentality would im-

measurably gain in heightened vision, if it made the ascent

of true union with soul. The psychologic power of the

Gospel lay in its giving to men, not merely propositional

truth, but Personality irradiated and shot through with

the Divine. The psychology of the soul has its basal prin-

ciple expressed in the word of Jesus, that “the pure in heart

shall see God.” It is beyond reach of psychological doubt

that Jesus’ own soul found its life in willing the will of the

Father. The light of the soul must sit behind the reasoning

and perceptive powers, to guide them with her counsel and

bring them to her glory. Psychological study of the soul,

as it figures in religious experience, tends to enlarge our

estimate of the powers of the human mind. Philosophy

has paid a heavy penalty for her disbelief in what radiant

soul could do for her : blindly attached to her dialectical

idols, shall we leave her alone ? Why not shew her a more

excellent way? Why not ask her to realise more deeply

the unity and reality of the soul'—as set forth in modern

psychological teachings as to the self—and to learn, in

more vitalised experience, that to be, that is, to grow in

height and breadth and depth of soul, is of more pressing

moment and more enduring value, than to know or discuss

or perform? For such spiritual being cannot but illumine

our thinking, and carry it to higher planes of thought and

perception than those of the merely logical understanding.

But, of course, such being does not dispense the soul

from effort—the effort to fulfill every new and present

duty; it only gives new light for such fulfillment. The

higher knowledge of God, and the super-terrestrial outlook

upon man’s life, are really to be sought in developed life of

the soul, wherein the immediate consciousness of God and

of His enveloping presence gives new elevation to thought,

and deeper insight to speculative power. Both Kant and

Aristotle have here been greatly overpassed. The psy-

chology of St. Paul, with its constituent elements of 7rvevfia,
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'JrvXV> and aw/xa, has carried us, by its original and
penetrating antithesis of the spiritual and the carnal, fur-

ther in the psychology of the soul than ancient or modern
philosophers. The presence and operation of the Eternal

Spirit within us have awakened new and diviner emotions

and ideals than either Kantian or Aristotelian reason knew.

These higher regions of the soul’s life are the most difficult

for psychology, and the frequent limitations of psychologi-

cal treatment here spring from the inability to seize the pro-

cesses, and not merely reckon the products. The super-

ficial aspects are, of course, easily enough abstracted and

defined, but it is another matter to surprise the secret of the

soul’s deepest workings. The limits of the soul, it seems

safe to say, are never found, and no psychological analysis

can ever be really exhaustive. Ours is a perpetual becom-

ing, and surface impressions of the soul which is our own
we certainly get, but never full soundings of the sub-con-

scious deeps that lie behind. How much of the soul’s best

life is not yet existent ! Man is one, and man is spirit, and

it is as such a spirit that man must be raised to full spiritual

endowment and the height of true soul-vision. Aristotle

had no need of Paul’s spirit or pneuma, for no function of

Pauline spiritual-mindedness had been so developed in Aris-

totelian experience as to call for a peculiar organ of God-

consciousness. To pierce to the dividing asunder of soul

and spirit was therefore beyond the power of Aristotelian

psychology, and spiritual psychology came to the rescue.

If, therefore, we still speak of soul—soul and spirit in their

union being essential to life—it must not be in forgetful-

ness of the fact that, to a spiritual psychology, the spirit

is supreme. The soul—seat of cognitive faculty—is, no

doubt, far superior to the flesh, but there is, to a spiritual

psychology, a higher master within us, to which even the

soul is subject .

6 The psychical nature in its widest reaches

'See, among many works on the subject, the late Prof. W. P. Dick-

son’s excellent but not quite exhaustive discussion, in his volume on

St. Paul’s Use of the Terms Flesh and Spirit, 1883.
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marks the life of the soul'—organ of science and philosophy;

but the spirit is marked by that highest of faculties known
as God-consciousness. It is in the life of the spirit or

Divine pneuma, that we have the true presence-chamber of

the God who has His tabernacle with men. For in this

pneuma, as the principle of the new life, must be found the

psychological organ for spiritual intercourse with God.

But the organ is conditioned by the Divine pneuma im-

manent in man, and is no merely human pneuma, although,

of course, the human pneuma is not without homogeneity to

the pneuma that is Divine. It (the spirit or pneuma ) is

then the inner of the soul, as the soul is, so as to speak, the

outer of the spirit. This—if men will still speak of the

soul—is the soul that is meant, the soul in the highest, most

spiritual sense.

It is the more necessary to say this because, as a matter of

fact, not even in Biblical psychology can a dividing line

always be drawn between soul and spirit— 'fruxv and

Trvevna —so that the distinction cannot be taken as quite so

definite or absolute as it seems. The tyvxv is made, on

occasion, to include the irvivixa, whose character it must

therefore bear. My spiritual capacity, as 7rvevfj.a
, does not

leave my conscious livingness, as unaffected in

quality, for the whole man is spiritualised. Acts of the

body even—the eating and drinking of the aw/xa—have new

spiritual character or quality imparted to them. The

^nXV must always be thought of as, in man, spiritually

capacitated. If we would see the importance of these ex-

plications of the nature and relations of the soul, we have

only to turn to the vague generalities on the soul, found in

a discussion such as Haldane’s Gifford Lectures, where the

soul is represented as “merely the highest aspect in which

the man appears in everyday experience.”

The spirit is distinguished—or soul in the all-inclusive

and most spiritual sense—from the reflective understanding

in virtue of the immediateness of such spiritual life. Such

life is guided and illumined by a spiritual reason different
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in tone and aim from such reason as prevails at the level

merely of the understanding. This, although the 7rvevixa is

so far from being separate or indistinct from the tyvxv, that

it really puts its own impress on the ^rvxV' and finds expres-

sion for itself in it. The cognitive spiritual mind, as sub-

ject, is receptive of spiritual truth according to its own cate-

gories and laws. Such truth, as object, manifests itself to

the spiritual perception, and in the spiritual consciousness,

of the subject. The life of the spirit wears an intellectual

aspect, but its spiritual intelligence is distinct from, and

higher than, mere intellectual insight and process. In con-

sequence of which, only the intellect that is spiritually il-

luminated will really be in a position to understand or ex-

plore the highest realities—thought, consciousness, life,

truth, destiny.

The clear psychological insight of Augustine enabled

him, twelve centuries before Descartes, to perceive great

things of the soul. 7 Augustine recognized the simplicity

of the soul, and its activity, as an entirety, in all actions,

such activity of the soul depending upon the ceaseless action

of God. Also, the self-certainty of the ego, as the point of

departure of all certainty, was clearly brought out by him.

But, with this whole or entire activity of the soul, Augus-

tine recognized its limitations in knowledge due to the soul’s

finitude, its subjection to the law of development, and its

falling within the range of the hampering noetic conse-

quences of moral evil. Accordingly, he early and clearly

saw the need, in order to the attainment of higher knowl-

edge and certitude, of the whole soul or self being sur-

rendered to its quest. Omniscience was not to him, as to

certain modern philosophers, the soul’s foible. In this way

may be recognized how the higher insight of the spiritual

life discerns deeper and vaster truths than those opened by

intellect alone. It still needs to be more fully realised how

much shortcoming and failure lies behind present-day phil-

' See Prof. Warfield’s admirable paper on Augustine in The Prixce-

ton Theological Review for July, 1907.
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osophising about life and its higher problems, because these

are dealt with as though they were exclusively intellectual,

and did not really depend on added spiritual illuminative-

ness. And thus it often remains all unperceived how the

deepest clues, or nearest solutions, of such problems will be

found within the distinctively spiritual sphere— will be

opened to the deep and subtle perceptions of the intellectual-

spiritual thinker, and to him alone. It is precisely the in-

tellect of the spiritual consciousness that will give to intel-

lect, viewed apart as intellect, the strength, impulse, illum-

ination. satisfaction, aspiration, rest and pinion, which bare

intellect needs.

But the spiritual instincts, for all that, do greatly require

the accentuating, confirming, and sustaining aids of philo-

sophical thought and inquiry. These will help us pass be-

yond the mere subjectivity in which psychology might leave

us. Psychology', like every special science, has to do with

experience, and must not, if it would, get away from the

facts of its selected range or point of view. The soul, as

seat of living knowledge, of faith, and of belief, is more

open to the scrutiny of modern psychological methods, in

respect of the nature and genesis of these states of mind,

than has been quite fully realised. The conscious life of

man. at his more developed spiritual stages, has peculiar

content of its own, which, in the essential continuity of

being, is capable of fuller psychologic inquiry' than it has yet

received. In this realm of the soul—of free and spiritual

personality—there is a world of observation and induction

affecting our description of the nature and working of the

soul, which psychological examination is far from having

conquered. But, even more than these inquiries and as-

pects. we are here concerned to maintain for the soul its

worth and reality—its growth, sensibility, and astonishing

power, so finely set forth long ago by Socrates in his

Apology, and by St. Augustine in his De Anima. Spenser’s

couplet has, no doubt, its truth as well as its interest :

—
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“Of soul the bodie forme doth take

For soul is forme and doth the bodie make.”

This is like Aristotle’s making soul the form of the body,

but the psychological attitude is a too objective one, identi-

fying mind with life. External stimuli and environing con-

ditions have an influence which Aristotle and Spenser did

not know. The soul may, no doubt, choose to be a fount of

creative power, but only as living subject related to its en-

vironment, which saves from the too purely subjective psy-

chology of Descartes, divorced as it is from concrete reality.

A nameless power and inexplicable laws attend the soul,

and wait upon its silent conclusions and unspoken deliver-

ances; and these things are not less true, although text-

book psychology is ignorant of them, and formal psy-

chology acknowledges them not. They belong to a psy-

chology too transcendental and spiritual for the discursive

treatment of the logical understanding, in the outer cirlces

of power. The soul has no need of acknowledgments
;

it

knows its own life, is conscious of its own power, and in its

influences waits on none. The life of the spirit—the funct-

ioning of the soul—has been found to consist in founding,

fighting, and triumphing spirituality. Great is the soul as

we are here concerned with it—true, beautiful, deep, coura-

geous, immortal
;

its greatness is unsearchable. The his-

tory of the soul has been that of the persistent and con-

tinuous working of Christ as its interior life, and of no facts

are we really more aware than of the facts of this psy-

chologic experience. What wonder if something mys-

terious still seems to blend with its deeper psychological

laws and working ! The soul is always active
;
in its most

heroic frames and feats the soul is never passive. No
wonder that, at lower levels, “this element of activity” has,

as Hoffding says, been, “in all intellection,” the thing dwelt

upon “chiefly” in modern psychology. In its upward as-

cents, the soul actively relates itself to every seeming

calamity and misfortune. Jesus, supreme soul and unique

20
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hero, was not passive even in Gethsemane or at Calvary,

but ever actively willed the will of His Father in heaven.

This activity in the highest spiritual sphere is in perfect

keeping with the teachings of what is today termed funct-

ional psychology. Functional psychology tries to do justice

to the immediate self and its inner self-initiated movements.

So doing, it lays stress on the conative aspects of con-

sciousness—the end-positing or teleological character of

our spiritual self-activity. The categories of functional

psychology are therefore dynamic rather than static, but

their teleological tendencies must be stated in sufficiently

spiritual terms. The activity we speak of is seen in the

commerce of the finite soul with the Infinite Life—a spirit-

ual commerce direct and immediate, in which the soul shews

an indefinite capacity for receptiveness of the Divine.

This conception of a spiritual commerce of the soul may
be helpful, perhaps, in respect of our relation to mystical

experience, whose states have often been described as

though they were void of ideational content. Many of the

mystics have, no doubt, written as though their states of

blessedness, peace, and love, were, psychologically viewed,

void of ideational contents. But were they really so void as

they themselves thought? Surely not always. For is not

the idea of God so fruitful, that its presence in the mind,

and its influence upon the stream of consciousness, may
make our perceptions of Him, or of truths that relate to

Him, more than our awareness takes full account of?

Hence, do we not find that, when the soul is described as

most lost in God, God is still conceived as a Being of posi-

tive qualities—love, wisdom, power, goodness—whose qual-

ities the soul surely apprehends? We must not forget how

what some psychologists have termed “relative inattention”

keeps us little aware of our own states, and little able cor-

rectly to describe them. Besides, mystics are not wholly

wanting—rare though they be—who have been wise enough

to perceive or recognize that “emotion is valueless when it

stops in itself, and becomes nothing more than merely emo-
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tional experience”; and that actions or states, “without at-

tendant perception and reflection, cannot possibly be holy”.

In such cases, the function of “the perceptive and judging

powers” in the higher life of the soul has been explicitly

acknowledged. This fact has been well-nigh universally

overlooked, when mystical experience has been treated. And
indeed, is it not just one of the prime monitions that come of

any true mystical study that all blissful states, or rapturous

feelings, or ecstatic experiences, must be jealously guarded

from becoming a kind of spiritual voluptuousness, and be

sedulously supported by the spiritual perceptions of truth?

’T is a little known mystic who says that “perception depends

not only upon the perceptive power, but partly upon the

position in which it is placed”
;
hence we see the importance

of having the soul’s relations to God rightly adjusted.

We can learn, from mystic deliverances about the soul,

the benefits accruing to our mental peace, to our sense of

intellectual unity and power, and to a finely universalised

regard for the will of God as law of all life and action,

without lending the least countenance to indolent quietisms

or the vacuities of an idle piety. The inward-mindedness

of the mystics, their sabbatic resting of the soul in itself

and in thought of its Divine ally, their holding of the atten-

tion upon God, and their quiet contemplative vision of the

Unseen—these are things we in our measure must share,,

albeit we strive better to understand how often these seem-

ing passivities are, in psychologic truth, potent forms of

activity. The tendential ideas present therein are surely of

great psychological importance and value. There is surely

great lack of delicate perception and fine taste in comparing

the influence of God’s presence on the consciousness of the

mystical soul with the control exercised by the hypnotiser

over his subjects. We can surely welcome the unification of

the soul with God—or of the human will with the Divine

—

without accepting an identification, in which all differences

have disappeared. The soul, however sensitive to environ-

ment, or modified by antecedent, is still able to say,
—“Our
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wills are ours, to make them Thine”, and the finite soul,

though it be but a segment of being, is one and indivisible.

A spiritual psychology cannot rest in racial or phylogenetic

aspects of the soul, though these have their necessary value.

For, as Goethe has very well said, “if during our lifetime we
see that performed by others to which we ourselves felt an

earlier call, but had been obliged to give up, with much
besides, then the beautiful feeling enters the mind, that only

mankind together is the true man, and that the individual

can only be joyous and happy when he has the courage to

feel himself in the whole”. But, while the soul feels hu-

manity to be thus essentially one, it yet cannot but be sensi-

tive to that largest of aspects in which God is the spiritual

environment or objective complement of the soul’s unitary

activity and experience, and is, in some sort, the base and

support of racial developments and communal connections

as well, through their grounding and growth in the imma-

nent God. Our psychology will then be both spiritual and

rational, with light of its own to shed for any empirical

psychology that may be large-minded enough to receive it.

And if, with James, our psychology is content to find a

substantial principle of unity like the soul “superfluous”,

that is only because such psychology is in the unstable equi-

librium of a merely natural and truncated science.

Doubtless, we do not think of the soul or spiritual per-

sonality as a substantial entity so much as a process forever

resulting in self-conscious spiritual activity. For its nature

is such that it grows from latency into life, and from possi-

bility into actuality. Its principle of actuality or rational

spontaneity causes it to transcend the phenomenal causal

order. Its free, spiritual personality is, to newer psychol-

ogy, a true union of parts—of thought, emotion, and will

—

whose abiding marks are unity and identity. In each and

all of its activities, the whole personality is present. Our

psychological experience is an experience of ourselves as

knowing, in which an ultimate principle in the self knows

the soul or ego to be no mere formal unity or Bezvusstsein
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iiberhaupt. The true soul or ego cannot be, as with James,

a mere stream of “passing thought”, but a dynamic unity or

centre, which is more than any psychological continuity of

fleeting thoughts. The existence of psychological data, and

our psychological recognition of them, would be devoid of

meaning, did we not presuppose a soul or ego which per-

ceives the data, and reflects upon them. To make the “pass-

ing thought” the only knower must be to leave us epistemo-

logically unsatisfied. Hyper-empirical is the soul or self in

the unity of its active, conditioning aspects; in its aspect as

conditioned, it is, of course, empirical. The universe is not

alien to us; and there is a wider self—a social organism—of

which the soul forms part, which, too, has its spiritual ma-

trix in immanent Deity. All history and social culture are,

in fact, conditioned by the hyper-empirical presuppositions

of such active spiritual selves or centres. The presence,

activity, and aspiring power, of the soul constitute a cosmic

fact as real as any with which science has to do—a fact

second to none in significant reach and inherent inspiration.

In its aspirations and ideals, the soul finds a vital contact

with God, and wonders not that such unexplored depths

are in Deity when our own “subliminal self” remains so

much of a silent land.

The creative spiritual energy works as a transcendent and

judging element in our personality, raising it above itself,

and leading it to judge itself in respect of attainment and

of shortcoming. Thus does the soul, as determined by tbe

Divine or creative Spirit, work out its salvation and world-

destinv as a quasi-independent entity or activity, with end-

less power of conscious choice. It is as spiritual, and not

merely psychical, that man really passes into the world

of freedom. It is not on the plane of the psychic volitions

of the soul, but—what is so often overlooked—above the

level of merely conscious personality'—at the level, namely,

of the spirit or spiritual nature of man, as free, and trans-

cendent, and open to the Creative Spirit, that true freedom

is realised.
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“So schaff’ ich am sausenden Webstuhl der Zeit,

Und wirke der Gottheit lebendiges Kleid.”

The redemption of the soul lies just in its becoming, in its

turn, creative—active sharer in those cosmic movements of

the Eternal and Absolute Spirit which mean the salvation of

the world. The soul would remain spiritually incomplete,

did it not come into vital relation with this larger whole.

Kilmarnock, Scotland. James Lindsay.



THE DETERMINATION OF RELIGIOUS VALUE
THE ULTIMATE PROBLEM OF THE

HIGHER CRITICISM.

The Higher Criticism may be somewhat loosely defined

to be, the science of the processes by which from internal

characteristics and other circumstantial evidence we seek to

determine 1 the Origin, Form, and Value2 of the biblical

writings. And yet, while doubtless sufficiently accurate for

general purposes, such a definition may mislead. Indeed, it

will mislead, if it leaves the impression that the problems

of Origin, Form, and Value are independent and coordinate

problems. Such is by no means the case. And the frequent

failure to recognize the fact that such is not the case has

been the source of much harmful confusion. For to this

score, in part at least, must be set down the abortive at-

tempts that have been made to substitute for the term

Higher Criticism such terms as Literary Criticism, Histor-

ical Criticism, and Historico-literary Criticism .

3 All such

substitutions put a part—and the least important part—for

the whole. They absorb attention upon the means to the

ignoring for the most part of the end. No doubt even

Literary Criticism has for its ultimate goal the determina-

tion of value—literary value, of course. But should it stop

short of its ultimate goal,—that is, should it merely deal

with literary form,—it would still be within its own proper

territory. And so Historical Criticism, even though the

determination of historical value be its ultimate goal, may

1
It is well that we should by such language pointedly remind our-

selves that circumstantial evidence will not always base a rational

judgment upon the points in question.
2 For these, to his thinking, exceptionally felicitous terms, as for much

else, the writer is indebted to Dr. A. C. Zenos’ The Elements of the

Higher Criticism.
3 See Zenos’ Elements of the Higher Criticism, pp. 7f.
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stop short of this goal, and still be within its own proper

domain. But the case is wholly different with the Higher

Criticism. It cannot stop with the consideration of either

Origin or Form without being pronounced a gratuitous and

uselss intruder into the field of either Literary or Historical

Criticism, and as such justly liable to action for ejectment.

Thus what in the case of Literary and Historical Criticism

respectively are legitimate even though not necessarily ulti-

mate ends, in the case of the Higher Criticism are not ends

at all, but simply means to an end.

As another result of the failure to recognize the interre-

lations between the problems of Origin, Form, and Value,

and the regnant position of the latter in the Higher Crit-

icism, the distinction between the Higher Criticism and Spe-

cial Introduction is in practice almost totally obliterated. And

yet the two disciplines are perfectly distinct the one from

the other. True, both deal with the problems of Origin and

Form. But where each keeps to its own proper task they

deal with these problems in very different ways, and—what

is of even more importance—for totally different purposes.

Special Introduction, in fact, is not called upon to deal with

either Origin or Form as original problems. It is entirely

at liberty to assume the solution of these problems from

some other source. And certainly in any investigation it

may make of them it is in no wise bound to base its findings

upon internal characteristics or other circumstantial evi-

dence. The sole interest of Special Introduction in either

problem arises from its bearing upon the interpretation of

whatever writing the former may have in hand at any given

time. And it is the failure to recognize this fact in a prac-

tical way that makes most books on Special Introduction

so comparatively barren for the only purpose for which

they exist—that is, for the purpose of throwing light upon

the interpretation of the books with which they deal. But

in the case of the Higher Criticism all this is totally dif-

ferent. For it the problems of Origin and Form are no

doubt real problems, albeit it is limited to some form of
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circumstantial evidence in its efforts to solve them. But

—

and this is the point that claims special attention—while

real, Origin and Form are not ultimate problems for the

Higher Criticism. It is interested in them simply because

of their bearing, direct or indirect, upon the problem of

Value. And whatever aspect of either of these problems

may at any time be immediately under investigation, the

ultimate end for which the investigation is being prosecuted

is the determination of Value. In a word, the determina-

tion of Value upon the basis of Origin and Form is the

ultimate problem of the Higher Criticism.

Unless the writer is greatly mistaken, this is a point that

needs to be stressed as it has never yet been. What he has

ventured to call the regnant position of the problem of value

in the Higher Criticism has never received formal recogni-

tion. Even such thoroughly competent writers as Drs.

Briggs and Zenos not only make no attempt to correlate the

problems of Origin and Form with that of Value, but give

no intimation that they are themselves aware that such corre-

lation exists, and certainly none of being aware that in the

Higher Criticism the former problems exist for the latter.

And yet, as I have already shown, it is only as this fact is

perceived that we can hope to vindicate for the Higher Crit-

icism the position of an independent discipline, distinct on

the one hand from Literary and Historical Criticism, and

on the other from Special Introduction. Further still, it is

only by assigning to the problem of Value its true import-

ance that we get a just insight into the importance of the

problems of Origin and Form, and indeed, that we can hope

to redeem the discipline as a whole from the charge of being

at best but a species of dilettanteism. Finally, upon the posi-

tion assigned to the problem of Value will depend the coher-

ence and unity of the science of the Higher Criticism, and

upon our recognition of its position will largely depend our

precision in the use of the processes of the Higher Crit-

icism, and the worth of the conclusions reached in the use

of them.
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Under these circumstances the writer trusts that it will

not be a work of supererogation for him to adduce the evi-

dence for the position just laid down, namely, that the deter-

mination of Value is the ultimate problem of the Higher

Criticism. Just because the regnant position of the problem

of Value has never been distinctly recognized, the evidence

to be adduced must needs be incidental and indirect. It must

from the nature of the case be gathered from what may be

called the trend of thought and procedure on the part of

those using the Higher Criticism, and from statements let

drop by them, the bearing of which was not clearly per-

ceived by those who made them. If examination shows

that, beginning with Eichhorn himself, the labors of all,

of whatever school, who have employed this discipline, have

tended to converge upon the determination of Value, then

we may be reasonably sure that the determination of Value,

even though the unconscious, is still the legitimate and

inevitable goal of the discipline itself.

It is notorious, then, that for at least half a century a

great controversy has waged around the origin and form

of the books of the Old Testament. That the high contest-

ants on both sides of this controversy have written as those

contending pro oris et focis is equally well known. What-

ever phase of either problem has happened for the time to

be at the front, those handling it have always assumed that

it had a significance beyond itself. It has been discussed not

as a question of archaeology, nor even as a nicety of history,

but as having important practical significance for both

scholar and layman. The advocates of the new views have

felt it to be a matter of conscience promptly to popularize

the results of their investigations. They claim to have given

the world a new Bible. And assuredly this claim is true.

Now this new Bible is either a better Bible or a worse, a

Bible of more value or of less than the old.

The following will serve as a specimen of the claims
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made :

4 “If the Anglican Church is ever to renovate her

theology and to become in any real sense undeniably the

Church of the future, she cannot afford to be careless or

intolerant of attempts to modernize our methods of criticism

and exegesis.”

Clearly, the ultimate justification of such language can

only be found in the fact that the problems of criticism all

converge upon the determination of Value. Grant this and
there is a certain propriety at least in Canon Cheyne’s state-

ment. Deny it and it becomes the merest buncombe. The
same conclusion is forced upon us by such a statement as the

following:

“Upon the other hand, not a few, like Budde himself, who
had been trained in the Ewald-Hupfeld theory, can testify

that it was only after repeated and most laborious study of

the positions advanced by Wellhausen that they were con-

strained, on grounds of conscience, to go over to his camp.

Nay more, they can testify that this conception of the his-

tory of Israel has deepened their faith, that they have

learned in this way better to understand the personality

of Jesus Christ and the teachings of the New Testament.”5

The inference is unavoidable. If the findings of Well-

hausen criticism are significant for faith, and for our under-

standing of the personality of Jesus Christ and the teachings

of the New Testament, then they are determinative of

Value, for the books of the Old Testament.

But that the determination of Value is the ultimate prob-

lem of the Higher Criticism is susceptible of yet more spe-

cific proof. From the days of Eichhorn to the present, those

most conspicuous for the use of this discipline have never

tired of emphasizing its bearing upon our estimate of the

value of the books of Scripture. They have not always

been consistent in their statements. They have too much

ignored the fact that Value is a relative term. They have

4 From Canon Cheyne’s Address before the Reading Church Con-

gress (1883), cited in his Job and Solomon, p. 2.

5

J. A. Selbie in Expository Times, March, 1898, p. 374.
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taken no sufficient account of the relation between different

kinds of Value. But they have never failed sooner or later

to reveal the fact that in all their processes their eyes have

been fixed upon Value as their ultimate goal. Indeed, their

language might even lead one to suppose that they regarded

it as the special province of the Higher Criticism to estab-

lish rather than merely to determine the value of the books

of the Bible.

For Eichhorn, the reputed “father of the Higher Crit-

icism”, Value was evidently the main thing. He says

:

“For this discovery of the internal condition of the first

books of Moses party spirit will perhaps for a pair of de-

cennials snort at the Higher Criticism instead of rewarding

it with the full thanks due it
;
for ( 1 ) the credibility of the

books gains by such use of more ancient documents (2) the

harmony of the two narratives at the same time with their

slight deviations proves their independence and mutual re-

liability.” 6 Among English-speaking scholars few names

are more conspicuously associated with a certain school of

criticism than that of the late Dr. W. Robertson Smith. In

his Introduction to Wellhausen’s Prolegomena to the His-

tory of Israel he says : “Now, to take one point only, but

that the most important, it must plainly make a vast differ-

ence to our whole view of the providential course of Israel’s

history if it appears that instead of the whole Pentateuchal

law having been given Israel before the tribes crossed the

Jordan, that law really grew up little by little from its

Mosaic germ, and did not attain its present form until the

Israelites were captives or subjects of a foreign power. This

is what the new school of Pentateuch criticism undertakes

to prove, and does so in a way that should interest every

one. For in the course of the argument it appears that the

plain natural sense of the old history has been constantly

distorted by false presuppositions with which we have been

accustomed to approach it—that having a false idea of the

' Einleitung, cited and translated by Dr. Briggs in his Higher Crit-

icism of the Hexciteuch, p. 50.
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legal and religious culture of the Hebrews when they first

entered Canaan, we continually miss the point of the most

interesting parts of the subsequent story and above all fail

to understand the great work accomplished by the prophets

in destroying the Old Israel and preparing the way first for

Judaism and then for the Gospel. These surely are inquiries

which no consciencious student of the Bible can afford to

ignore.” 7

According to Dr. Smith, then, in determining the origin

of the Pentateuch, the Higher Criticism determines also its

value both as a history, and as a source of material for a

history of Israel. In other words, simply by settling the

question of its origin—using that word in its larger sense

—

the Higher Criticism reveals the fact, so at least Dr. Smith

alleges, that the Pentateuch in its present form is at once

valueless as a history of Israel and invaluable as a source

of material for a history of the covenant people. Hence,

according to him, its practical significance and importance.

Clearly, therefore, the determination of Value must be the

ultimate problem of this science.

The same conclusion follows from the statements of such

recent writers as Dr. Briggs and Mr. Harford-Battersby.

The former, for instance, informs us that the goal of his

own labors as a higher critic has been “to contribute to . . .

a higher appreciation of the most ancient documents of our

Holy Religion ”. 8 A “higher appreciation”, of course, means

a higher estimate of the value of these “most ancient docu-

ments”. More definitely still he affirms that by solving the

problem of the origin of the Pentateuch the Higher Crit-

icism “vindicates its historical credibility ”. 9 If so, in

so doing the Higher Criticism also vindicates the historical

value of the Pentateuch. And so Mr. Harford-Battersby

gives it as the result of his very elaborate literary analysis

of the Book of Exodus that it “is like a grand symphony

1 Op. cit., pp. vii, viii.

8 Higher Criticism of the Hexateuch, p. viii.

9
Ibid., p. 3.
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which was once thought to give harmony without discord,

but which is now being found, in virtue of the elements

which by themselves are sharply discordant, to sound forth

a yet richer harmony”. 10 So that here again the problem

of Origin is seen to terminate upon that of Value.

Discussing the question of the literary form of the

Genesis record, Prof. Gunkel declares : “The evangelical

churches and their representatives would do well not to

dispute the fact that Genesis contains legends—as has been

done too frequently—but to recognize that the knowledge

of this fact is the indispensable condition to an historical

understanding of Genesis.” 11 This manifestly is but an

expanded way of saying that until we have determined the

question of the Form we are in no position to pass upon that

of the Value of this Genesis record. In this judgment Dr.

W. R. Harper evidently agrees, only he makes both the

religious and the historical value of the narratives in Gen.

i. to xii. to depend upon our insight into their literary form.

His words are : “These stories are not history, for the times

are pre-historic. They are the Hebrew version (purged and

purified) of the best thoughts of humanity in that earliest

period, when man stood alone with nature and with God.

It is sacrilege to call them history. To apply to them the

tests of history—always cold, stern and severe—is profana-

tion. They are stories, grand, inspiring, unlifting stories.” 12

It is perfectly evident that neither Prof. Gunkel nor Dr.

Harper is here concerned with the question of literary form

for its own sake. What each of them is concerned to do is

correctly to appraise the value of these Genesis records.

This, however, they can not do until they have determined

the question of literary form. For to settle this question is

also to determine what kind of value we are entitled to

expect in these narratives. Legends and stories have their

10 Hastings BD. Vol. I., p. 511.
11 The Legends of Genesis, by Hermann Gunkel, p. 12. Open Court

Pub. Co.
11
Biblical World. Feb., 1894, p. 107.
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own value, but it is not of a historical kind. In dealing with

the problem of Form, therefore, both Prof. Gunkel and
Dr. Harper have their eyes upon the problem of Value as

their real, ultimate problem.

Evidence similar in effect to that already adduced might,

if it were necessary, be multiplied. One more citation, how-
ever, must suffice. It is given because of its unequivocal

explicitness. It is from the pen of Dr. M’Fadyen, of Knox
College, Toronto, Canada. He says : “The problems raised

by the historical books of the Old Testament are of excep-

tional interest and difficulty. But it must never be forgot-

ten that criticism is only a means to an end. It fails if it

does not lead us to a more reverent appreciation of the ways

of God with men.” 13

Dr. M’Fadyen fails to discriminate. Like most of those

already cited, he permits himself to assume that it is the

function of the Higher Criticism to vindicate or establish

the value of the books of the Bible. This, however, is clearly

a mistake. The sole function of the Higher Criticism is to

determine Value—a totally different thing from vindicating

or establishing it. Further, along with the others who have

been cited, he is quite confident that the Higher Criticism

as actually employed by himself has really resulted in vindi-

cating the value of the Scripture writings, has really given

them a new, stronger, juster claim upon the esteem of men.

This, perhaps, is not unnatural. None the less it is simply

an evidence of confusion of thought, the causes of which

will come up for consideration a little later. Certain it is

that the conclusions for which Dr. M’Fadyen stands are not

conclusions that have commended themselves to the accept-

ance of the great mass of sober-minded Christian people.

Not only so, but it is becoming more and more evident that

these conclusions, where accepted, modify one’s view of the

value of the Christian religion, and indeed of the very

nature of all religion. But, fortunately, the Higher Crit-

icism itself is a larger, safer, saner thing than the conclu-

13 The Messages of the Prophetic and Priestly Historian, p. x.
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sions that have been put forth in its name by this particular

school of critics. We may hold to it, even though we dis-

card them. At any rate, these critics are unimpeachable

witnesses to the fact that the determination of Value is the

ultimate problem of the Higher Criticism, and this is our

only present concern with their statements.

The statements quoted do more than prove that the deter-

mination of Value is the ultimate problem of the Higher

Criticism. They show that our problem stands in need of

being rendered yet more precise and definite. For they

plainly reveal the fact that there are more kinds of value

than one. Further, they show that the same writing may
possess more kinds of value than one, and also that it may
have much value of one sort, and little or none at all of

another. Finally, they show that there may be much con-

fusion and difference of opinion as to the precise kind of

value to be allowed to the very same books of the Bible.

Thus Dr. Briggs affirms that the Higher Criticism vindi-

cates the historical credibility of the Pentateuch
;
Dr. W.

Robertson Smith virtually denies to it any value as a history,

but regards it as of great value as a source of material for

a history of Israel
;
Dr. Harper denies to it the value of

history, but extols its religious value
;
and, finally, Professor

Gunkel lays most stress upon its aesthetic value. Now, all

this raises some important questions. One is: Is the Higher

Criticism equally concerned with the determination of all

these kinds of Value? If not, which of them is it specially

concerned to determine? Another question equally neces-

sary to be asked is, What, if any, is the relation between

these several kinds of value—historical and religious, for

instance? Until these questions are intelligently answered

the Higher Criticism will resemble nothing so much as a

“go as you please” race with a “choose as you please” goal.

Such indefiniteness would be fatal to its pretensions as a

science. Science desiderates nothing more than precision.

Obviously the Higher Criticism takes account of more

kinds of Value than one. This is on the very face of the
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statements already cited. It is not, however, equally con-

cerned with each of the several kinds of Value of which, at

one time or another, and in one way or another, it takes

account. For just as the Higher Criticism deals with the

problems of Origin and Form, not for their own sakes, but

because of their bearing upon the problem of Value, so it

deals with all other values, not for their own sakes, but

because of their bearing, real or supposed, upon the deter-

mination of religious value. This again is a truth which,

while never wholly lost sight of, can scarcely be said ever to

have been distinctly perceived or firmly grasped. Occasion-

ally, indeed, it has even been indirectly and, we may sup-

pose, inadvertently denied. Thus, for instance, we find Dr.

Briggs s.aying: “The question of the authorship of the

Bible is whether God is its author, whether it is inspired.

This can not be determined by the Higher Criticism in any

way, for the Higher Criticism has only to do with human
authorship and has nothing to do with divine authorship,

which is determined on different principles .” 14 Plausible as

this sounds, it is hardly consistent with the most natural

meaning of Dr. Briggs’ words, when he declares that the

crowning aim of his own labors as a higher critic has been

“to contribute to ... a higher appreciation of the most i

ancient documents of our Holy Religion .

13 This language >

points most naturally to religious value as the specific value

in the writer’s thoughts when penning these words. At any

rate, religious value will be found to be the specific value

upon the determination of which the efforts of all critics

have, either consciously and professedly, or else uncon-

sciously and actually converged. This is the Value explicitly

stressed by Drs. Harper and M’Fadyen, and impliedly

stressed by Mr. Harford-Battersby. Professor Gunkel also

finds what he calls “The legends of Genesis” of more value

for religious edification than would be straightforward his-

torical narratives. Dr. Geo. A. Smith is reported recently

14 Wither ? p. 89.
15 Vide sup., p. 460.

30
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to have said, “The criticism of to-day is not directed to the

historical trustworthiness of the Bible so much as to its

moral validity.” 16 Moral and religious value are, of course,

not identical, but Dr. Smith’s remark shows the trend.

So great and disastrous has been the confusion prevailing

upon this point that I feel constrained to present further and

even more decisive evidence for the correctness of the doc-

trine just laid down. In 1892 Canon Cheyne put forth a

volume of sermons and addresses under the title of
“
Aids

to the Devout Study of Criticism”

.

17 The purpose of the'

volume was to exploit the Higher Criticism, as employed

by Canon Cheyne and his school, as an aid to a rational

religious faith. Indeed, its contention was that the Higher

Criticism is an indispensable organ for arriving at a right

religious valuation of the Scripture narratives. Take, for

instance, the following language : “We shall be verily guilty

concerning our brother if we allow him to drift among the

icebergs of doubt for want of an intelligent knowledge of

the Bible. Indeed, the whole Christian family will be in-

jured, if we do not discover some better way of preserving

true reverence for the Old Testament, and more especially

for its narratives. But is there any way left that might be

tried in popular teaching? Yes; there is one which until

lately has been neglected
;
it is to throw upon the Old Testa-

ment the full light of critical research. God has put it into

the heart of an increasing number of Christian scholars to

apply improved methods to the study of the Scriptures, and

they wish now to turn their results to account in the prac-

tical service of the Church. It is but too certain that our

popular religion needs simplifying, and that the defence of

Christian truth against infidelity needs strengthening, and

these objects can, it would seem, be best promoted by a

league of inquiring Christian people on the one hand and the

scholars of whom I spoke on the other. ... Its object

“Address before the Edinburg Sabbath Morning Fellowship Union,

cited in Bible Criticism and the Average Man, p. 41.

11 Some regarded this title as too suggestive to be really felicitous.
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will be to apply modern methods of study to the Old Testa-

ment with just sufficient precision to bring out the gradual-

ness of divine revelation, to emphasize and illustrate the

essential facts and truths of the Scriptures, and to solve the

difficulties and correct the misapprehensions of infidel ob-

jectors. . . . But some timid Christian may ask, Had I

not better leave this study to those who have to meet infidel

objectors in controversy? May I not, by being too venture-

some, expose my own faith to a severe shock? Historical

truth may be good, but spiritual truth is better; why should

I not be content with the one thing needful? To which I

would reply, with heartful sympathy, that vital faith in

spiritual truth cannot be imperiled by historical inquiry into

its records, that on the contrary there are few better aids to

faith than a historical view of the progress of revelation,

such as the higher study of the Bible presents to us.” 18

Now, all of this is very explicit. Canon Cheyne speaks

here as one who, having tested to his own satisfaction a

given method of attaining a specific end, is commending

that method to others who wish to attain the same end.

And the end, it will be observed, is nothing else than a truer

insight into and a juster appreciation of the religious value

of the Bible. The method commended is the Higher Crit-

icism.

“Principles and Ideals for Sunday School'’ is the title of

a recent book, a production of the joint authorship of Drs.

Burton and Mathews, of Chicago University. What may be

called the fundamental postulate of the book is that “The

Sunday School is a religious institution”. Its aim is “to

secure, through teaching of the Bible as the chief means,

the conversion of the pupil and his development in Christian

character”. 19 But, in order that the teaching of the Bible

may become effective to the attainment of this end, “it will

be needful also for the teacher, especially for the teacher of

the more mature pupils, to adopt for himself and to impart

“ Op. cit., pp. 1 7, 18.

18
Op. cit., pp. 4, 5.
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to his pupils a proper method in the use of the Bible. . .
.”20

Now, according to Drs. Burton and Mathews, a correct

conception of the Bible implies that it is not only “a collec-

tion of literature”, but that “ this literature is also the record

and product of a historical and a developing revelation”. 21

What they regard as involved in such a conception of the

Bible they make perfectly plain. For they immediately pro-

ceed to add : “It is not difficult to help pupils to see this

development. The painstaking effort of scholars, however

much the)' may differ among themselves as to details, has

placed beyond dispute this fact, that in the Bible we have

the literary productions of every stage of the rise and fall

of the Hebrew people. The saga, the folk-tale, the chronicle

of the pre-literarv period
;
the history and legislation, polit-

ical and religious teaching of national maturity
;
the lamen-

tation, the prayer and the song of praise and faith from

years of national misery—all these have gone to make up

the Old Testament.”22 If, now, the question be asked, How
may one obtain this conception of the Bible? The answer

which these gentlemen uniformly give is, in the use of the

“historical method”. But the historical method is only a

one-sided, quasi-popular name for the Higher Criticism.

Thus we are again brought, by a rather circuitous route, to

see that the determination of religious value constitutes the

ultimate and the practical problem of the Higher Criticism.

Few lectures of late days have produced quite such a pro-

found stir as those, by Dr. Friedrich Delitzsch, of Germany,

entitled Babel and Bible. Now, as any one who will be at

the pains to read the lectures may see for himself, the object

of these lectures is to appraise the religious value of the Old

Testament by means of what Dr. Delitzsch calls “scientific

criticism”, which is only another name for the Higher Crit-

icism. To do this, he simply sets the teachings of the Old

Testament in the light of their origin as determined by their

20
Op. cit., p. 39.

21
Op. cit., p. 40.

22
Op. cit., p. 40.
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internal characteristics, when these are correlated with the

findings of archaeology. It is true that his conclusions have

been most roundly, and I must add astonishingly, denounced

in quarters where he had every reason to expect only un-

qualified approval. With this, however, I have nothing to do.

Perhaps it ought to have ceased to be surprising to find men
shrinking back from the conclusions demanded by their own
logic, especially when those conclusions are stated in their

naked repulsiveness. In this case, for instance, the core

of Dr. Delitzsch’s offending lies in the fact that he finds it

impossible to regard as a “revelation” what the Higher

Criticism, se judice, shows to be a “tradition” amalgamated

“out of heterogeneous sources ”. 23

It is unnecessary for me to disavow any personal sym-

pathy with the conclusions reached either by Dr. Delitzsch

or by Drs. Burton and Mathews, or by Canon Cheyne. It is

worth while, however, for me to remind the reader that the

Higher Criticism, as such, is in no sense responsible for the

conclusions of these scholars. In the case of all of them,

their conclusions are due to the influence of certain presup-

positions, and the introduction of certain material errors

into their reasoning rather than to their critical processes

in the abstract.

Apart, however, from express statements from any source

whatever, the very nature of the case shows that if the de-

termination of Value be the ultimate problem of the Higher

Criticism, the ultimate value to be determined must be the

religious value of the books of Scripture. For above every-

thing else these books are religious literature. Religious

value is the specific kind of value that they arrogate to them-

selves. Religious value is the kind of value that above all

others is claimed for them. Obviously, therefore, either to

ignore this value or to subordinate it to any other would be

a capital blunder. Not only so, but whatever other kinds

of value the books of the Bible may possess fall to be con-

23 Babel and Bible. Also Embodying the Most Important Criticisms

and the Author’s Replies. Open Court Pub. Co., August, 1903, P- 165.
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sidered by the Higher Criticism only because they bear upon

this ultimate Value, and only as they bear upon it. The
determination of other kinds of -value, as such, belongs to

other disciplines. Thus literary criticism has it for its spe-

cial function to appraise the literary and aesthetic worth or

value of the Scripture writings as truly as of any others.

Historical Criticism, again, has -it as its special function to

determine the historical worth or value of such of the books

of the Bible as present themselves to us under the guise of

history, as truly as of any other books assuming that form.

Hence, to deny that the ultimate Value sought to be deter-

mined by the Higher Criticism is religious value, is to leave

this discipline without any special function. But that is to

deny to it the character of a distinct and separate discipline

at all.

Just here we must guard ourselves against a mistake.

The Higher Criticism is not to be identified with the discip-

line known as the “Internal Evidences”. Both disciplines,

it is true, seek to determine the religious value of the Bible.

Both likewise rely exclusively upon what is known as inter-

nal evidence. They approach their common goal, however,

each in its own characteristic way. The Higher Criticism,

for one thing, takes account of only certain internal char-

acteristics of the writing with which it deals, viz., the lit-

erary, historical, psychological, and thought phenomena

found in the writings. But further, it views these phenom-

ena not as they may bear directly upon religious value, but

solely as they bear upon the determination of Origin and

Form. And to the light derived from these problems, i. e.,

the problems of Origin and Form, it restricts itself ex-

clusively in determining the religious value of a writing.

In other words, the Higher Criticism determines the

value of a writing, not directly, but only through the prob-

lems of Origin and Form. This obviously is something

very different from the method of procedure in the case of

the Internal Evidences. The latter goes much more directly
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to its goal, and goes also by a much greater variety of routes.

The Higher Criticism, therefore, is, at best, but a branch,

and a rather limited branch, of the Internal Evidences.

Some, no doubt, will regard the restrictions thus placed

upon the Higher Criticism as too severe. They may even

suppose that they strip the science of all real dignity and

importance. This, however, will be the judgment of those

only who either underestimate the value and importance of

the literary, historical, psychological and thought phenom-

ena of a writing for determining its Origin and Form; or of

those who underestimate the value and importance of Origin

and Form for the determination of religious value. More-

over, the restrictions proposed are demanded in the interest

of the Higher Criticism as an independent discipline, in the

interests of clearness when treating its problems and regis-

tering its conclusions, and finally by fidelity to the actual

course of its history.

We are now prepared, I trust, for a more accurate defini-

tion than has previously been possible. The Higher Crit-

icism, then, may be defined to be the science of the processes

by which the religious value of a writing is determined upon

the basis of its Origin and Form, these latter problems in

their turn being determined on the basis of internal charac-

teristics, such as the literary, historical, psychological, and

thought phenomena found in the writing.

If the positions laid down above are correct, it is some-

thing to have gotten so far. But even now we may lose our

goal in a fog. For no sooner is it declared that the ultimate

problem of the Higher Criticism is to determine the relig-

ious value of the books of the Bible than we are presented

with a threefold difficulty. For the following questions at

once emerge
:

( i ) Who shall furnish a standard by which

to estimate religious value? There are, perhaps, few im-

portant subjects upon which men’s views differ more rad-

ically. In fact, a writer of some prominence has recently

asserted that, “Scholars cannot agree as to the definition of
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religion nor as to its classification . . .
.” 24 (2) Again,

it will be said : since, upon any view whatever, the several

books of Scripture proceeded from a variety of authors,

living in a variety of different places, and at widely sepa-

rated periods of time, how can the determination of Origin

be made to bear upon the question of religious value ? And
since the Bible contains a great variety of literary forms,

How can the determination of Form be made to bear upon

that of religious value? (3) And, finally, it will be asked,

Is it possible to determine religious value by the only data

which the Higher Criticism is at liberty to take account of,

viz., the literary, historical, psychological and thought phe-

nomena found in the writings themselves? These last two

objections were probably what was in the mind of Dr.

Briggs when he asserted that “the Higher Criticism has only

to do with human authorship and has nothing to do with

divine authorship, which is determined on different prin-

ciples. 25

A moment’s consideration, however, will convince any

one that the last of these objections has no independent

force. I have stated it merely because it may be made to

appear to less thoughtful persons to have such force. In

reality the Higher Criticism does not employ literary, his-

torical, psychological or thought phenomena for the direct

determination of religious value. This may be done and is

properly done in what is known as the “Internal Evidences”.

In the Higher Criticism, however, these phenomena are

used solely for the determination of Origin and Form, and

so only indirectly affect the determination of religious value.

This objection, therefore, need not detain us longer.

A complete answer to the second objection would necessi-

tate a full discussion of the problems of Origin and Form,

which would be out of place at this point. Two or three

general remarks ought to be sufficient to strip it of whatever

24
Dr. G. W. Knox, American Journal of Theology, Oct., 1902. Cited

in The Princeton Theological Review, July, 1903, p. 497.
25 Vide sup., p. 464.
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superficial plausibility it may possess. Perhaps the most

practical answer to it is a fact patent to all who do not de-

liberately close their eyes — the fact, namely, that men’s

judgment as to the religious value of the books of the Bible

has been and is to-day being modified, or rather, determined

by their views as to the origin and form of these books. Of
the truth of this statement, Dr. Friedrich Delitzsch is, per-

haps, the most conspicuous recent illustration. Again, relig-

ious value is, or in any particular case may be, a matter of

degree. But surely no one will be so rash as to say that the

degree of religious value possessed by a writing will be in

no wise affected by its origin or its literary form. If such

be the case, where would be the propriety of cautioning

readers, as is sometimes very solemnly done, that as they

regard the religious value of the first chapter of Genesis, or

of the Book of Jonah, they must not see in either of them a

historical record? Further, there is a palpable relation be-

tween the character, qualifications, commission, claims and

methods of a writer, and the literary, historical and religious

value of his production. Further still, despite denials, there

is a certain just and even necessary connection between his-

torical, and even literary value on the one hand and religious

value on the other. Finally, this objection—and the same

remark applies also to the first objection—if valid would

simply prove that there is no place for the Higher Criticism

as an independent science.

We recur now to the first objection. It, in fact, is the

only one of the three that has any real plausibility. It,

however, is merely plausible, nothing more. If the ultimate

problem of the Higher Criticism be to determine the relig-

ious value of the books of the Bible, or claimed for these

books, by setting them in the light of their origin and lit-

erary form, who, it is asked, shall furnish us a standard of

religious value, or even a definition of religion ? This ques-

tion is one fair enough in itself, but is apt to mislead. For

the Higher Criticism takes account not only of Value, but

also of claims as to value. Further, it takes account not
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only of the claims as to value which a writing makes for

itself, but equally of those made for it by others. Finally,

while it may be powerless to establish the truth of these

claims, it may be all-powerful to demolish them. The Quran,

for instance, and the Book of Mormon, equally with the

Scriptures, claim to be a revelation from God. But will any

one say that the Higher Criticism cannot dispose of their

respective claims by setting these writings in the light of

their origin and their literary form ? Why, then, may it not

do the same in the case of the books of the Bible ? But will

it be maintained that the religious value of the Bible will

remain unaffected whatever the fate of the claims as to the

origin and form of its several books which it makes for

itself, or that are made for it? It is hard indeed to con-

ceive of a definition of religion under which this would be

true : and yet when one considers the ideas of religion now
current, he is warned to refrain from rashly fixing the

limits of possibility in this direction.

But apart from all such considerations as those just ad-

duced, it is to be noticed that the Bible presents its own
conception of religion. This, moreover, it affirms to be the

only true conception. What this Bible definition of religion

is, we need not now pause to inquire. Whatever it may be,

it would seem obvious that the primary function of the

Higher Criticism is to test—not this Biblical conception of

religion, for to do this does not fall within the province of

the Higher Criticism—but to test the religious value of the

books of the Bible by the conception of religion which the

Bible itself furnishes. Let us suppose, for example, that

the Bible idea of religion is that it consists in right thoughts

of and right inner and outer relations to the living God,

based upon a written revelation of His character and His

will. Then the function of the Higher Criticism will be to

determine whether and in what sense the several books of

Scripture are a revelation, and whether and how far they

tend to guide men to right views of the character and right

personal relations to the living God, so far as this can be
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done by setting each of these books in the light of its origin

and its literary form.

But whether the above be a correct account of the Bible

conception of religion or not, and whether this Bible con-

ception of religion itself be correct or not, the important

fact to fix in our minds is that there must be some definition

of religion posited before any judgment upon the religious

value of the books of Scripture is possible, and that the

conception of religion posited, whatever it may be, will

necessarily control the judgment of religious value based

upon it. If this is overlooked the gravest confusion must
ensue. Because this has been overlooked the most serious

confusion has already ensued. Because, for example, critics

who hold the most divergent and even contradictory views

in regard to the origin and form of the book of Genesis

agree in pronouncing it to be of unequaled religious value,

many thoughtless persons have jumped to the conclusion

that the differences between these critics upon the question

of Origin and Form amount to little or nothing. Religious

value, it is said, and truly said, is the main thing, and these

critics agree as to the religious value of the books of the

Bible, therefore the Bible has nothing to fear from Crit-

icism. This is the vice of all well meant irenicons, like

Bible Criticism and the Average Man. It is doubtless even

truer than those who use this style of reasoning suppose,

* that the Bible has nothing to fear from Criticism. But the

superficiality of their reasoning is evident, as soon as it is

perceived that the opposing critics referred to above agree

in their estimate of the religious value of the books of the

Bible only because they disagree toto caelo in their respec-

tive conceptions of religion itself.

It should be clearly understood, however, that to maintain

that the problems of Origin and Form are always of funda-

mental importance to the determination of Value is not to

make the Higher Criticism the only or the ultimate arbiter

of Value. Such is not the case. To affirm with Professor

Francis Brown, for instance, that, “If questions which the
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Higher Criticism seeks to answer cannot be answered by

its methods, then there is no answer for them at all ”,
26

is to

take a position that will not finally commend itself to sober

minds. It unduly exaggerates the importance of internal

evidence. It unduly magnifies our dependence upon internal

characteristics for light upon the questions of Origin and

Form and Value. It affects a distrust of what is called

“tradition” and of “authority” that is at once unreasonable

and unwarranted. “Tradition” is either a mere term of

objurgation, or else a term of scientific definition. When
used, as it too often is, in the former sense, that is, as a term

of abuse, it need not detain us, nor disturb us. It is a mere

expletive of impotent contempt. When used as a term of

definition “tradition” includes all testimony proceeding from

others than contemporaries, and ought in fairness to cover

all the evidence not based upon what in our courts is called

“personal knowledge”. To discredit all testimony from

others than actual contemporaries does not, to put it mildly,

show sobriety of judgment. It is not only an unreasonable,

but, in the light of actual experience, it is an unwarrantable

procedure. In other words, experience proves beyond dis-

pute that testimony from others than contemporaries

—

i. e.,

“tradition” in the only tolerable sense of that word, in such

a discussion as this—may be and often has been thoroughly

reliable. Every thing depends upon the character and com-

petence of the source from which the “tradition” proceeds.

Indeed, even those who profess least respect for “tradition”

are unwilling and unwitting witnesses to the claims that it

justly has upon our consideration. The proof is, that they

can never rest in their conclusions based upon internal evi-

dence until they have impugned the character or competence,

or both of all those Scripture personages whose statements

either directly or indirectly impinge upon their conclusions.

And in doing this, they are unquestionably wise. For no

declamation against “tradition” in the abstract will avail

26 Homiletic Review, April, 1892. Cited by Dr. Zenos, Elements of

Higher Criticism

,

p. 143.
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to weaken the force of the testimony say of the Chronicler

to the origin of the Pentateuch. He must be impeached, or

his testimony, though not that of a contemporary, and

therefore falling under the head of “tradition”, will with or-

dinary persons set aside the most confident conclusions based

upon internal evidence. The reason of this is not that

thoughtful persons depreciate the importance of “internal

evidence”. It may be admitted that “internal evidence” is

of the nature of “personal testimony”, direct, first hand evi-

dence. It may be admitted that when it really speaks to a

point, what it really says is final. The trouble is that there

are some points to which it does not speak, and there are

others upon which it does not speak unequivocally. Further,

experience proves that as an unsophisticated witness in the

hands of a skillful lawyer may by leading questions be

brought to make statements that are utterly untrue and the

fartherest thing from the real intention of the witness, so

the “internal evidence” may by proper manipulation be made

to furnish a basis for conclusions utterly unwarranted by

the facts. Indeed, “internal evidence”, like all circumstan-

tial evidence, needs in all ordinary cases to be handled with

the utmost caution, candor and judicial reserve, or it may
seriously mislead. It is neither wise nor necessary, there-

fore, to pit “internal evidence” against “tradition” in the

sense in which I have defined the latter term. It is far

from wise to stake our decision of the grave problems of

the Higher Criticism solely upon our construction, or the

construction which any particular set of scholars place upon

the “internal evidence”. “Tradition” has repeatedly justi-

fied itself as more trustworthy than the construction put

upon the “internal evidence” by scholars of unquestionable

and acknowledged ability.

Neither should we be misled by current contempt for

“authority”. Let us rather hope that this is merely a

passing phase of intellectual bumptiousness and confused

thought. To say that the problems of the Higher Crit-

icism cannot be settled by “authority” is either to say
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that there are no persons who are competent to settle them

in the use of internal evidence or otherwise; or it is to

say that for the great majority of mankind they cannot be

settled at all. For, whatever the process employed to solve

the problems of the Higher Criticism, provided it really

solves them, he who is master of that process is in a position

authoritatively to solve those problems for any and all

others. Else why do we hear so much about the “assured

results” of a certain school of critics? This label so con-

spicuously in evidence upon their goods would seem to have

but one possible object, namely, to beget in the public the

conviction that there are those who are competent to settle

these vexing questions for them. But, if so, then these

questions can be settled by authority. And if they can be

settled by authority, who shall say that they may not be set-

tled upon the authority of our Lord and His apostles ? What
if our Lord assumes the ability and the right to settle them?

Shall we repudiate his authority at this point? After all,

for most persons, so far as these problems are concerned,

it is simply a question as to whether they will accept their

solution of them from Christ and His apostles, or from

certain modern scholars who, quoad hoc, affect to be better

informed and safer guides than Christ Himself.

Columbia, S. C. W. M. McPheeters.
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Professor Bousset tells us that “the object of this little book is” to

help us “to understand the meaning of the phenomenon which we call

religion” (p. 6). It is the phenomenon which he undertakes to ex-
pound; that is to say he deals directly with the phenomenology rather

than with the philosophy or the psychology of religion. In other

words, his method is historical. He traces what he conceives to be

the history of the development of religions from their beginning in the

first vague manifestations of the religious aspirations of man to their

culmination, we do not say in Christianity, but in the liberal Christianity

of the twentieth century; and through this medium of history he seeks

to convey to the reader a conception of what religion is.

Professor Bousset’s book is, therefore, historical in form. But it

is not primarily historical in purpose. As there are some novels which
are written “for the novel’s sake”, and some which are written “for

a purpose”; so there are some histories which are written for the

history’s sake and some histories which are written “for a purpose”.

And Professor Bousset’s history of religions is of the latter class. He
does not trace the varied forms of religion which have been prevalent

among men merely that he may make these forms known to us ; nor

even that through them and their sequence he may make the devel-

opment of religion known to us ; nor even that through this devel-

opment he may make what religion as religion is known to us. His

real purpose, dominating his whole undertaking, is that he may
make Christianity—naturally, as he conceives Christianity,—known to

us. The book, therefore, very properly culminates in two long chapters

on the Nature and the Future of Christianity, for which in point of

fact the whole of the preceding chapters have been written and to

which they lead up. In a word, Professor Bousset’s little book is a

study of the nature and prospects of Christianity from the point of view

not so much of “comparative religion” or of the “history of the re-

ligions”, as of the so-called “comparative-religion” or “history-of-relig-

ion” ( religionsgeschichtliche ) school. It is in other words an attempt
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to explain Christianity, in its entirety, as a religion among religions, the

product like other religions of the religious nature of man.
Professor Bousset is quite frank and quite emphatic in the expression

of his point of view upon the main matter at issue—whether, to wit,

Christianity is just a religion among religions, the product, like all

other religions, of the religious nature of man. Nor does he wait for

his exposition of the course of religious development to suggest this,

or to establish it. He announces it already in his Introduction, practi-

cally as a postulate; and sets out on his exposition of the course of

religious development, therefore, with his goal well in view. The
distinction so often drawn between “revealed and natural religion”

—

as if, forsooth, “the religion of the Old and New Testaments is revealed

religion”, and “all others are natural religions, the product of man’s
thought or imagination”—is in his opinion thoroughly untenable,

—

“impossible” is his word (p. 8),—and, indeed, “irreligious and Godless”

(p. 7). For not only is it not accordant with the principle of historical

evolution, but it implies a “narrow-minded and melancholy view of the

history of humanity”. This mode of speech is determined by the shock

which it gives Prof. Bousset that anyone should suppose God to have

allowed “the nations” “to go their own way” without guidance from
Him, the implication being that all religion is the product in a sense of

“revelation”. Elsewhere his thought swings around the opposite focus

of the ellipse. The thinking of men imbued with modern culture, he

tells us, “rests upon the determination to try to explain everything that

takes place in the world by natural causes; or—to express it in another

form—it rests upon the determined assertion of universal laws to

which all phenomena, natural and spiritual, are subject” (p. 283). “His-

torical science”, accordingly, “puts before itself the object of explaining

all intellectual events by reference to a universal law” (p. 288). There

is, no doubt, always “the riddle of personality and individuality” which

enters everywhere into the fabric of history
; but this is not the same

thing as—or in any way analogous to—the intrusion of a supernatural

factor. The “halo of the supernatural” which has in the past clung

around ‘sacred history’ “has been disrupted”. We can now believe only

in an evolution of religion shaping itself in accordance with “the uni-

versal evolution of civilization”, and it is in consequence no longer

possible to “believe in a Divine revelation in the old acceptance of the

term, which restricted revelation to one special province” (p. 289).

Thus we see the curve of the ellipse turn back on itself. When we speak

of “the natural course of events” and of “the direction of divine reve-

lation”, we are speaking of one and the same thing, and the upshot

of it is that Christianity is no more “revealed” than any other religion

and is just as much a product of human thought and imagination as

any other religion. It takes its place among other religions as just

one of them,—the purest form, the highest and most perfect, religion

has yet reached: but certainly not the only true religion, “but simply

the most complete species of the genus” (p. 9).

It is to exhibit this of Christianity that Professor Bousset has written
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his book. As was natural, he takes his start from the beginning.
Religion being natural to man, there never was a time when men did
not have religion

; or if we, from the evolutionary standpoint, must
say that there must be some point of time when religion had its

beginning
,
that point of time must be placed so early that “wherever

human life advanced a stage religion was evolved” (p. 2). Its first

beginnings were no doubt of a low character,—corresponding to the
low intellectual and social development of its creators. Professor
Bousset puts animism at the basis of all religious development

;
and

then traces the gradual evolution of religious conceptions and practices

from it, in stages running pari passu with the development of social

organization, up through tribal and natural to universal religions.

Prof. Bousset is a scholar of wide reading and an expositor of decided
gifts; and much that he tells us of these several phases of religious

construction is well conceived and well told. But by means of it all

he is working his way steadily onward to an explanation of the religion

of the Bible,—or, from his point of view, we should say, of the religions

of the Old and New Testament writings in their several stages—as of

purely natural origin. He is careful, therefore, to insert accounts of

the successive stages of religion which he thinks he finds set forth

progressively in the several strata of the Biblical books in their proper

places in the advancing evolution. And so he comes at last to the

origin of Christianity.

Christianity, like certain other high religions of “reform” character

in this, owes its origin, of course, to the impulse received from a great

personality, the greatest religious personality the world has (as yet)

seen. An element of inexplicability is thus introduced into it ; for

who can read the riddle of powerful personalities? But this does not

prevent our perceiving that it grew naturally out of the soil of its

own time What Jesus did may indeed be summed up almost entirely

in one word: He simplified the developed Judaism of His day. The
Jewish Rabbis are quite right in saying that everything that Jesus

taught may be found taught beforehand in Judaism. The proper retort

is to acknowledge that the Rabbis had said all that Jesus said,—and

to add that “unfortunately they said so much else too!” (p. 217). What
Jesus did was not to add to their teaching but to subtract from it.

The note of His teaching was simplification. He freed religion from

rationalism, ceremonialism, legalism and scribism. And doing so, He
gave us Christianity. For the Christianity of Jesus is just the Judaism

of His day freed from these elements and thus reduced to the simple

doctrine of God as Father, who forgives the sins of men, because He
is good.

The Christianity of Jesus we say: but not the Christianity we know,

or indeed the Christianity a modern man can accept. For the develop-

ment of religion did not stop with Jesus. After Jesus came, for

example, Paul. And Paul’s Christianity is not the Christianity of Jesus.

For one thing, the Christianity of Paul worships Jesus, and Jesus

worships God alone. For another thing, the Christianity of Paul talks

31
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of an atoning sacrifice, of which Jesus knew nothing. For yet another

thing, the Christianity of Paul has incorporated into it sacramental acts,

to all which that of Jesus is a stranger. Xor did the development stop

with Paul. After Paul came Old^ Catholicism
; and after Old Catholic-

ism, Aledisevalism
;
and after Medievalism the Reformation

; and after

the Reformation has come—or at least is coming—Modernism. And it

is not the Christianity of Jesus or the Christianity of Paul,—or even

the Christianity of the Reformation, great as is the advance of the

Christianity of the Reformation on all preceding Christianities,—which

can lay claim to being the highest of religions, but the Christianity of

Modernism now at last assuming firm outlines and a stable form. The
old order has changed and given place to a new : “the whole structure

of human life has entirely altered since the Reformation, and history

and experience tell us that when this happens religion assumes other

forms” (p. 271). A new Christianity conformable to the data supplied

by modern culture is, therefore, now called for.

“The narrow Pauline idea of redemption, which was developed by

St. Augustine and strengthened anew by Luther” (p. 275), must go.

We must “no longer speak of the ‘divinity
1

of Christ” (p. 279). And
with the ‘divinity’ of Christ must go all its corollaries,—primarily the

self-contradictory doctrine of the Trinity. The idea of an atonement

and of a vicarious sacrifice, of course, goes too (p. 282). And indeed

the whole conception of the supernatural which has hitherto ruled

—

which contradicts not only “our whole mode of thought” but also “our

changed belief in God” (p. 285) : and with this idea of supernaturalism

must go also not only the whole notion of an inspired book, but also

of a special revelation (p. 289). This is not to return to the Chris-

tianity of Jesus. The Christianity of Jesus lies at the root of Chris-

tianity; it does not appear at its apex. Jesus believed in the super-

natural: we cannot (p. 286). We cannot accept His demonology or

His eschatology (p. 292). Even much of Jesus’ moral teaching is too

onesided or ascetic to be possible to a modern man (p. 295). It is ours

not slavishly to copy but to grow. “We take our stand by Jesus” only

in the Parable of the Lost Son and “on the ground of the absolutely

simple conviction that God is to be found in the good and that faith

in the Heavenly Father includes moral deeds and moral work in the

human community”. Here is the creed of the Christianity into which

all the religious development of all the ages meets and coalesces : “God

the Father; life in accordance with His will, spent in joyful work for

the service of the world; forgiveness of sins and eternal hope” (p. 298).

We must bear in mind that it is this Christianity which Prof. Bousset

has in view when he tells us that Christianity is the last and best of

religions and that the future of religion is bound up in it. What place

does Christ take in this Christianity? None whatever. He is merely

the impressive religious personality back to whose impulse is traced the

development which has issued, after two thousand years, in it. If we

can say of the Jewish Rabbis that they taught all that Christ taught,

but the mischief of it is that they taught so very much more : so we
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must say of Christ that if He taught all of this “abiding” Christianity,

the mischief again is that He taught so very much more. Why call

this new Christianity by His name any more than call this Christianity

Judaism? He did not more “simplify” Judaism than our moderns are

“simplifying” Christianity. And let us particularly note what this new
“simplification” reduces us to. It is just God, Morality, Immortality.

“Qod the Father”; "life in accordance with His will, spent in joyful

work for the service of the world”
; “forgiveness of sins and eternal

hope". Is there any religion which does not embrace these three ele-

ments of “natural religion"? No doubt the conception of God, the

conception of morality, the conception of immortality which are com-
mended to us bear the traces of Christian teaching. It is God “the

Father”. It is life “in the service of the world”. It is “forgiveness of

sins”. We are thankful that it is proposed to retain this much of the

contribution of Jesus and of His accredited Apostles to the religion

of the world. But it is worth while to observe that wdien Christianity

is reduced to a “natural religion” in its origin, it is reduced also to a

“natural religion” in its contents : it shrinks at once to the meagre
contents of the familiar triology, of God, morality and immortality.

The main question of course recurs, Has Prof. Bousset succeeded in

reducing Christianity to a “natural religion” in its origin? He has

certainly put together an account of the origin and development of

religion, into which he has interspersed an account of the origin and

development of the religions of the Scriptural narrative, including

Christianity, in all its developments, on the assumption that it is equally

with all the rest a “natural religion”. But this is merely Prof. Bous-

set’s historical argument for the naturalistic origin of Christianity.

He says, in effect, “See, if this be conceived to be the way religion has

come into existence and developed itself in the course of the ages, then

Christianity may be conceived to be a growth of nature”. The “if” here

is, however, a mighty one and covers an immense assumption, or rather

a whole series of immense assumptions. Behind it lies the assumption

of the validity of all the results of the Graf-Wellhausen critical recon-

struction of the history of the development of the Old Testament

religion
;
and of all the results of “the history-of-religion” critical

reconstruction of the history of the New Testament development.

Behind it lies the assumption of the invalidity of all the evidence of

the divine origin of the religion of the Bible, of the divine mission of

Christ, of the revelation of truth through His Spirit to the Apostles

:

in a word, of the whole body of the claims of the founders of Chris-

tianity, substantiated as those claims are by a mass of the most varied

evidence. In one word, behind it lies the simple assumption of the

naturalistic origin of Christianity. Prof. Bousset’s essay amounts,

therefore, merely to this declaration : “See, if Christianity is merely

a natural religion, this is the way it must be conceived to have come

into existence.” The argumentative value of his presentation will

reduce, therefore, simply to this : that a self-consistent scheme of the

origin of Christianity as a natural religion can be constructed. For the
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testing of the value of this presentation as an argument, we should
have, therefore, to examine into the self-consistency of the presentation

primarily; then into the legitimacy of the combinations that are made,
the exactness of the facts which are marshalled, and the inclusiveness

of the explanations which are offered.

This is not the place to enter into such a detailed examination. But
it is not out of place to remark simply that in none of these items is

Professor Bousset’s presentation in our opinion impeccable. In addition

to the primal assumptions to which we have adverted, his presentation is

burdened with a mass of minor assumptions. The facts are adjusted to

fit the thesis, instead of the thesis inferred from the facts. And the

whole presentation takes, therefore, merely the form of a plausible

effort to justify a foregone conclusion. If this is in its details at least

the course of the development of religion we must assume in case

Christianity be deemed a natural religion, we can only say that Chris-

tianity cannot be deemed a natural religion. It does not naturally

emerge out of its environment as here presented.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.

The Scientific Basis of Immortality. By James J. Billingsley.

New York: Eaton & Mains, iamo., pp. 47.

It is no reproach to Mr Billingsley’s brochure that it is cast in a

highly rhetorical form. The rhetoric is somewhat exuberant, especially

towards the end; but he, doubtless, knows how to carry home his

argument to the especial audience he has in mind. This argument is

principally to the effect that science knows too many immortalities for

the immortality of the soul to be held doubtful. There is the doctrine

of the indestructibility of matter : and there is the doctrine of the

conservation of energy: and now, since Weismann has taught it to us,

there is the doctrine of the continuity of the germ plasm and of the

deathlessness of the cell. Certainly “our bodies contain immortal

elements”, as Professor Metchnikoff says. If this is true of our bodies,

what of our souls? Of course, we can say with Professor Metchnikoff

that we haven’t any : for consciousness is a function of the body, and,

in the body of the most highly organized structures, and hence can per-

sist only so long as they abide. Even so, it is hard to believe that the

great quality of immortality belongs exclusively to the lowest things.

And if we perchance have souls, can they be less immortal than their

material envelopes? And just see what this self-conscious life means to

nature. It is the culminating attainment of all its progress. “Having

struggled through a thousand millions of years to produce a man, will

.Nature turn traitor in the hour of her greatest triumph and slay the

superb product of all her labor and sacrifice?” “If science reveals the

fact that nature preserves the material, the unmaterial, the vital, with

the psychical, and as man, the climax of all that has gone before,

combines these four immense results within himself, then science

bids us hope.” “From the indestructibility of matter, and the persist-
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ence of force, from the nature of mind and its psychic constitutions,
and from analogies, close, varied, startling, Science . . . announces
. . . that there is another world.” There is certainly food for
thought here, and fuel for feeling: but are there premises for a
conclusion ?

Princeton. B. B Warfield.

The Christian Religion, Its Meaning and Proof. By J. Scott
Lidgett, M. A., Warden of the Bermondsey Settlement, Author of
The Spiritual Principle of The Atonement, The Fatherhood of
God in Christian Truth and Life, etc. 8vo.

; pp. xiv., 516. New
York: Eaton & Mains. Cincinnati: Jennings & Graham. 1907.

This book forms the sequel to the author’s preceding work, entitled

The Fatherhood of God in Christian Truth and Life. “It is an at-

tempt to explain and verify the Christian religion by means of the
fatherly-filial relationship, the supremacy and meaning of which for
Christian consciousness and theology, was investigated in the former
work. The purpose of this volume, therefore, is rather to establish a
general point of view than to treat the subject with the exhaustiveness
of a Compendium of Christian Evidences.” The need of such a dis-

cussion appears in the fact that “wide-spread dissatisfaction exists

at the present time with the ordinary systems of Christian Evidence.”
“Those who are not convinced in the matter feel that their difficulties

have not been realized, still less met. Those who are convinced are

disappointed, because the deepest grounds of their belief are in-

adequately set forth.”

This general desire for the restatement of the nature and grounds of

Christian belief is justified by a three-fold reason: 1. “The emphasis
which modern thought lays upon the principle of continuity throughout

the whole range of reality”
;

2. The prominence now given to “the

scientific point of view”
; 3. The growing importance attached to “the

personal and experimental note in religion.”

The establishment of the new point of view thus demanded in-

volves “a survey that is extremely wide.” The history of Christian

Evidences must be reviewed. “The meaning of Christianity must be

ascertained, and this includes setting forth its relation both to religion

in general and also to the great types of historic religion. Finally,

its proof involves the discussion of its relation to the spiritual con-

sciousness and to the explanation of the world, the justification of its

doctrine of man and redemption, and the examination of the doctrine

of God that results, in order to see that it is not involved in intellec-

tual confusion or contradiction.”

“The point of view adopted” by our author “is in agreement with

the contentions of Ritschl, in so far as they insist that the first con-

dition of the proof of Christianity is to be found in the clear indi-

cation of the contents of the Christian consciousness, and in the ex-

hibition that those contents are necessary in order to satisfy the
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human spirit, and to give a rational view of its position in the world.

Apart from the pre-suppositions of Christianity, it must be shown that

the position of man becomes, not only unintelligible, but contradictory.”

Our author agrees further with Ritschl in ‘‘protesting against the

subordination of the ethical to the cosmical,” the great mistake and
condemnation, as he thinks, of the old apologetics. He does not, how-
ever, identify himself with Ritschl. He recognizes, that the latter falls

into error “when he presses his point of view until he makes Chris-

tianity to stand in absolute opposition to all philosophical views of the

world”
;

that Ritschl himself is “obliged fitfully to break down the

absolute opposition which he has set up between religious and theoretic

knowledge” ; and that he is “unable totally to separate between theoretic

and religious judgments.”

This serious defect our author would overcome, this gap between

the theoretic and the practical, between nature and man, he would

bridge, “by bringing into account an element which Kaftan in common
with the rest of the Ritschlian school has entirely omitted, namely,

the affectional aspects of religion. Neither religion in general, nor

Christianity in particular, can be completely explained either by

means of the speculative thought which seeks a theoretic explanation

of the world, or by the practical demand for a Chief Good above the

world and beyond the reach of mortal life. Even the two in combina-

tion are insufficient. An additional element has been left out—that of

religion as the consciousness of certain definite relations to a present

Divine Being, at once supplying material for an explanation of the

world, and a ground of confidence in the reality of the necessary Chief

Good. Man neither explores the universe unaided, as Paley’s traveler

inspected the watch on which he chanced, nor does he accept the tidings

of the kingdom of God entirely because his life would be reduced to

imbecility or despair if he neglected them. Beneath both these is what

he believes to be the experience of immediate relationship to that

Divine Other than himself, who is yet in some sense—his true self.

Out of that experience he explains the constitution of the world, which

for him, at least finds its unity and its climax in himself. Out of it

also he draws the assurance that the good which alone can satisfy him

is real because of the goodness of that God whose presence he realizes

in his own inner life, and whose experienced goodness casts light both

upon his own path and also upon the historic path which humanity has

trod. Ritschlianism must be supplemented and corrected in all these

ways before it can become a trustworthy guide to the reasons why men

believe Christianity to be true.” “The perfectly filial is the perfectly

human, and the perfectly filial is only possible with the Christian

content. This is the primary verification of the Christian religion.”

Within the very narrow limits possible to us it would be out of the

question to notice, much more to discuss, all or many even of the fun-

damental positions of Mr. Lidgett’s very long and very elaborate trea-

tise. We have to content ourselves with the following general and

most inadequate remarks

:
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1. The argument proposed must contravene its fundamental prin-
ciples if it is to be generally available. It is based on the Christian’s
consciousness of his filial relation to God. This it is, and this only it is,

which explains the universe, the plan of redemption, and the doctrine of
God; and so verifies itself by both showing its faith and facts to have a
vital place in the order of Reality considered as a connected spiritual

and rational system, and by revealing the meaning of this by mani-
festing and making good the relations in which and the ends for which
the whole system exists. But the consciousness of the filial relation is

the consciousness of Christians only, of none save those into whose
hearts the Father hath sent the Spirit of His Son whereby they cry,

“Abba, Father.” (Rom. viii, 14-15). To all who have not received
the Holy Spirit as their light and life the consciousness of the filial re-

lationship to God must be as foolishness; indeed, the natural man can-
not know it; for it is spiritually discerned (1 Cor. ii. 14). That is, the

true evidence of Christianity is based on an experience of which those

who need most to be convinced can know nothing.

Of course, it would be pertinent to reply that, though they have not

had the experience themselves, they ought to be convinced by the testi-

mony of those who have had it. This is true. In all departments of

life save religion the testimony of others counts for much. Why
should the sphere of Christianity be the one exception? As regards

both intelligence and honesty Christians form the best class of wit-

nesses. Moreover, their testimony is confirmed by their lives. These
evidence the new and filial consciousness which they claim to have

received. Because of what they say of the sonship which Christ has

conferred on them all men ought to apply to the same Saviour for the

same salvation. This, however, is not to base the argument for Chris-

tianity on the filial consciousness of the Christian, but on his testi-

mony to that consciousness, a testimony which derives its weight,

not from the content of the consciousness to which it testifies, but

from the circumstances and character and life of him who testifies

;

and this is to fall back on that external and theoretic evidence

against which our author writes to protest. Of course, it may
be claimed that this evidence issues merely in the trial of Christianity,

and that the only sufficient verification of it is still to be found in the

filial consciousness of the Christian. If, however, this position be

taken, then it must be admitted that the verification of Christianity,

inasmuch as it rests, as we have just seen, on what is peculiar to the

Christian, is possible for none but him.

2. The evidence arising out of the Christian’s filial consciousness

presupposes, even so far as he himself is concerned, external and

theoretic evidence. Indeed, it itself is based on this. The evidence

for which our author contends grows out of the judgment, as we

have seen, that the perfectly filial is the perfectly human. But who

has the right to say what the perfectly human is? There are as many

ideals as there are religions, as there are sects, indeed, as there are men.

In a word “the affectional aspects of religion,” on which Mr. Lidgett
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would rest his argument, need themselves to be discriminated and
grounded; and this can be done only by theoretic and external evi-

dence. We could not affirm even the filial consciousness of Christ to

be the perfection of humanity, if we could not assert Christ to be the

Son of God as well as Son of man
; and we could not declare him to be

e’ther of these, had he not been borne witness to as such by “signs

and wonders and mighty deeds’’ as clearly unique as they were
necessarily supernatural. That is, the subjective may be powerful

for confirmation, but by itself it is worthless for proof. The judgment
of value is of great value if it rest on a judgment of truth, but alone

or at the foundation it is only a broken reed. How, at any rate, can

sinful creatures discriminate authoritatively between the real needs and

the imaginary, if not hurtful, wants even of their religious nature save

as they appeal to the objective revelation of him who is “the Truth”?

3. Beyond all this, the filial consciousness, which is the Christian

consciousness, fails, at least by itself, to explain God and the universe.

Yet this it must do, if it is to verify itself and thus prove Christianity.

Our author admits the eternal mystery of evil, though he makes

a bold effort to resolve it. The everlasting punishment of the

impenitent he passes over, though he had expressed his intention of

taking it up. Does not this indicate that he himself feels the in-

adequacy of his explanation? God is the reconciled Father of the in-

numerable multitude whom he has adopted in Christ Jesus. He is

more benevolent than any human father to all his creatures and

specially to us men whom he has made in his image and after his

likeness. He yearns over even the impenitent with a compassion that

no man can fathom. But is it not too much to claim that his attitude

toward all is in the last analysis that of a father? A father chastises;

he does not punish. It is only as we conceive of God as he has re-

vealed himself in his Word, as judge and sovereign as well as father,

that we can accept as reasonable, even when most mysterious, his

relation to the universe. This relation is too complex to be expressed

in the terms of any single principle.

4. The attempt to do so involves the very vice against which our

author protests, the vice of excessive abstraction. It is really to

abstract the emotional from the theoretic and from the practical and to

argue from the first to the neglect, if not to the ignoring, of the other

two. Xor is there force in the reply that this is just what the old

fashioned school of Christian Evidence does : it gives the primacy to

the intellect. And it should. To do this need not, and in the case

in question does not, involve any slight to the other faculties. By its

very nature the intellect is fitted and intended to judge of evidence.

This is its characteristic and appropriate function. There is, therefore,

no undue abstraction when it is given with regard to evidence the lead-

ership which will enable it to discharge its function. The advocate

is not slighted because it is the judges’ decision rather than his own

plea that is taken as authoritative. We have no sympathy with the

Kantian tendency to regard the pure reason as a usurper when it
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claims preeminence as the discoverer and the test of truth. On the

contrary, to incline thus, as our author would seem to do, appears to

us to go against the principle voiced by our Lord in the words, “To
every man his work” (Mark xiii

: 34) and by Paul in his teaching as

to “spiritual gifts” in 1 Cor. xii.

5. Yet we would not be thought blind to the many and high

excellencies of this large work. Though long, it is not prolix. Though
giving evidence of having been prepared, as the author says was the

case, “under very great difficulties, owing to the ceaseless pressure of

public engagements,” it is never thin and is often rich with suggestion.

In its statement of the meaning of the Christion religion it is usually dis-

tinctly evangelical and its phraseology sometimes favors the Calvinistic

rather than the Wesleyan position. The whole book, too, is written

with Christian feeling which is not the less deep because it is always

kept under dignified restraint
;
and the author’s standpoint is ever

that of unquestioning loyalty to our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

To all this we are glad to call attention. We are glad, too, to point

out that, though our author has not, in our view, made good his

contention, he has accomplished much good. If within the sphere of

Christian Evidence he has not succeeded in dethroning the intellect,

he has vindicated the claim of the heart to be considered by the in-

tellect; and if he has not justified his demand for the primacy of “the

affectional aspects of religion,” he has clearly pointed out the many
and great evils of a one-sided intellectualism. If he has not won for

the value judgment the place that he would like it to have, he has

shown that it has an important place ; and for this none will thank him

more heartily than do we who still train with the apologists of the

older school.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Inward Light. By H. Fielding Hall. Author of ‘The Soul

of A People’, etc. 8vo.
; pp. viii, 228. New York: The Macmillan

Company. 1908. Net, $1.75.

“To explain and to illustrate really what Buddhism is” is the purpose

of this book. The author is an Englishman who is evidently an ardent

disciple of Darwin and alsb somewhat of a pragmatist. With these

prepossessions, he would seem to have gone to Burmah, to have spent

some time there in close touch with the people, to have become enam-

ored of their simplicity and above all of their Buddhist faith, and to

have used this latter as an illustration of Buddhism “because they

alone of modern people retain its spirit as it was understood. His

exposition takes the form of a narrative in which with a truly oriental

exuberance of language and with glowing description of circumstances

and scenery he sets forth what we conjecture are the successive steps

by which, as he supposed, he penetrated to the meaning of this greatest

of the religions of the East. According to him, it “is a very simple faith.

It is not made of dreams nor revelations, nor founded upon the super-
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natural. It is the science of the evolution of the soul within the body.

It is what men have seen and feel and know. It has ideals, beautiful

ideals. They are not sunset clouds hung far in space remote from us

:

their base is on the earth, the spires ascend from the strong and sure

foundations of the things that are. It has a theory of this world that

agrees with all that science has discovered. It has a promise of Immor-
tality. the only beautiful and reasonable Immortality the world has

known. It is a study of man, not as he impossibly ought to be, but as he

is, and of what he may be judged from what he has been. It recognizes

the soul because it sees it, and it knows it comes from some great Power
because it feels that this is so. . . . The reasons of the error of Western

writers explaining Buddhism arise, I think, mainly from two causes.

The first is this : it is assumed that the only part of Buddhism which

they know—the written teachings of Buddha and his followers

—

forms a system offered as being complete in itself.” This is a mistake.

“The teachings of the Buddha are no complete scheme of conduct, of

faith, of immortality. They rest on Hinduism—not the corrupt Hindu-

ism of to-day with its castes and ceremonies but the Hinduism of

twenty-five centuries ago. . . . With the happiness of the day, with the

righteousness that was necessary and true for this world the Buddha

had no quarrel. He saw it and experienced it, and he knew that it was

good and true. But he knew, too, that it soon passed.” “And his mes-

sage was of another life, of another righteousness, another happiness

beyond the grave. Therefore, Buddhism is nothing by itself. It is

not, it never pretended to be, a complete truth, to be a temple in itself.

It was but another story added to that great building whose feet are in

the earth, whose summit rises up towards heaven.” The other mistake

is that the basis of the Buddhist faith is the same with the basis of

ours. It is the opposite of that. Our underlying conception of the

soul, of the world, of God, is such that we can not understand Buddh-

ism. Thus to us the Buddhist heaven or Nirvana seems to be annihila-

tion, whereas to the Buddhist it means “the realization of self in a

greater, grander self than ever we have dreamed of; it means a fuller

more glorious life than this world gives us now.”

The question at once arises, Is this a true interpretation of Buddh-

ism? It is at all events entirely different from the view commonly

taken of it by those who have studied it longest on the ground and at

first hand. They tell us that Buddhism arose as a reaction against the

ritualism and the caste system of the Brahmanism which preceded

it, not as an addition to that. Hence it is that Buddhism is

often called “the Protestantism of the East.” They tell us that,

so far from having its back ground and point of departure in the

happiness of this life, “in its inmost purport Buddhism is a part of

the sad wail of humanity in its longing for redemption.” They tell

us that, instead of being the Gospel of “the only beautiful and reason-

able immortality,” it is the Gospel, if we may so speak, of annihilation

and of despair. This is what scholars such as S. H. Kellogg, Monier-

Williams, Oldenberg, not to mention many others, are giving us as the
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result of lives of patient and laborious investigation. Are they all mis-
taken? If not, then our author is. Either the Burmese do not cor-
rectly represent Buddhism or he does not correctly represent the Bur-
mese. Whichever it may be, the mistake is as dangerous as it is mis-
leading.

That he has read into the religion of the Burmese what he would
like to find in it instead of having read out of what is in it would seem
to be probable from his unfortunate habit of misinterpreting and per-
verting the clearest phenomena. He sees the missionaries of Christ,
but all that he observes worth recording concerning them is that “while
they go to teach the heathen of another world, they spend their time
trading and governing in this” (p. 155). He reads in the Old Testa-
ment that God is “Lord of the whole earth (Zech, iv : 14) and that “He
doeth according to his will in the army of heaven and among the
inhabitants of the earth’ (Dan. iv

: 35), and yet he affirms that the
“God of the Old Testament was not the God of all the world, but only
a part of it, only of men, only of a part of man.” (p. 185). “The
Christianity of Christ” claims to be “the Gospel of the grace of God”
(John i: 17). The message of Buddhism is that nothing can arrest or
divert the operation of Karma or the law of consequence. Yet our
author asserts that “there is not in the Christianity of Christ any real

difference from the teachings of Buddhism. The similes, the color,

the local circumstances differ, but the essentials are the same” (p. 220).
Verily, if Mr. Hall sees so crookedly in the case of what he may be
presumed to have been familiar with from childhood, can we put

confidence in his account of his recent observations of some obscure
villagers in south eastern Asia? Allowing, however, that he has re-

ported correctly, what is there in Buddhism to admire or even to

respect? It overlooks the fact and the evil of sin, and so is superficial.

From the way in which our author writes he would seem never to have

been conscious of it or to have seen those who were. It presents no
problem either to him or to his Burmese friends. Perhaps the nearest

that he gets to a recognition of it is when he says : “All the troubles

that we suffer from come from the fact that ourselves, our conscious-

ness, that which exists, is subjected to the perpetual changes of our

body, over which we have little control. It is adrift upon life’s tide

that ebbs and flows continually. Evil is of the body” (p. 158). Again,

his “only beautiful and reasonable immortality” is neither. It is not

immortality at all. So far as the body is concerned, it lives in its

offspring; it is merely racial. So far as the soul is concerned, it itself

simply does not live. “When men die everything passes but the effect

of that which they have done.” This does not mean, our author thinks,

that “when men die they disappear utterly, and that all that is left is

the effect of their deeds upon the outer world.” “The soul survives,

and that in itself is greater or less as it has been cultivated in this life.”

But it has no memory—why should it treasure up remembrances of

the past? It has within itself the effects, and that is more than any

memory” (p. 196). Just here, however, is the difficulty. As Gladstone
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wrote, “Personal identity is the very core of the whole question of

immortality;” and without memory there could be no personal identity.

In a word, immortality without memory, could not be immortality for

a person. It would presuppose the destruction of personality. It

would be an immortality of which you could not be conscious, an immor-
tality, therefore, the beauty and reasonableness of which would be that

it could' mean nothing to you yourself. Could we rightly speak of a

person as having a richer and fuller life, or as even living, who
existed only thus?

Once more, the Burmese or true Buddhist conception of God is

self-contradictory. He is not a person. He is the world, he is the

truth that it means, and all our life and soul are rays that come from
his refulgence. Shall not the ray that fails call to the “sun to strengthen

it; shall not the true light that dies call to the source of light for help?”

(p. 187). This may be oriental poetry, but it is not sense, whether
eastern or western. Neither rays nor tiny lights can call. The sun

can not hear. And above all, if God is just the truth of the universe,

and so if, in the last analysis, we are God, it is absurd even to speak of

calling on him or of praying to him. Prayer must be simply calling on

oneself.

Finally, the Burmese conception of truth is really the denial of

truth. The distinction between good and evil and also that between

truth and error is obliterated. We are told that “Good and evil are

both from God, and there is' no Devil—only another face of God” (p.

138). We are told, too, that “all truth is one,” and this is interpreted

to mean that whatever is is an aspect of truth (Chap. xxii). Need
we pursue further such a reductio ad absurdum? In a word, Mr.

Halls’ work will hardly appeal to any who think soberly and con-

sistently. There are, however, not a few who are dissatisfied with the

Christian religion, if not with themselves, who think what is obscure

must be profound, who are more attracted by brilliant word-painting

than by logical argument
;
and it is because such are likely to be mis-

led by our author to their utter confusion that “The Inward Light”

is entitled to so much attention as we have bestowed on it.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Natural History of the Ten Commandments. By Ernest

Thompson Seton. 8vo., pp. 78. New York: Charles Scribner’s

Sons, mcmvii.

The authorship of this little volume would command for it atten-

tion even if this were not secured by the interest of the matter and

the charm of the style. Whatever such a lover and observer of ani-

mals as Mr. Seton may have to say on his favorite theme must be

worth serious and sympathetic consideration. Especially is this so in

the case of the essay before us in which the writer illustrates the

working of moral law in the animal world.

His thesis is that “The Ten Commandments are not arbitrary laws
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given to man, but are fundamental laws of all highly developed ani-

mals (p. 4). His claim is that he can trace these laws through the
animal world. We can learn their existence, he says, in the penalty
for breaking them; and this penalty he undertakes to show in the
case of the last six, those on man’s duty to man, in “the direct

punishment of the individual animal by those he wronged,” and also
in “the slow and general visitation on the whole race of the criminal,

as the working out of the law.”

The illustrations that he presents of both these cases are very
numerous and very striking. They impress us as usually pertinent.

We do not think that Mr. Seton has “cut the facts to fit the theory.”

On the contrary, it seems to us to rest on an adequate basis of fact.

Of course, exceptions occur to us. For example, there is not always
a “d.eep rooted feeling against murder” among animals even in the

case of their own kind. The reviewer has often seen chickens attempt
to kill a companion that had been injured, and apparently just because
it had been injured. Perhaps, however, our author would reply that

the chicken is not in a state of nature and has been demoralized, if

improved physiologically, by man; and this may break the force of

this exception. Again, we are told that wolves, even when pursuing
men, will stop to slay and devour a wounded comrade; and they

certainly have not been degraded by domestication. Still, it is fair

to remember that our author admits that he has found many ex-

ceptions, and probably his claim that they do but “prove the rule” is

only just.

If so, then these studies of Mr. Seton are an additional and striking

confirmation of the Christian view of the Moral Law. To regard it as

“arbitrary,” or as imposed on men by the mere will of God, is Islam;

it is not Christianity. God did not enact the law at Sinai. He re-

enacted and wrote it then, but it had been in force from the beginning:

and it had been in force from the beginning because involved, as the

laws against murder and impurity, in his very constitution of things

;

or because involved, as the law of truth, in his own eternal and im-

mutable nature. Indeed, God, because God, could not create a universe

in which truth should not be a fundamental law
;
and he having chosen

to create such a world as he has, it could not but be that always and

everywhere murder and impurity should be unnatural and therefore

wrong. In a word, that physical law as far as it goes moves in the

same groove with moral law is only what was to be expected from the

fact that the author and upholder of the one is the author and upholder

of the other.

That, however, physical law goes as far as moral law or that at any

point they are to be identified may not be admitted. The instinct of

the chicken to heed the cluck of its mother and the conscience of the

child which binds him to honor his parents differ, not in degree only,

but in kind. The result in both cases is or should be the same, but

the spheres are separate and unlike. The child knows why he obeys,
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but the chicken does not; and the child knows that the reason why he

obeys is that he ought.

Here, then, in a sense of obligation which can not be analyzed and
not be found to resolve itself into obligation to God appears the

great and irreducible difference between man and all other animals.

He has a religious nature
; they have not. Hence, Mr. Seton says

:

“I could find nothing in the animal world that seemed to suggest any
relation to a Supreme Being.” Therefore, I reformed my theory to fit

the new facts, and presented it thus: The first four commandments
have a purely spiritual bearing; the last six are physical. Man is

concerned with all, the animals only with the last six” (p. 6).

Nor can we agree with our author when he adds: “Maybe in this

instinct of the brute in extremity”—an instinct, of which he gives some
striking illustrations, to run to man for refuge and help

—
“that in this

instinct we have revealed the foundation of something which ultimately

had its highest development in man, reaching, indeed, like the Heathen

Thinker’s Tree, from root in the earthly darkness to its fruit in the

Realm of Light” (p. 77). Rather must we see in this instinct the dim

but true prophecy that, under the administration of a Being whose plan

is both one and all-comprehending, a lower order might be expected to

be of the higher. Rather should we learn from the lower animals

in this respect the exceeding sinfulness because the utter unnaturalness

of irreligion. The essential truth has been well expressed by Francis

Bacon, ‘Man looks up to God as naturally as the dog does to his

master.’

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Apologetic of the New Testament. By E. F. Scott, M. A.

(Glas.), B.A. (Oxon.). Author of The Fourth Gospel: Its Pur-

pose and Theology. 8vo.
; pp. vii, 258. New York: G. P. Put-

nam’s Sons. London: Williams & Norgate. 1907.

“The design of these lectures,” which were delivered at Glasgow

University in accordance with the terms of the Alexander Robertson

Trust, “is to examine the New Testament Apologetic. What is its

nature? What value can be attributed to it? How far can we still

derive guidance, in our controversies to-day, from a study of this

earliest and most authoritative defence of the Christian religion?”

If we examine the New Testament in the light of these questions,

we find, that, unlike the “deliberately” apologetic treatises of the sub-

sequent age, the New Testament was addressed in the first instance to

Christian converts and was intended to fortify them against the criti-

cisms of the unbelieving world; that the attack came from four

quarters, from Judaism, from Paganism, from Philosophy, and event-

ually from the many who, while admitting the truth, denied the

finality of Christianity; that the proof relied on was, first, that from

Scripture, second, that from reason, third, that from “the witness of

the Spirit” in the hearts of believers, and, fourth, that from the
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changed lives of the Christian disciples
;
that the controversy centered

around the Person of Christ, the new conception of God and of his

relation to the world involved in the acceptance of Jesus as Messiah,
the right of the Christian church itself, and such particular tenets of

its faith as the Resurrection and the Parousia
;
and that “this concen-

tration on the few sovereign truths of Christianity gives a permanent
interest and value to the New Testament Apology.’’

This interesting discussion is conducted distinctly from the stand-

point of the Destructive Criticism. Thus, our author conditions the

permanent apologetic value of the New Testament largely on the as-

sumption that it presupposes the falsity of “the theory of a literal

inspiration” (p. 23) ; he speaks of the introductory chapters of Acts

as “no doubt colored with legendary elements” (p. 40) ;
his explana-

tion of our Lord’s resurrection is that “something happened” shortly

after his death which sufficed to convince His disciples that he had
arisen and was still alive (p. 47) ; in heathenism he sees, not the cor-

ruption of a higher primitive faith, which was Paul’s view, but “the

first stage in a religious development” (p. 126) ; he thinks that we
“involve ourselves in all manner of contradictions when we seek to in-

terpret the Apostle’s principles as valid for our civic life to-day”

(p. 143) ; he speaks of the tabernacle as “half legendary” (p. 195) ;
he

denies that the Old Testament is “an ultimate divine authority” (p

224) ;
he holds that “the Apostles were, at best, interpreters, and their

interpretation was necessarily partial and conjectural”; he teaches

that “the one authority that we can accept as final is that of the

enlightened conscience, the inward witness of the Spirit—that authority,

in fact, to which the New Testament makes its appeal” (p. 232) ; his

dictum, therefore, is that “Christianity is to be sought not so

much in the New Testament as behind it” (p. 34) ;
indeed, he thinks

that the New Testament bears witness to a constant revision and en-

largement of belief” (p. 248), and that thus it teaches us constantly to

advance on it and beyond it
;
hence, he concludes that it does not follow

that the Person of Christ must be construed always according to one

given formula or doctrine; the New Testament itself, he asserts,

“offers several doctrines, and our own age is not necessarily bound to

any one of them”
;

“all that is required of us is to acknowledge the

supreme worth of Jesus, to realize that God is seeking through Him to

draw us unto himself” (p. 253) ; in a word, our author denies the

normative character and value of the New Testament—this is the key

to his whole discussion.

This is neither the time nor the place for us to criticize his stand-

point. It may not be amiss, however, to raise the question, whether

from such a standpoint there is any use in such a treatise as The

Apologetic of The New Testament.

There certainly is, if the New Testament be regarded as the in-

spired and, consequently, infallible record of God’s last and clearest

supernatural revelation. Then it becomes most interesting and instruc-

tive to watch how the divine development of doctrine had reference,
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not only to the fullness of truth to be revealed, but also to meeting the

corresponding errors
;
and in this divine adaption of the form of truth

to the heresy to be combatted we may see, not merely the duty of

composing a wise apologetic, but also how such an apologetic should

be composed. For, as our author strangely overlooks, the worth of the

New Testament apologetic does not lie only or chiefly in the fact that

it encounters essentially the same attacks as we are called on to

combat. It is rather in the fact that it is an authoritative because

divine and infallible presentation of how we ought to meet them. It

is just that it is normative that gives to it its supreme worth. The
soldier values the commands of his general because he is his general

and not because they are both fighting against the same foe.

Again, it may not be out of place to ask whether from our author’s

standpoint Christianity could rightly be conceived as existing? Of
course, Christ was before the New Testament, and in this sense

“Christianity is to be sought not so much in the New Testament as

behind it”. But is Christ revealed anywhere else than in the New
Testament; and if we do not have in it an authoritative 'record of

Christ’s life and teaching, do we have such a record at all? True,

the necessity of such a record may be denied, as it is by our author.

“The finality of our religion,” he says, “consists in nothing else than

in its endless capacity of growth and self-renewal” (p. 220) ;
and, as

already noticed, ’’the one authority that we can accept as final is that

of the enlightened conscience, the inward witness 'of the Spirit—that

authority, in fact, to which the New Testament makes its appeal” (p.

232). But how are we to know what is an enlightened conscience,

what is the witness of the Spirit, unless we have the New Testament

to show us, and unless the New Testament be normative? It should go

without saying that we must try the spirits if we would know which are

of God—that is, unless we would enthrone mere subjectivism and even

self-conceit— ;
and how can we try the spirits, save as we have a norm

with which to compare their teaching?

In a word, Mr. Scott has given us a useful book, and one that is

clearly and ably written ; but from his own standpoint his labor is

worse than thrown away.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

Christian Agnosticism. As Related to Christian Knowledge. The

Critical Principle in Theology. By E. H. Johnson, D.D., LL.D.,

Late Professor of Systematic Theology in the Crozer Theological

Seminary, and author of “An Outline of Systematic Theology”, etc.,

etc. Edited, with a Biographical Sketch and an Appreciation, by

Henry C. Vedder. Philadelphia : The Griffith & Rowland Press.

1907. 8vo.
; pp. xxxii, 302.

This posthumous publication, from the pen of one who held a high

place as a distinguished theologian in the American Baptist Church, is

a valuable but melancholy reminder of the great loss which the common
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cause of Evangelical truth sustained in his recent death. The bio-

graphical sketch by Dr. Vedder shows Dr. Johnson’s life to have been
one of great activity, beautifully combining active zeal with highest

intellectual interests and pursuits. Perhaps we should regard this

volume rather as an insight into its author’s temperamental viewpoint

and theological bent, than as a systematic setting forth of his views
of Christian truth. Regarded as such, we are to judge it as an epis-

temological treatise, bearing especially upon the subject-matter and
processes of Christian Theology.

The perusal of these pages calls to mind that now almost forgotten

and neglected book of a half century or so ago, “The Limits of Re-
ligious Thought”, by Dean Mansel, of the Church of England. The
brilliant dialectic of those Bampton lectures captivated many an ad-

miring reader. Scarcely any book of its time impressed more pro-

foundly a certain type of mind, which, with the opening vision and not

too modest spirit, was beginning to perceive the difficulties that stand in

the way of a positive acceptance of Evangelical Christianity. Those lec-

tures, put 'forth in defence of the faith, were admirably suited to show
the difficulties, which are incidental at the most, as seriously persistent

and indeed inevitable. They laid bare the objections with a clearness

and force that preoccupied the mind against a fair regard for the

answers, which, however convincing and complete, were all too weakly

and obscurely presented. Indeed, this volume may now be found rather

on the dusty shelf of skeptical literature than in the alcove of up-to-date

Christian Apologetics. The reader of Mr. Spencer’s “First Principles”

will easily recall how that solemn apostle of modern Agnosticism

drew page after page of direct quotations from the good Churchman’s

dazzling but dubious dialectics.

Dr. Johnson’s writings show him to have been a man of acute in-

tellectual perceptions and powers, critical in high degree and at least

partial to the dialetical method, if not indeed impatient or even in-

tolerant of all other methods. His friend says of him in the “Sketch”:

“Mysticism in all its forms, received no quarter at his hands. His

mental constitution was that of the rationalist, and he could find no rest

for the sole of his foot but on the solid ground of rational proof” (p.

xxviii). This type of mind left to itself, will lead to Rationalism,

scorning faith, or to Agnosticism, failing of knowledge. No one who

has read Dr. Johnson’s pages will need to be told by Dr. Vedder:

“Without his faith in God and his personal experience of divine grace,

he might easily have become an agnostic, like Huxley or Spencer : with

his faith and experience, he was the strong, well-equipped fecund Chris-

tian Theologian” (p. xxviii).

We are bound to say that we seriously doubt the value of the contri-

bution made in this book to the interests of Christian faith or theological

truth. We hasten to add, however, that Dr. Johnson’s death may

account for the non-appearance of two or three chapters at the close

of the volume, striking a strong and much-needed note of positive

faith, based upon clear and convincing epistemological considerations.

32
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We risk the charge of narrowness or of sentiment when we frankly say

that we dislike the term “Agnosticism,” even with the saving adjec-

tive “Christian.” The word was coined in Huxley’s mint and im-

pressed by his disciples into the service of the enemy’s realm.

Scarcely can it be wholly sterilized of its malodorous suggestions, do the

best we can. Dr. Johnson fain would make “A Christian Agnosticism

the Critical principle of Christian Theology” (p. 3). Let us not forget

that Agnosticism means a Constitutional incapacity to know1
. The crux

of its implications is not in the incidental fact that we do not know,

but in the essential fact that we cannot know. This lack of ability to

know has reference not simply to the divine and the eternal. Its scope

is an absolutely exceptionless universal one. All existence, visible and

invisible, natural and spiritual, temporal and eternal, is the object of

the verb in the first and final article of the Agnostic’s Creed “Man
cannot know.” We cannot know that tree outside the window, this

pen with which we write, this book which we are thinking about, any

more than we can know God or religious truth or divine things. We
perceive the phenomenon but that is not the Thing, the Ding an Sich.

What are the connections or disconnections between the phenomenon

which we perceive and the noumenon which we do not and never can

perceive? This is the subject of discussions and guesses time out of

mind ;
but lying as they do behind the opaque curtain which is the

background of- the knowable, no man can ever know what they are.

Even Mr. Spencer was happily inconsistent enough to grant that we can

know some things about the “Inscrutable Power;”—at least, we can

know that it is Power and that it is inscrutable. But left to the ac-

cursed consequences of an impossible self-consistency, Agnosticism de-

nies any knowledge to man. To such a hobber-creed we prefer not to

exetnd the ordinary courtesies of fellowship and from its pitiless doom

we would withold the christening hand. Far better to widen the scope

of the faculties by which we know. The man on the street and the

man in the arm-chair both say “I know” when the critical canon

scorns their confidence. If we must choose the lesser evil, we should

hold back our adjective “Christian” for Rationalism, rather than mis-

apply it to Agnosticism. We have far more in common with the teacher

who overstates the tract of our knowledge than with him who affirms

(sic) that we can know absolutely nothing.

Dr. Johnson’s conceptions of Christian Agnosticism are hardly proof

against the critical tests. “The Voice of Agnosticism, pure and simple,

is the voice of Thomas” : ‘Unless I see I will not believe’
;
the voice

of Christian Agnosticism is the voice of Paul: ‘Now I know in part.’

We know spiritual things with certainty but we know them imper-

fectly” (p. 19). Evidently, Dr. Johnson was fond of striking anti-

theses. Neither member of the statement just quoted is happily con-

ceived. Poor Thomas! How he has had to suffer for the purely in-

cidental fact that he was absent on the occasion of his Lord’s former

1 See Spencer’s First Principles, pp. 68, 112-3, et al.; Flint’s Agnos-

ticism, p. 22.
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appearance ! He has been Agnostic, Materialist, Skeptic, derelict be-

liever in turn. But if it is not too late, Thomas is entitled to his

dues. He exacted no more evidence before believing than his col-

leagues had had before they believed. If there had been anything
positively wrong in the demand he made, his Lord would hardly have
acceded to it. Whatever Thomas was or was not, he certainly was not

an Agnostic. The personal equation may have been important in the

incident; but, in any event, the mere circumstance of his hesitating to

accept a statement on the testimony of his colleagues does not warrant
us in branding him as an Agnostic. Once an Agnostic, always an
Agnostic; but Thomas believed. Ignorance is not Agnosticism; un-
belief, based on the lack of known evidence, is not Agnosticism.

Agnosticism says we can not know
; and, therefore, forsooth, we do

not believe. Thomas, for lack of what he regarded as sufficient evi-

dence, did not believe. When the evidence which he exacted was
forth coming, he did believe, without further parley or delay.

Thomas was temporarily a skeptic. He may have been temperamen-
tally a skeptic, but he was not constitutionally a skeptic. When he got

more light he believed, but the very basis of Agnosticism is the teaching

that more light cannot come. And, moreover, if we would acquit

Thomas of the charge of Agnosticism, no more would we call Paul a

Christian Agnostic. “Now I know in part,” he said. This is the

triumphant exclamation of the man who knows, not the pitiful plaint

of the man who cannot know. Partial knowledge is knowledge just

the same. If a man knows any one thing, he has smashed the

philosophy of Agnosticism. That one thing may be the part of a larger

whole and that larger whole may be unknown—let us say unknowable

—

but the unknowableness of the larger whole does not neutralize the

admitted knowledge of the part. Indeed, this larger whole in turn is

a part of a still larger whole, and so on ad universum or ad infinitum;

so that if partial knowledge, that is, the knowledge of a part, is not of

the nature of genuine knowledge, then nothing is knowledge except

omniscience, and Agnosticism by begging the question has won the day.

Ignorance of a million things does not undo knowledge of one thing.

The child on the beach cognizes the great ocean truly but partially for

there are thousands of things beneath its depths and beyond its farther

shores which he does not know. All truth is one : its parts are closely

interwoven. He who knows exhaustively the little flower on its

cranied wall knows everything. To cognize is not to comprehend.

The child that plucks the flower knows the existence of the beautiful

object in its hand, but the naturalist in his wider sweep does not know
all the forces that have contributed their part to the form and fibre and

fragrance of that flower.

Certainly, the things of religion go beyond our power to know.

“All things go out in mystery.” This is true of science, too. If we
cannot know God and in some sense “understand” him, then revelation

is an impossibility and the night of our skepticism is forever without a

dawn. Dr. Johnson says, “We must once more conclude as we began
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that for those who accept Jesus as being the Son of God and Son of

Man, while we lack no assurance of the fact, we do not at all

understand the fact” (pp. 179, 180). According to this remark we
may “lack no assurance” of a fact, which fact we yet do not understand.

But is not the state of mind wherein we lack no assurance of a fact,

just the state of mind which the common consciousness of men re-

gards as knowing that fact

?

Did not Dr. Johnson, giving too free rein

to his favorite method, make the mistake of denying the validity of all

knowledge which could not stand the test of the critical dialectic?

There are more ways than one of knowing. He had no place for

the mystic and yet the mystic has his organ and method of knowing.

Faith has in it an element of knowing but it refuses to submit its

credentials to the vise of the cold critic. Dr. Johnson failed to allow

for the fact that men know on other grounds than those that can

be critically formulated and intellectually apprehended. To this con-

clusion, he himself comes in the end. Dr. Vedder says he would
have been a Spencer except for his “faith and experience”. And yet

Dr. Johnson the critic could not accept upon “faith and experience”

what was absolutely prohibited by his critical judgment. He was too

strong and eminent a critic to clinch a religious faith which either

in form or content, did not commend itself to his severest tests. “We
may not think it pleasant or even feel it safe to pitch our tents with

adventurous Ritschl in the unstable field of air, with him to take

philosopher Kant for an authoritative Paul, and colleague Lotze for our

brotherly John, to bow to the critical judgment of the one that we
cannot really know God or any spiritual thing at all, and fall in with

the value judgment of the other that is as good and know what we find

is good for us; in a word, speaking for Christian folk in general, we
cannot permanently reconcile ourselves to the Gospel of make-believe,

to the Apostle of it, Scholarly and Sardonic as Harnack, Speculative as

Kaftan, Spiritual as Herrman, or quite so determined a character as

Ritschl himself. But we may claim to know the facts which our ex-

perience has attained. We think we know them at the outset with a

high degree of certitude. Historically, from without inward : then,

secondly and definitely, we know them experimentially, from within

toward. . . . Christian agnosticism, while it will not pretend to know

what cannot be known, insists that we veritably know whatever is

unequivocally taught by Christian experience” (pp. 292, 293).

Whatever may be said of this language in other references, it is hard

to understand how Dr. Johnson could argue in defence of Christian

Agnosticism and yet write these words. Agnosticism pronounces all

knowledge an impossibility and yet this Christian Agnostic affirms that

all facts experientially attested are certainly known. Then as experience

expands, the tract of the known expands.

The author’s closing words are so paradoxical as to seem forced:

“A Christian Agnosticism is Christian Gnosis and a Christian Gnosis is

Christian Agnosticism” (p. 299). In this paradox both terms have a

definite and almost technical connotation which is entirely ignored or
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violated. Adhering to the proper significations, the dictum is absurd;
adopting a looser interpretation, based upon etymological suggestions,

the former shot comes nearer to the target. Stripped of the aphoristic

glamour we should content ourselves to say in plain plodding fashion

that the knowledge which the Christian possesses, although partial, is

real knowledge nevertheless; and that that knowledge, although, it is

real and genuine knowledge is, nevertheless, bound always to be partial.

Trenton. Henry Collin Minton.

Nephilim. By William H. Bohannan. New York: Reeve A. Silk.

1908. Pp. 236.

This book has plenty of outrageous faults
;
yet we take it to be a

much better book than it seems. Its faults are chiefly in that it con-

signs all the scientists, great and small, especially Newton, to perdition

because they have dared to think for themselves about the world,

instead of submitting first and last to the Bible. But the author does

not perceive that his rule will carry himself along with us all into the

some condemnation. He is as much a scientist as any of us
;
only

after a different fashion; and his use of the Bible is mainly as a nom
de plume. It is popular in some quarters to cry up the “Word of

God,” even if most of your own views are absurd, just as in other

quarters it is in order to run down the Bible after the same fashion.

He is especially severe on Newton and the older physicists for their

theory of the tides, and for the theory of gravitation, and inertia,

and momentum, and with moderns for the nebular theory and evolu-

tion. He writes excellent English, which becomes a snare to him, when
it takes the form of antitheses, especially paradoxes, in which he is

strong, often grievously misrepresenting the doctrines which he criti-

cizes. Nobody, we venture to say, ever charged the earth with having

two moons, on opposite sides, or with having all its attraction caused

by a heavy particle in the center. But by the “very like a whale” sys-

tem of arguing he drags these absurdities into his text, and then points

paradoxes on such stuff.

The solid substance of the volume is to formulate a thermo-electric

theory of physics, an excellent, and seasonable effort
;
though we are

scarcely yet in possession of enough knowledge for it, and the author

who seems to be young will have much to do in the way of study and

research before he is a match for the task. It is very proper and high-

class scientific work, just now occupying a great many minds: and

Bohannan, who bans science, has been working in a scientific way to

prepare for it
;
following the good rule that only science is able to

criticize science. He even gives us scientific experiments as a founda-

tion of the work, which he informs us were failures
;
and a colleague

who has examined the point for us states that the fault was on the side

of the experimenter.

The substance of the work is taken up with expounding the phe-
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nomena of nature in his new style, which he asserts to be the style

of the scripture,—but that remains to be shown.

The name of his book suggests one of the picturesque bits of scien-

tific speculation which he tries to tag on to the Bible. “Nephilim” were
the giants who appeared before the flood, also another group of giants

who frightened the spies of the Israelites as they were returning from
Egypt. Now Bohannan for some unexplained reason thinks that the

firsc of these giants were connected or identified with a ring of water

surrounding the earth, just as Saturn has similar rings; and that it was
the collapse of these watermen, that caused the water to escape and to

deluge the world
; also that the same is the “firmament” that was

formed on the second day of the creation. He adds that the same once

existed with Jupiter and Mars; and that some day we may expect a

big flood to be thereby caused in Saturn—all a pretty dream ; but he got

it from his science, and not from the Bible. Now observe the use he

makes of it. For some reason that I do not understand, he fancies that

the length of the day was shortened, and that consequently the ante-

diluvian longevity here finds its solution. He thinks that the men of

olden time were not long-lived, but the days and years by which they

are measured were short; and hence we have a thousand years given,

where by our measure it should be only a paltry two hundred. This

would be very convenient as a key for opening one of our Bible secrets.

But unfortunately it will not do. It is stolen thunder and lightning

from one of a hateful family of the scientists, no less than George H.

Darwin
;
and it bears very closely on another of the Bible puzzles, on

the making of sun and moon and stars on the fourth day. This should

be. geologically expressed, in the Permian Age, long-long before the

existence of man. It is now believed that the moon actually was made

on that day; that it was budded off from the earth; and that as a

result the day was lengthened five-fold what it had been. This result

appears to be reached by Geo. Darwin from a study of the actions of

the moon on the tides. Bohannan repudiates it as to the moon and the

tides but without sufficient reason applies it to the flood. Also some-

thing strange occurred to the sun on the same fourth day. It had been

very dark, and giving little heat to the earth; in fact it did not deserve

to be called a sun, was only an embryo or germ of a sun away back in

the coal ages. The earth then supplied itself with tropical heat from

within, and with the moderate light which was all it had. All these

things are science, and just now are science in the making or rather in

the guessing. The curious reader will find the subject discussed in the

Century Magazine for February.

The juvenile writer shows some signs of conscience at the close,

where he writes, “We make no issue with science in these pages.”

Reminding him that he is one of the scientists, we would quote a text

from the Book. “Think not with thyself that thou shalt escape. . . .

And who knoweth whether thou art not come to the kingdom for

such a time as this?” Also by way of set-off to his quotation of

“science falsely so called” we venture to cite another text where the
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same word (science or knowledge), is used in the original, “Add to
your faith knowledge.”

Princeton University. G . Macloskie.

EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY.
Foreign Religious Series. Edited by R. J. Cooke, D.D. First and

Second Series. 12 vols. i6mo., cloth. Price 40 cents each. New
York: Eaton & Mains. 1907-1908.— (1) The Virgin Birth. By
Richard H. Griitzmacher, Professor of Theology in the University
of Rostock. Pp. 80.— (2) The Resurrection of Jesus. By Edward
Riggenbach, Professor in the University of Basle. Pp. 74— (3)
The Sinlessness of Jesus. By Max Meyer, Lie. Theol., Gottberg.
Pp. 40— (4) The Miracles of Jesus. By Karl Beth, Professor in

the University of Berlin. Pp. 77.— (5) The Gospel of St. John and
the Synoptic Gospels. By Fritz Barth, Professor of Theology in

the University of Berne. Pp. 87.— (6) New Testament Parallels in

Buddhistic Literature. By Karl von Hase, Professor in the Uni-
versity of Breslau. Pp. 62.— (7) Do We Need Christ for Com-
munion with God

f

By Ludwig Lemne, Professor in the Univer-
sity of Heidelberg. Pp. 63.— (8 and 9) St. Paul as a Theologian.

By Paul Feine, Professor in the University of Vienna. Pp. 65 and
98.— (10) The New Message in the Teaching of Jesus. By Philip

Bachmann, Professor in the University of Erlangen. Pp. 60.—(n)
The Peculiarity of the Religion of the Bible. By Conrad von Orelli,

Professor in the University of Basle. Pp. 84— (12) Our Lord:
Belief in the Deity of Christ. By E. F. Karl Muller, D.D., Pro-

fessor in the University of Erlangen. Pp. 103.

One of the results of the vigorous efforts which are now in progress

in Germany to withstand the assaults of unbelief, has been the publica-

tion of a series of brief tracts by leading “conservative” scholars,

designed to assure the people of the fundamental facts of the Gospel

in the midst of the prevailing unrest. These tracts have been published

under the general title of Biblische Zeit- und Streit-fragen, and set

themselves nqturally over against the similar series of tracts published

by the adherents of the more “liberal” schools for the purpose of

popularizing what they believe to be the results of critical study of the

Christian documents and origins. Perhaps the “conservative” series

is, as a whole, hardly equal in ability or in telling eff ect to its “liberal”

rivals. This is in part due to the fact that it is, in certain parts at

least, not quite “conservative” enough. The authors of the several

tracts are themselves more or less affected by the modern spirit; and

though they enter heartily into the defense of the fundamentals of the

Christian faith, they have reserves of their own to make and are often

found conceding enough greatly to weaken their argument. This is

a fault of presentation which is not found in the writings of their
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rivals, who are certainly endowed with the courage of their convic-
tions and manifest no unwillingness to cover fully with assertion the
whole reach of the logical implications of their theories. Nevertheless,
all of the “conservative” tracts, too, are able documents; and some of
them much more than able, eloquent or even brilliant. We may in-

stance, for example, Lemme’s fine presentation of the necessity of

Christ for communion with God—in a word, his exposition of the

exclusiveness of Christianity (for that is what it comes to). Nothing
could be better than this for its purpose. And others of the tracts are
of the same high quality. We do not propose, however, to enter into a
detailed account of the contents of these booklets. They are not abso-

lutely new and some of them have already been reviewed in these

pages. What concerns us now is the English translation of them which
lies before us in the two series published by the Methodist Book Con-
cern under the general title of the ‘‘Foreign Religious Series”—a much
less expressive title than that under which they are published in Ger-
many.

Doubtless, it was well that these interesting little treatises should be

made known to the English speaking public. We do not doubt that

under competent editorship, a better series, better adapted to our needs,

could have been prepared by native writers. But it is interesting

to observe how they do these things in Germany; and, as we have

already remarked, although there are some things in these booklets

which are regrettable, they on the whole are an admirable series of

little treatises on fundamental points. We do not think the editing has

been very helpful. Some things which it were well to omit, have been

duly omitted. But if anything was going to be omitted on the score

of insufficient “conservatism”, a good deal that has been left standing

might just as well have been omitted. A good deal of Lie. Max
Meyer’s tract on the Sinlessness of Jesus has been omitted. A good

deal more might well be omitted,—as, for example, the whole of his

ill-balanced remarks on the limitation of Jesus’ errorlessness to Elis

religious office and His liability to errors “in the peripheral sphere”

(pp. 12-13), and also his equally ill-conceived remarks on the relation

of sinlessness to freedom and the consequent denial of the non posse

peccare of Jesus (p. 14). Or, as, for example, the recurring freedom

with which errors of point of view and recorded statement are

imputed to the New Testament writers,—as, for instance, in Beth’s

and even in Barth’s contributions. Not much has been done beyond

these too few omissions to adjust the arguments to the differing condi-

tions which obtain in America. The few footnotes which are added

cannot be thought very valuable : and on the whole either much more

should have been done or nothing. It is, however, the rendering itself

which is most at fault. Happily, it is not equally bad throughout. It

was our misfortune to begin reading the series with its first volume,

—

Griitzmacher’s The Virgin Birth. This volume is simply wretchedly

translated, and is indeed scarcely intelligible. And to make matters

worse, it is also carelessly printed. It is not merely that foreign words
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and proper names are mangled (Theodotion, p. 52; Manctis, p. 60),

and such coinages of the translator as “tribality”, p. 15, are allowed to

stand; but even such blunders as “in a mistaken name” (for “manner”),

p. 15, “at the first time” (for “line”), p. 58, and the numeral “sixty”, p.

66,—where we are told that Mary saw no miracles wrought by her son

during so many years—have passed unnoticed by the eye of the proof-

reader. We are glad to say we found afterwards that this volume
is exceptionally bad. None of them, however, is well-translated : and

the proof-reader has left us always liable to be told that John (or

perhaps “Job”, p. 16) was either really an eyewitness, or else “abro-

gated to himself in an extremely cunning manner” the part of eye-

witness (Barth’s The Gospel of John, p. 15) ;
or to be suddenly intro-

duced to a class of miracles, entirely new to Biblical investigators, viz.,

“the extra-ceremonial miracles” (Beth’s Miracles of Jesus, p. 70). The
volumes of the second series appear to have been more carefully done

than those of the first. But we cannot say that, in any case, the German
is fairly dealt by. On the whole, then, we fear that we must think

that the enterprize which has put these interesting little treatises before

the American public in so attractive looking a form has failed of its

end. The work should have been better done or not done at all. An
injustice is done to the German booklets in being so inadequately

placed before their new constituency.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.

The Virgin Birth of Christ. Being lectures delivered under the

auspices of the Bible Teachers’ Training School, New York, April,

1907, by James Orr, M.A., D.D., Professor of Apologetics and

Systematic Theology in the United Free Church College of Glas-

gow, Scotland. With Appendix giving opimons of living scholars.

New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1907. Pp- x *v
> 301 -

Those who have derived instruction from Dr. Orr’s other treatises

will find it not unprofitable to enter with him upon the consideration

of the Virgin Birth. Certainly the subject is a suitable one, not only

for more technical treatment, but also for such popular presentations

as the one now before us. For the question of the Birth of Christ can-

not be confined to university lecture-rooms, however desirable that

might be thought to be in the interests of calmness and sobriety of

treatment, but inevitably challenges the attention of every thoughtful

Christian man.

In the present course of lectures, Dr. Orr seeks to show (1) that the

Virgin Birth is a fact, and (2) that it is an important part of Christian

doctrine.

Lecture 1, “Statement of the Case—Issues and Preliminary Ob-

jections,” contains much that is discussed more fully afterwards, but

is important as pointing out that the author is not now attempting to

prove the presence of miracle in general in the life of Jesus, but merely

to resolve special difficulties connected with the particular miracle of the
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Virgin Birth. “In brief,” he says (p. i6), “my argument will have
special respect to those who, accepting the general New Testament
doctrine of Christ, are disposed to regard this as independent of the

doctrine of the Virgin Birth, or who think the evidence for the latter

insufficient.”

Lecture II is concerned chiefly with the genuineness of the birth

narratives as parts of the original First and Third Gospels, and with

their integrity. The importance of the positive conclusions of the

author on these questions is made evident by a brief statement as to

the date of the Gospels in question. The other matter discussed at the

beginning of this lecture—namely, the harmony and independence of the

two birth narratives—surely belongs logically to Lecture III, which

is entitled, “Sources of the Narratives—Historical and Internal Credi-

bility.” Lecture IV is concerned with “The Birth Narratives and the

Remaining Literature of the New Testament—Alleged Silence of the

New Testament.” The sensible discussion of what might be expected

as to the early extent of a knowledge of the Virgin Birth, supposing

our birth narratives to be historical, is worthy of special notice. Dr. Orr

exhibits the sufficient motives both for Mary’s early silence and for

her subsequent revelation of her secret, and as a probable channel for

the tradition at least of Luke’s narrative he suggests “that holy circle

in Jerusalem ... to which Zacharias and Elisabeth and Simeon and

Anna the prophetess belonged.” Dr. Orr detects both in John and in

Paul indications of a knowledge of the Virgin Birth. Paul’s doctrine

of Christ as the second Adam would naturally involve a miracle of

some kind in His birth, and that such a miracle was actually accepted

by Paul is argued from peculiarities of expression in his allusions to

“Christ’s entrance into our humanity.” Particularly suggestive are the

parallels which Dr. Orr sets up between Rom. i. 3, 4 and Luke i. 35.

And even though such arguments should be pronounced ingenious rather

than convincing, it must be remembered that the author himself makes

them merely as more or less confident suggestions and subordinates

them to the preliminary caution (p. 114) : “It is first to be observed

that, even were Paul’s silence as great as is alleged, it would not justify

the conclusion which the objectors draw from it. It is to be re-

membered that Paul is not in the habit of alluding to, or recalling, the

incidents in Christ’s life—incidents which must have been perfectly

familiar to him from the common preaching. His whole interest in the

Epistles centres in the great facts of Christ’s death and resurrection.”

As to John, Dr. Orr insists that his silence, since he must in any case

have had before him the birth narratives of Matthew and Luke with the

rest of those Gospels, could be interpreted only as corroboraton. And
then there are positive indications that John did believe in the Virgin

Birth. The mode of Christ’s birth, Dr. Orr believes, is in view in

John i. 13, and “furnishes the type of the (spiritual) new birth of

believers”. Furthermore, John ii. 3, 5 shows that “Mary regarded Jesus

from the beginning as endowed with supernatural powers”.

Lecture V deals with “Relation to Old Testament Prophecy—Witness
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of Early Church History.” In the former part of the lecture, Dr. Orr
seeks to prove (1) that the story of the Virgin Birth could not have
been evolved out of Old Testament prophecies, but (2) that the use of

prophecy in Mt. i, ii and Luke i, ii is legitimate. The second of

these arguments belongs to the establishment of the trustworthiness of

the narratives
;
the former, to the refutation of those hypotheses as to

the origin of the narratives that deny their historicity. The latter part

of the lecture, dealing with the “witness of early church history”, seems
to belong logically with the external evidence in favor of the Gospel

narratives.

In Lecture VI, the author discusses “Mythical Theories of Origin of

Narratives of the Virgin Birth—Alleged Heathen Analogies.” Having
in the preceding lectures exhibited the direct evidence for the fact of

the Virgin Birth, Dr. Orr now shows “the untenableness of the rival

explanations.” In view of the importance of this part of the discussion,

it might seem at first sight as though one lecture were a scant

allowance of space, but the author succeeds well in stating the main
objections (and they have never really been answered) to the various

theories of mythical origin for the narratives. The objections to a

Jewish origin for the narratives (supposing the narratives to be

mythical) would have made themselves better felt if some of the

material of Lecture V could have been combined with Lecture VI.

Lecture VII, “Doctrinal Bearings of the Virgin Birth—Personality

of Christ as Involving Miracle : Sinlessness and Uniqueness,” and

Lecture VIII, “Doctrinal Bearings of the Virgin Birth : the Incarna-

tion—Summary and Conclusion”, are concerned with the latter of the

two propositions that Dr. Orr is attempting to prove—the proposition,

namely, that the Virgin Birth is an important part of Christian doc-

trine. The Virgin Birth is shown to be in vital connection (1) with

the sinlessness of Christ, (2) with “His uniqueness as a new creative

beginning in humanity,” and (3) with “His Incarnation as Son of God.

In this part of his subject, the author is particularly a*- home; the last

two lectures are probably the best in the course. Dr. Orr insists ju-

diciously upon the impossibility of maintaining a spiritual miracle in

the life of Jesus while rejecting a physical one; grant anything super-

natural in Jesus at all, and the a priori objections to the Virgin Birth

vanish. Thus becomes evident the bearing which
#
the question of the

harmony of the Virgin Birth with other Christian doctrine has

even upon the question of fact. The real believer in the In-

carnation must be favorably disposed towards the historical evidence

for the Virgin Birth. And this logical necessity has been evident

from the history of criticism; for as Dr. Orr insists in his first

lecture, those who have denied the Virgin Birth have with scarcely any

exceptions also denied the doctrine of the Incarnation.

The only criticisms that may be ventured upon have reference not

to the argument itself but to details of its presentation. As already

pointed out, there are certain faults of arrangement, which may, how-

ever, have been made inevitable by the necessarily arbitrary division
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into lectures. Again, the author has at times, perhaps, gone unneces-

sarily far in the direction of popularizing the discussion
;
for an audience

of intelligent laymen, however little able to give reasons for its judg-

ment, can usually appreciate the quiet dignity of scholarly exposition of

which Dr. Orr has shown himself to be a master.

Such criticisms affect not the content but merely the form of the

book, and the fact that the reviewer has recourse to them is really one
more testimony to the value of the work. Dr. Orr has performed an
important service to the dissemination of sound scholarship; and his

comprehensive defence of the Virgin Birth may be expected to bring

conviction to many in the wide circle to which the publication of the

lectures in book form gives him access.

In the Appendix, Dr. Orr gives summaries of a number of papers on

the general subject of the Virgin Birth, which were secured by Dr. W.
W. White, of the Bible Teachers’ Training School, New York. The
writers of the papers include a considerable number of the most emi-

nent Biblical scholars of Europe. They are as follows : Sanday, Ram-
say, Box, Addis, Knowling, Garvie, H. W. Robinson, Zahn, B. Seeberg,

Bavinck, Doumerge, Moule, Griffith-Thomas, Cowan, Joseph Jacobs,

I. J. Peritz, Hirsch, Oussani. Dr. Orr has performed the task of

summarizing as well as it could be done, chiefly by quoting longer or

shorter extracts; but it would have been better (supposing the space

to be limited), had some of the papers been printed in full rather

than extracts from all of them. Dr. Orr is fully conscious of the limi-

tations of the appendix, and expresses the hope that the papers may be

published in extenso. This hope we share, since it is evident from the

summaries and from the eminence of the authors that many of the

papers are of great value.

On p. viii, line 12, read Mark xvi, instead of Mark xiv; on p. 35,

footnote, 1901, instead of 1891 ; on p. 70, line 6, 4 B. C., instead of 4 A.

D.
;
on p. 173, line 14, Volter, instead of Volker; on p. 178, footnote,

omit “Das”
;
on p. 259, the first three lines should follow the fourth.

Princeton. J. Gresham Machen.

HISTORICAL THEOLOGY.
Die Abendmahlsfraoe in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung. Ein

Versuch ihrer Losung. Von Karl Gerold Goetz, Pfarrer, Lie.

Theol., Privatdozent in Basel. 8vo.
; pp. ix., 31 1. Leipzig: J. C.

Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung. 1904.

Die heutige Abendmahlsfrage in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwick-

lung. Ein Versuch ihrer Losung. Von Karl Gerold Goetz,

Pfarrer, D. Theol., Privatdozent in Basel. Zweite, durch ein drei-

faches Register vermehrte Ausgabe. 8vo.
; pp. x., 328. Leipzig:

J. C. Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung. 1907.

The early appearance of a second edition of this important work,

advises us how little it can be neglected. To the new edition a very
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complete series of indices has been added, by which its usefulness has
been largely increased. These indices can be had separately by owners
of the first edition. The title has also been modified in the second edition

so as to correspond better to the actual contents of the book. For
the book is far from being a complete history of controversies over the

Lord s Supper. It is not even an account of the conflicts by means of
which any given theory of the Lord’s Supper—assumed to represent
the truth—has won its way to a dominant position in this or that

Christian communion. It is rather in its chief contents a very careful

summary and criticism of recent investigation and speculation on the

Lord’s Supper. The concise account of Mediaeval and Reformation
discussion which is prefixed to this serves only as introductory back-
ground against which the thorough study of recent discussion is thrown
up. Not only are two-thirds of the book in actual space occupied
given to these recent discussions, but the whole value of the book lies

in its clear and full survey of them. The book is properly named, then,

“The Present-Day Problem of the Lord’s Supper in its Historical

Development”. The closing words of the title have also their justifica-

tion. When we speak of the historical development of the present-day

problem of the Lord’s Supper, we imply that the discussion has been

far from fruitless
; we suggest that we have gains to register to which

the discussion has led. Dr. Goetz accordingly not only presents this

history, but so presents it as to bring out what he conceives to be its

solid results. His book is not only a history of the discussion, but an

attempt through this history to commend a solution of the problem

which has been discussed. In ultimate intent it is a theory of the

origin, nature and significance of the Lord’s Supper.

Dr. Goetz’s thesis is that all earlier discussions of the Lord’s Supper,

whether Mediaeval, Reformation, or Protestant, have necessarily been

unfruitful, because proceeding on false presuppositions. The Mediaeval

discussions assume the authority of tradition in the mass
; and the

task which was undertaken by them was the impossible one of arriving

at a justifiable unitary conception on the basis of very divergent mate-

rials. The Reformation discussions made a great advance by discarding

all tradition except that contained in Scripture. But it did not thus

transcend the false assumptions which vitiated the Mediaeval discussion.

For the tradition of Scripture itself is not one but manifold. Luther

and Zwingli alike have a real Biblical basis. It remained, therefore,

for the later nineteenth century, with its free attitude towards the

Scriptural tradition and its willingness to give to Jesus what belongs

to Jesus, to John what belongs to John, to Paul what belongs to Paul,

to inaugurate a period of really historical investigation into the true

nature and history of the Lord’s Supper. As the result of this investiga-

tion, Dr. Goetz thinks we have not only been given solid answers to

many questions of detail about the Lord’s Supper, but have been

brought well into sight of the right answer to the question of the

Lord’s Supper as a whole.

Jesus, then, he thinks—for so he reads the results of the recent dis-

1
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cussions—founded no institution
; he only acted a parable. It was

Paul who—as he could not help doing with his understanding of his

relation to Christ— transformed this simple parable into a factual

representation and realization of union and communion with Christ;

and under his influence the representations of the Synoptics were

written. John, the Didache and the expressions of the earliest fathers

show that the original conceptions of Jesus remained dominant in the

Church until the middle of the second century, although of course in

a somewhat allegorical mystical form. But the Pauline conceptions

steadily won their way : and in response to real needs in the congre-

gation a gradual change was wrought in these until step by step we
have in the middle ages a full blown doctrine of the actual eating of

the flesh and blood of Christ and the actual repetition of the sacrifice

of Jesus on the cross.

Two or three things in this construction seem worth passing em-
phasis. We observe, in the first place, that Paul is made the real

author of the instituted Lord’s Supper. Not indeed in the sense that he

himself invented it, but as the mouthpiece of a movement in which the

primitive Parable was being transformed into a kind of memorial offer-

ing of food and drink. Paul, of course, himself gives a different account

of his relation to the institution ( e . g., i Cor. xi. 23). We observe next

that the simple-Parable view of the Lord’s Supper attributed to Jesus

is supposed to be reproduced in no single New Testament writing.

The representation in John is spoken of as most nearly akin to it: but

there it is transformed by an allegorical-mystical conception of it.

And we note, lastly, that all the formal accounts of the Last Supper

in the New Testament are recognized as at least colored by concep-

tions kindred to those of Paul. We must penetrate beneath the record

as it stands to discover in the New Testament any “more primitive”

conception than Paul’s. It was the establishment of the New Testament

Canon in a position of authority, indeed, which in Dr. Goetz’s view

gave its real vogue to the Pauline view. The Lord’s Supper as an insti-

tution belongs, therefore, confessedly to historical Christianity from the

beginning and anything “more primitive” can only be speculatively

unearthed.

As a matter of special interest we subjoin Dr. Goetz’s summary

statement of Jesus’ own relation to the Lord’s Supper (p. 309) :

“Jesus—so we think we may recognize—at his last meal, in the night

on which he was betrayed, spoke to His disciples, apparently at the

beginning of the meal, first, of His speedy separation from them and
then of a new kind of future presence with them. And then, at the

end of the meal, after the thanksgiving for food and drink, He once

more broke bread for His disciples to eat, and once more handed them
the cup to drink, and made out of this a final visible Parable for them,

with the words, ‘This is my flesh and blood’,—that He might impress

on His disciples in an unforgetable manner, before He went out of

their lives and they saw Him no more in the old way, the abiding

significance and importance of His human life which He had lived with

them. Thus they should after His death bear ever in mind that He,

Jesus, offered to their souls His human nature so well known to them,

as formerly food and drink to the body, and that He is in a true
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sense their nourishment and refreshment. In this way He summed
up concisely for His followers, all that He had to say to them in

parting. He left behind Him no Will written with paper and ink, no
Institution, but He did what He always did when He wished to make
a truth entirely clear to His disciples and to write it in ineraseable lines
on their souls,—He embodied it in the nearest best similitude. He
created, simply by means of a natural, symbolical Parabolic-action, a
memorial of His life in flesh and blood, which would outlast His death
better even than a monument of brass or stone.”

It is something to have it recognized by a historian of the modern
“critical” type that recent discussion establishes that Jesus had this

much connection with the institution of the Lord’s Supper. It is per-

haps as much as we could expect to be allowed by those whose imma-
nent thought of Jesus and the significance of His earthly life and death

runs on the low plane which prevails in these circles of “critical”

history. If Jesus’ whole work consists in the impression made by His

religious personality and the life of communion with His Father which

he lived in the world, it will be hard to believe that He sought to

impress more than this on the hearts of His followers when He was
about to ascend to where He was before—we beg, pardon, we mean,

of course, when He was about to leave them. It is only well to bear

steadily in mind that the whole body of those first followers of Jesus

whose writings have been preserved to us as constituent parts of the

Testament He has through them left us, understood His life and death

on earth to have had a much profounder significance than this, and

accordingly represent Him—credibly, we think—to have wished to im-

press a very much deeper legacy of thought and feeling regarding

Himself and His work on their minds, when, His work on earth done,

He was preparing to reenter the glory which He had with His Father

before the world was. Even the results to which we attain by historical

research are not always unaffected by our point of view.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.

General Account of My Life. By Thomas Boston, A.M., Minister

at Semprin, 1699-1707 and at Ettrick, 1707-1732. Printed for the

first time from the original manuscript. Introduction, Notes

and Bibliography, by Rev. George D. Low. M.A. Edinburgh, Lon-

don : Hodder and Stoughton. 1908.

The reader interested in the ecclestiastical history of Scotland and

the men who made that history will greedily read anything new that

is published concerning Thomas Boston, of Ettrick, one of the most

prominent figures in Scotland’s religious history. Dr. John Duncan,

of the New College, Edinburgh, once asked one of his students what

book he was reading; and on receiving the reply that it was Boston’s

Fourfold State, the learned Rabbi was for a moment silent; then he

delivered himself as follows: “Boston was a commonplace genius;

remember—not a commonplace man, but a commonplace genius.” No
happier characterization could be given of Boston than this. He has
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been unkindly dealt with by such writers as Buckle and Henry G.

Graham, but these writers with all their brilliancy have utterly failed

to grasp the true nature of the theological school to which Boston
belonged. Much has been done in recent years to make the religious

public better acquainted with the saintly minister of Ettrick, but it

may safely be said that alike to the student and general reader no
volume recently published on Boston can compare with that edited by
the Rev. George D. Low in this direction. Mr. Low has done his

work thoroughly and has enriched the volume with invaluable footnotes

which show remarkable care and wide research. The volume has also

a finely executed portrait taken from a print in the possession of Mr.

James Thin, Edinburgh. The editor’s Introduction, as one would
expect from a student who has so assiduously studied Boston, is an

excellent account of his life. In the Appendix to the volume matters of

interest in connection with Boston are dealt with
;
such as the Boston

family, letter from Rev. Thomas Boston to Mrs. Boston, Mrs. Boston’s

Will and the Boston Monument at Ettrick. There is also a very useful,

though not complete, bibliography of Boston’s Works and of books and

pamphlets written in connection with the Marrow Controversy. The

volume concludes with a very full index, that gives additional value

to the book. The printers have done their work well and the whole

get-up of the volume is fitted to create a pleasant impression on the

mind of the reader. The volume which Mr. Low has edited is a MS.

in Boston’s handwriting entitled A General Account of My Life.

Boston left two autobiographical MSS. ;
this and another entitled

Passages of My Life. The latter he began in 1708, the year after his

settlement at Ettrick; and he added to it from time to time, almost to

the close of his life. The other MS., as Mr. Low informs us, was

scrolled in shorthand, and thereafter extended and completed in the ten

months between December 1729 and October 1730. A Continuation

of thirty-five pages carried on the narrative to November 1731.

The General Account, which has been missing, came into Mr. Low’s

hands by purchase in May 1904. Boston expressed a wish that the

MSS. should remain in the family and be in charge of one of his

descendants who might “addict himself to the holy ministry.” These

MSS., therefore, according to the terms of his will, came into the pos-

session of his son and namesake, who was also his successor at Ettrick.

They then passed into the posession of Rev. Michael Boston (minister

of the Relief Church at Falkirk) son of Rev. Thomas Boston, latterly

Relief Minister at Jedburgh. Michael Boston died in 1785 and from

that date Mr. Low says that he has been unable to trace the history of

the MS. except that it was in the hands of Rev. John Brown, of Whit-

burn, editor of a once well-known book Gospel Truth and grandfather

of Dr. John Brown of Horae Subscivae fame. When Boston’s Memoirs

were published in 1776, an excellent edition of which appeared a few

years ago edited by Rev. G. H. Morrison, Michael Boston informs us

that in order to reduce two MSS. into one continuous narrative, he

made the General Account, with its twelve periods the basis of the
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Memoirs and selected passages from the other MS. to fill up any
chronological blanks. A comparison of Mr. Low’s book with the better
known Memoirs reveals the fact that Michael Boston used a pretty free
hand in making changes in the MS. of the General Account and some-
times these were not an improvement. Mr. Low in the editor’s preface
informs us: “In transcribing the General Account, I have not adhered
to Boston’s arbitrary use of capital letters, or to his punctuation. His
spelling of words and of proper names is often inconsistent. Where it

seemed desirable I have adopted present usage in spelling. I have
further indicated four or five names by the initial letter, but with these
exceptions nothing has been altered or omitted.” All students of the
ecclesiastical literature of Scotland will feel themselves deeply indebted
to Mr. Low for the carefully edited volume which he has brought before
the public.

Wick, Scotland. D. Beaton.

SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY.
Les Stapes du Fideisme. Par Emile Doumergue, Professeur a la

Faculte de Theologie de Montauban. Geneve: J. H. Jeheber.

[1907.] i6mo., pp. 95.

Le Dernier Mot du Fideisme. Par Emile Doumergue, Doyen de la

Faculte de Theologie de Montauban. Toulouse: Chez M. le Pas-

teur Langereau. [1907.] i6mo., pp. 67.

Professor—or now we must say, Dean—Doumergue writes in these

two booklets under the pressure of a profound sense of the importance

of the questions he is discussing. “Fideisme”, he says, “is the question

of the day; the question at the bottom of all other questions”. What,
then, is this Fideisme? This it is the object of the former of these

booklets to tell us. Formed as it is on the model of Rationalism,

Individualism and the like which take up a particular position with

respect to reason, the individual, and the like, the name shows that it

is a particular conception of faith which Fideisme exploits. What this

conception of faith is Professor Doumergue wishes to make clear, and

he thinks he can make it clearest by tracing its history.

Accordingly, he wishes us to observe with him three stages of

Fideisme. The fundamental contention of Fideisme is that faith is an

absolutely free movement of the soul, independent of all intellectual

conceptions, whether in the sphere of science, history or philosophy.

So far from identifying faith, as the classical theology of Rome does,

with “the adhesion of the mind to a speculative truth enunciated in an

abstract formula”, it rather declares faith to be indifferent to all intel-

lectual ideas, and announces as its program : “Faith is independent of

beliefs.” Now, says Prof. Doumergue, the first appearance of this

proclamation as a definite platform of a party in the Protestant churches

33
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of France, was among the so-called Liberals of fifty years ago.

Religion, said this Liberalism, is not a knowledge, but a feeling, and is

therefore in its essense independent of all convictions of the mind.

Accordingly, the famous Manifesto of Liberal Christianity of 1869

announced the readiness of the liberal church to receive into its bosom

all who desired to labor for spiritual improvement, whether in (so-

called) faith they were theists, pantheists, spiritualists, materialists, or

even atheists. This was historically the first stage of Fideisme. The
second stage is marked by the effort of this Liberalism to find for itself

a theology. This is the stage represented by the so-called “Paris

School”, which seeks to cover up the crass indifferentism of Liberalism

by a developed theory of the realism of faith, as distinguished from

belief. But the hesitations and contradictions of the “Paris School”

lead Prof. Doumergue to designate this second stage in the development

of Fideisme, “Semi-Fideisme”. This stage is characterized by an un-

willingness to declare religious beliefs wholly without significance to

faith, and yet a determination to represent faith—the faith that consti-

tutes religion and saves—as entirely independent of intellectual concep-

tions. It loves to contrast itself with “orthodoxy” as standing for the

faith of the heart, instead of the belief of the understanding; trust in

God instead of acceptance of propositions about God: and to represent

as its main purpose and effect the establishment of the religious life on a

basis unassailable from the point of view whether of philosophy, science

or historical criticism. What! its adherents cry, shall our faith be at

the mercy of the next scientific or archaeological discovery? In felici-

tating itself on this position of safe detachment, it has permitted itself

to go very far. M. Menegoz is sure not only that true faith can exist

—

and save—without any knowledge of Christ; but that it can coexist

with decisive rejection of Christ. God will not condemn a man for

this intellectual bizarrerie

:

and “in Paradise” such “an original” as can

deny historically that Jesus ever existed “will see he was mistaken

and cast himself at the feet of the Lord”. He even feels bound to

affirm that true faith may coexist with denial of the existence of the

very God on whom it is said to rest ! Certainly on this side of Prof.

Menegoz’s teaching we are already in presence of the third stage of

Fideisme, that of consistent Fideisme, which Mr. Frommel calls “relig-

ious Agnosticism”, though Prof. Doumergue does not approve the

term. In this stage the affirmation is not only that faith has no content

of the intellectual order and is independent of all beliefs, but that the

believer stands aloof from all beliefs,—it is indifferent to him what is

true or whether anything be true. “I cannot affirm that God exists, in

the sense in which you understand these words”, says one of its

exponents. “Is God a person?” asks another. “Who knows? What

I can have of religious needs can be satisfied with beliefs ad refer-

endum. . . . Even the personality of God [remains a pure symbol]

because before everything I remain agnostic with respect to belief in

His personality—a word which continues vague.”

Over against these vagaries of unbelief Prof. Doumergue sets simple
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common sense. He modestly professes to have nothing to say on his

own account against them, but to confine himself practically to sum-
marizing and popularizing what has been so well said by M. Babut and
Prof. Frommel in two striking articles published in 1904 and 1905.

Prof. Doumergue has, however, his own contribution to make to the

discussion, and that does not consist merely in casting the matter into

the historical framework which we have taken note of. Above all, he

has brought the matter to the level of the lay comprehension—for he is

addressing laymen particularly in his brochures—and has given it all a

readable and attractive form.

In the second one of his little brochures Prof. Doumergue takes his

text from Prof. Menegoz’s Une triple distinction tlieologique : observa-

tions sur le rapport de la foi religeuse avec la science, I’historie et la

philosophic. The relation in which religious faith stands to science,

history and philosophy according to Prof. Menegoz is—just no relation

at all : it is independent of all three. In his remarks on this thesis,

Prof. Doumergue, while not confining himself to it, yet concentrates

his attention on the assertion as regards history. The astonishing

declaration of Fideisme is that Christianity is not concerned at all with

any historical fact, is independent of the determination of historical

facts altogether. “The Bible”, says Prof. Menegoz, “does not contain

a single narrative which we are authorized to erect into an article of

faith.” Not the miraculous birth; nor the resurrection of Christ; nor

the crucifixion of Christ
;
nor even—by consequence—the existence of

Christ. Professor Doumergue follows these astonishing assertions with

a patient as well as a telling refutation. “We learn”, says Prof.

Menegoz, “for example, from the Scriptures that Jesus Christ was

crucified. I believe it just as I believe that Julius Caesar was poig-

narded : but no more than the murder of the Roman emperor can T:he

judicial assassination of Jesus be an article of faith.” “What may be

a matter of faith is the meaning which we attach to the death of

Christ : but His death itself is a fact of the purely historical order.”'

Will, then, Prof. Doumergue significantly asks, the meaning of the-

death be the same whether Jesus was crucified, or killed accidentally

or committed suicide? “What do I say? Will the meaning we attach

to this death be the same whether we believe that it occurred or did

not occur?—that it is a fact or a legend, a myth, as would be the case,

for example, if Jesus never lived?” Clearly the extremity of the Fide-

istic assertions overreaches itself. If faith is to be independent of all

historical occurrences whatever, then faith is a purely subjective thing,

and all that we call Christianity as an objective religion is matter of

indifference. “We are face to face with pure intuition, with pure

mysticism. God reveals Himself to the heart : the heart gives itself

to God : everything passes between God and the heart
;
between the

heart and God.” And what, then, shall we do with sin? Fideisme may
be a religion for angels, but for sinners—surely sinners cannot be

trusted each to make his own religion and to make it true

!

Perhaps it might have been well to make a little more clear for the
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lay reader than Prof. Doumergue seems to have done the fundamental

confusion of the whole development of Fideisme—the confusion of the

product of the religious sentiment with Christianity. The religious

sentiment,—yes, it is indifferent to religious conceptions and will work
and produce its product in the presence of any religious conceptions

whatever. If this is what we understand by pure religion and unde-

filed, then it is quite true that faith cannot be inseparably connected

with any particular truth or fact of the intellectual order. Man will be

religious under the most untoward circumstances
; for man is a religious

animal, and will function as a religious animal always and everywhere.

But to confound this purely subjective functioning of the religious senti-

ment with a specific religion like Christianity is the limit of confusion.

To say it is enough, is to reduce us all to the lowest form of naturalism.

Yet, since Kant, and, above all, Schleiermacher, pointed the way, this

is the gulf which has swallowed up many more than that particular one

of the new theologies which calls itself Symbolo-Fideisme. In every

land there are those to-day whose dominant thought of Christianity

simply identifies it with the native movements of the religious nature,

and who therefore sit loosely to everything which distinguishes Chris-

tianity from natural religion. Nobody denies that these teachers are

religious. But by what right can they call themselves Christians?

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.

Christianity and The Social Order. By R. J. Campbell, M.A.,

Minister of the City Temple, London, Author of “The New Theol-

ogy”, “New Theology Sermons”, etc. 8vo.
; pp. xiii, 284. New

York: The MacMillan Company. 1907.

The interest of this book does not lie in the zeal with which the writer

advocates the most radical form of Socialism, though in this respect he

is conspicuous even among those who would find in it the cure of

every ill. Neither does the significance of the volume appear in the

gradual and considerate methods by which the author would introduce

the true social order, though at this point he differs widely from many

of his school. Nor yet is the discussion most noteworthy for the off-

hand way in which it disposes of the most obstinate questions, though

in this regard Mr. Campbell, like not a few of his fellows, would seem

to be blessed with convenient blindness. Nor, again, is it his attitude

toward orthodoxy and even toward theology in general that is most

worthy of remark. His previous volumes keep us from being surprised

when we read near the close of this (p. 236) that wealth enables its

possessor, “if he is utterly misguided, to endow theological seminaries.”

On the contrary, the real significance of the discussion is in the ground

on which socialism is advocated. And here the interest is not in the

fact that Mr. Campbell regards the connection between the traditional

theology and the social question to be radically important. We all

believe that. Our conception of God ought to determine our concep-

tion of society which he has constituted and preserves and governs,
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and in the long run it will determine it. Calvinism and atheism have
proved themselves to be as potent politically as religiously. Nor yet is

Mr. Campbell s discussion most interesting because he would go back to
primitive Christianity and specially to the teaching of Christ for the
theology that should regulate his social theories. It has been common
for socialists to do that, even for those not distinctively Christian
socialists.

But the significance of our author’s argument does lie in the fact that
it exposes with unusual clearness the futility of seeking a Christian
basis for socialism and especially the absurdity of any such attempt on
his part.

That we may not misrepresent him, he shall speak for himself.
“Modern orthodox Christianity,” he says, “owing to the increase of
human knowledge, has outgrown the illusions of primitive Christianity,
but has adopted others in their places. It preaches an individualist
salvation, to take effect after death, and obtainable by faith. It puts
an entirely false emphasis on sin by representing it as a matter between
man and God to be atoned for by the merits of a special Redeemer.
The main emphasis in its evangel is laid upon the supposed necessity of
preparing individuals for the world to come. This has led to a view of
the function of the church entirely different from that with which
Christianity began. Some of these modern doctrines are rooted in

the New Testament, but not to the extent that is commonly supposed.
The whole emphasis is different

;
for primitive Christianity confined its

interest to the establishment of the kingdom of God in this world,
whereas modern Christianity has weakened its efforts in this direction

by its other-worldism. This will have to be given up, just as we have
already given up the whole New Testament view as to the connection

between sin and death, the structure of the universe, physical immor-
tality, and the like. Then, and not till then, shall we be able to recover

something of the intensity and enthusiasm which accompanied the early

Christian preaching of the glad tidings of the Kingdom of God” (p.

146).

On the above, the author’s own summary of his position, we would
remark as follows

:

1. Even if we allow that primitive Christianity confined its interest

to the establishment of the kingdom of God in this world, that will not

of itself favor socialism. Everything will depend on our Lord’s con-

ception of the kingdom of God. Did it consist ‘in meat and drink,’ or

‘in righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Ghost’? If the former,

there may be some ground for Mr. Campbell’s contention that “while

primitive Christianity was not identical with the Socialism of to-day,

it was far nearer to it than the official Christianity of to-day” (p. 20).

The fact, however, is that our Lord’s conception of his kingdom was

the opposite of the materialistic one characteristic of modern socialism

and, indeed, of socialism in general. His view of life as not ‘consisting

in the abundance of the things which one possessed’ (Luke xii : 15),

his warning against anxiety for temporal goods (Matt. vi. 19-34), his
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refusal to act as a judge or divider of property (Luke xii. 14), his

declaration that the kingdom of God is “within you” (Luke xvii. 21),

many of the great parables in Matt, xiii, Mark iv. and Luke viii,—these

and numerous other passages that might be cited witness clearly and
eloquently to the energy with which our Lord subordinated the

physical to the spiritual, and this world to the other world. He did

conceive of the kingdom as present as well as to come, but it was as a

kingdom “not of this world” that from the very first it was to be

realized even in this world. Mr. Campbell would represent our Lord
as adopting the view of the kingdom prevalent when he came, whereas

it was precisely against this view that he came to protest.

2. Though we were to grant our author's contention, that Christ

did not come to save his people from their sins; that the important

thing in primitive Christian preaching was “its intense belief in the

coming of an ideal social order in which men would no longer feel any

desire to strive against or injure one another” (p. 119) ; and that it is

‘other-worldism which has crushed out and replaced these glad tidings

with which Jesus began his mission to the world,’—though we were to

concede all this, it would only bring on another and a more serious

difficulty. The question would at once arise as to the authority, in this

or in any respect, of the primitive Christian preaching and of the New
Testament which records it. That is, why should we accept the primi-

tive Christian preaching of an ideal social order in this world when we
unhesitatingly reject that preaching on practically every other subject?

Consider for a moment how wholesale in Mr. Campbell’s view this

rejection must be. To begin with, he sets aside the fourth gospel; for

“it is not a biography at all, but a religious treatise, like the epistles,

its author having adopted the literary device of employing the nar-

rative form to set forth his ideas” (p. 49). Then he discredits the

accounts of supernatural events elsewhere unless these events can be ex-

plained as other than supernatural (pp. 144, 70), even the story of the

resurrection (p. 94). After this, he goes on to reject “the whole New
Testament view as to the connection between sin and death, the struc-

ture of the universe, physical immortality, and the like” (p. 146).

Finally, the doctrine of individualist salvation, the false emphasis on

sin, vicarious atonement, other worldism, the exaltation of the church

as one with the kingdom,—all these, too,, “though finding some support

in the New Testament, especially in the Epistles, he would throw over

(Chap. v). But what has he left? Practically nothing save “the

belief”, according to him, “in the establishment of a perfect Common-
wealth or universal brotherhood wholly of this world” (p. 141). But

why does he stop here? Why does he single out and hold to this one

belief? It cannot be because the New Testament teaches it; that he is

concerned to show to be just a string of stupendous errors. It cannot

be because Christ teaches it. It is only as we can trust the New Testa-

ment that we know what Christ taught : and then Christ himself either

taught these errors, except at the very beginning of his ministry; or else
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his apostles taught them subsequently, and he affirmed that they would
be so under the guidance of his Spirit that whosoever should hear them
would hear him. Evidently Mr. Campbell’s view of our Lord and of the

New Testament is such that for him to base anything on either is the act

of one bereft of reason. It is as though a man were to undertake to

build a great factory on what he had just labored to prove was only
shifting sand.

3. Our author’s attack on the authority, as we have just seen, of

virtually the whole New Testament in yet another way cuts the ground
from under his feet. These modern doctrines of “official Christianity”

which, though “finding some support in the New Testament,” he would
reject, have from the first been the great forces for soul betterment.

History teaches nothing more clearly. One has only to turn to such

sober and careful works as Storr’s “The Divine Origin of Christianity

indicated by its Historical Effects’’ and Brace’s “Gesta Christi” to be

convinced that, in spite of many and serious faults and failures, the

Church of Christ has been the great uplifter of society and, in the long

run, has increased wealth and particularly has added to the creature

comforts of the masses as nothing else has done. Now the doctrines

which Mr. Campbell would reject, such as vicarious atonement, the con-

ception of sin as an offence primarily against the law of God, etc., are

the very doctrines which, unless, as our author claims erroneously, it

were otherwise at the very first, have all along been characteristic of

official Christianity. Indeed, Mr. Campbell’s enmity for the church is

based mainly on her increasing championship of these miserable perver-

sions. They have dominated her life and she has lived for their diffusion.

As he says specially of vicarious atonement, ‘this has been so for ages’

(p. 1 37 )- How, then, can we account for the beneficent social influence

of the church as in elevating woman and alleviating poverty? Though
he denies this influence, Mr. Campbell has nothing whatever to put

against such facts as those which Dr. Storrs and Mr. Brace adduce.

As he would claim, socialism, at least in the West, has never had a

chance to show what it could do; and where in the East, as in the

paternalism of Christ, it has come nearer to having had a trial, it has

proved a failure. Moreover, when we examine the objectionable doc-

trines of Christianity, we find that they are directly adapted to produce

the beneficent results which history puts to the credit of the church.

It has, therefore, been by means of them and not in spite of them that

the church has wrought her good work. For example, which is more

likely to secure the performance of our duty to love our neighbor as

ourselves, the view that sin is a matter between ourselves and our

neighbor, or the view which Mr. Campbell repudiates, that when it is

this and because it is this it is also and primarily a matter between

ourselves and God? Can love for our brethern be put on a firmer basis

than that on which John puts it when he writes : “And this command-

ment have we from him, That he who loveth God love his brother also”?

(1 John iv: 21). It would seem, therefore, that, even from our
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author’s standpoint official Christianity would be the one thing that he

would wish, not to reject, but to purify. When true to itself, it must
tend toward the ideal brotherhood even here and now. Its distinctive

doctrines are the very truth that even a materialistic conception of

human brotherhood must presuppose, if it is to be realized.

4. That Mr. Campbell fails to see this is due, of course, to his low

sense of sin. This leads him to find the cause of the many and terrible

social evils that he portrays, perhaps only too truly, in what is but their

occasion. It is inevitable that one who minimizes as he does the

power and sinfulness of sin, who seems to hold that selfishness with

regard to our fellows exhausts its meaning, who discerns little, if any,

reference in it to God and his law (p. 127 et seq.),—it is inevitable that

such an one should think social environment and organization to be

matters of incomparably more importance than one’s attitude fo God.

Yet this mistake, this sin, is not the less serious because of its inevit-

ableness. When wrong social conditions are the result rather than

the cause of sin, to let the former divert our attention from the latter

is as if one were to give over fighting the disease to relieve the

helplessness which it had engendered.

5. The explanation of Mr. Campbell’s low sense of sin and, indeed,

the defect of his whole discussion, is his failure to feel the personality

and, indeed, the reality of God. That this is the necessary result of

the idealistic monism which, as his recent book on “The New
Theology” indicates, is the philosophy, not to call it theology, which

underlies his sociological speculations, we may not pause to show. We
may point only to the significanct fact that for this or some other cause

he does not appreciate the deity of our Lord (p. 127). At least, he

seems to think and to imply that the reason why Jesus had no personal

sense of sin was because sin amounts to little, and not because being the

Son of God he was “without sin.” Indeed, it is impossible to read this

volume and not feel, almost from the first, that the writer, while he

concedes our Lord to be “the greatest of the sons of men” (p. 86),

fails utterly to recognize in him “God manifest in the flesh.” Is it

strange, therefore, that his book is largely a farrago of speculation as to

society, of ignorance of history, of perversion of Scripture? How can

those who can not discern the truth of him who is “the truth” con-

tinue to walk in the truth?

6. This union of idealistic monism, which is only an euphemism for

pantheism, with socialism should not surprise us. It is just what was

to be expected. It was no other than that careful observer and still

more careful thinker Prof. Henry B. Smith, who said, now some years

ago : “The grand result of the socialist system is in harmony also with

the pantheistic tendencies of the day ; and there is progress toward the

alliance of socialistic, democratic, and pantheistic tendencies, which form

the grand opposing power to Christianity” (Int. to Christian Theology,

p. 180).

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.
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PRACTICAL THEOLOGY.
Jesus Christ and the Civilization of To-day. By Joseph Alexander

Leighton, Professor of Philosophy, Hobart College. The Mac-
millan Company, publishers. Pp. 242. Price, $1.50.

A book that deals with the teachings of Jesus in their application to

contemporary life will be welcomed by all who seek to interpret the

Gospel to the needs of our humanity. Professor Leighton has given us

a thoughtful and helpful book on this interesting problem. He defines

civilization as the resultant of all past and present forces of history

that go to make up our present conception of life. The modern
man has a better knowledge of nature than the mediaeval man. He is

less subject to nature, her forces and processes. On the other hand,

he has become conscious of nature’s order and systematic unity. He
has learned that the struggle of existence and the survival of the

strongest -holds sway in human society as well as in the animal kingdom.

He finds that evolution of society is conditioned by environment. He
has come to see bared the roots and supports of human life resting

on an economic basis and to realize what a large part economic needs

and struggles play in the total activity of human life. And above all,

modern man finds a new sympathy with nature, born of an intelligent

and ever enlarging insight into her constitution and processes. The
spiritual life must grow out of the natural. We cannot permanently

rest in dualism.

Science as well as civilization insists on the mastery of mind over

nature and the futility of regarding the intelligence and conscience of

man as the product and equivalent of blind force. In view of this

harmony of the human mind with the order of nature it has become

impossible to maintain the ascetic attitude toward nature. Man on his

physical side seems to be bound to physical causation. The life that

centers in an individual seems to be but a transient eddy in the uni-

versal stream of life. And on the psychological side the growing in-

sight into the hereditary factors of mental constitution, and the recog-

nition of the great influence of social tradition and environment, seem

to point to an ultimate explanation of human life and action in terms

of inherited tendency and social influences, by which incipient desires

and impulses of the self are transformed into actual motives of action

through established custom and by the power of example.

The science of biology has cast a striking light on the evolution of

human society by its emphasis on the brute struggle for existence,

which goes on among all living beings and preeminently in the modern

industrial organization. Then, too, the demands of the jndividual for

life and well-being have increased with the growth of civilization. The

savage has few wants. The child of the twentieth century is marked

by a greater sensitiveness to environment, a keener capacity to enjoy

and suffer, needs that are awakened through education and social

contact. Out of these complex factors of our civilization grows with
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tremendous urgency the social problem—the problem of a new 'social

order which shall bring justice and welfare to all.

The aim of the present work, then, is two-fold. It seeks to find the

fundamental ethical needs of contemporary life, to determine by what
principles the spiritual nature of man and of civilization may best be

preserved. And it seeks to determine the bearings of the ethical teach-

ings of Jesus on the spiritual life of to-day. The index of a high civi-

lization is the recognition of freedom and scope for the development

and expression of the individual life. Without such free play no
society can be rich in great personalities. Historical institutions can

no longer claim the blind allegiance of the individual will. Such
institutions must commend themselves by their readiness to adjust

themselves to the spiritual progress in the individual. There seems to be

no stability of life, no abiding unity, in the individual considered as a

bundle of inborn impulses. Without the possession of an abiding,

spiritual principle the individual has no resistive powers against the

encroachments of social life. And, on the other hand, the reaction of

the individual against the tyranny of the commonplace and the utili-

tarian standards of the contemporary social environment is in danger

of mere caprice. The freedom and worth of the individual life in the

individual can be realized only if self-initiated actions and private ex-

periences have objective and universal basis. And Jesus offers this

universal basis for the individual life. He points beyond the actual

social life as well as the merely natural life of the individual to a

supreme end. Jesus’ idea of God as the source and sustainer of the

spiritual life is not merely the supreme notion of the human reason,

but Jesus’ personal attitude and life have been the source He has

wrought in men’s ideas concerning God and in their vital and active

feelings and convictions concerning Him. Jesus works this change in

the hearts of men by a personal appeal to deeds, new resolves and

choices. He calls forth every renewed ethical endeavor in the human
heart. Through His life and summons Jesus inspires man with the

conviction that at the heart of the universe there exists a Life and Love

in which we share. The whole earthly career of Jesus Christ was the

incorporation of His teaching in life and action. He speaks with

authority in matters of conduct and life, which is the authority of a

perfect life, arousing an answering witness in our hearts, and winning

our consent with the personal conviction that in this life our per-

sonalities are coming to their own, and ever growing in harmony and

peace in the fellowship of the Divine life. Jesus’ own life and per-

sonality is the ultimate source of His personal influence. The in-

dividual Personality is, in every sphere of man’s activity, a great his-

torical cause. The universal and ethical religions have all been founded

by great personalities. The personal founder of a religion speaks

directly under the influence of, and with reference to, local and temporal

historical conditions. But the test of his abiding influence lies in his

historical revelation of the universal in the spiritual aspiration of man.

In His vital and continuing relation to the historical and spiritual
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development of man Jesus displays ever anew the absolute and per-
manent religious significance of His own Personality. Jesus the Christ
is for us the absolute revelation of the spiritual meaning of human
existence. In the light of His Personality and deeds the ethical aspi-
rations of mankind receive an ultimate interpretation. The teaching
and work of Jesus Christ rests on the same presupposition which has
underlaid the movement of European civilization toward religious

industrial and social freedom, viz. that the lives of persons, realized in

fellowship one with another, are the highest realities in the Cosmos and
that the principle of personality governs all things. The ethics of Jesus,
the ethics of social democracy, the ethics of personality, are convertible
terms. Herein lies the universal standard of the ethics of Jesus that

they culminate in a Divine Human Personality, who is the Perfect
Revelation of God’s character.

The reader is impressed with the sound metaphysics and the clear

arguments of the author. We hope that it may be read by ministers

and laymen, who seek a solution of our modern problems in the Gospel
of Jesus Christ.

Rochester, N. Y. Frederic N. Lindsay.

The Christ that is to be. By the author of “Pro Christo et Ecclesia.”

The MacMillan Company, publishers. Pp. 373. Price, $1.50.

This book is one of a series of efforts to think what the Gospel of

Jesus really is. The author’s task is to discover the truth that the

early church held to be most important, viz. the personal presence of

Jesus. It is this very common experience which is the stronghold of the

Christian faith. By His works of might and love Jesus impressed the

power of His person upon the early church. He feels that His merciful

work speaks louder than His words and that the ultimate sin was the

hardness of heart which rejected the proofs of such bountiful com-
passion and power. When He said to John’s disciples, “The blind see,

the lame walk,” He referred to physical, not, as the modern mind is apt

to suppose, to spiritual, works of healing. He bids the messengers see

for themselves that the first result of His work is that sick men have

restored to them the use of their bodily powers, and that the unfor-

tunate are comforted by good news of God. It is important that

we should discover what Jesus considered their essential characteristic.

It is often assumed that this was their miraculous nature. But, in the

commissions to the twelve and the seventy, the command to heal the sick

goes to prove that in respect to those powers H£ did not consider

Himself unique. The fact that He required certain physical conditions

in which to work—faith, individual and corporate—prevents us laying

emphasis on the miraculous nature of the work. How far He taught

that the salvation of the world must come by suffering is a most vital

question. The end He preached was perfection, but the way was joy

not pain. Salvation was to begin and be accomplished in a kingdom

of love. So far as this means suffering, the salvation of the world
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comes by suffering—the suffering of unrequited love. Suffering is in-

cidental and temporary, but joy is necessary to salvation and to our

idea of perfection. The life the Christian must lose, the denial of his

own ends that he must practice, are all included in the activities and

consequences of that love for men which he must drink in with the

Spirit of God. Other suffering Jesus does not enjoin or bless. Other

pains exist, as sin exists. From them, as from sin, Jesus offers sal-

vation. The book is a thoughtful and helpful discussion of a theme

that has always interested religious teachers. We doubt whether his

statements regarding the miraculous element of the Gospel, and claims

of Jesus to save, will be accepted. His discussion of physical and moral

evils will not satisfy us in view of the facts of pain and sin which all

ages have recognized.

Rochester, N. Y. Frederic N. Lindsay.

Social and Religious Ideals. By Artemas Jean Haynes, pastor of

The United Church on the Green, New Haven, Conn. Charles

Scribner’s Sons. 8vo., pp. 168. 1907. Price, $1.00.

This book consists of a series of short essays on the problems of the

Christian faith in the light of our present experience. The author ac-

cepts all that science and criticism have to offer and yet retains a clear

and rational faith in the eternal realities of the Gospel. The book is

intended to meet the growing interest in the religious and social ques-

tions of the day and to point out the way by which the Gospel of Christ

answers these questions. It will be helpful to those who have thought

that the modern conceptions of the world and the individual are incon-

sistent with the fundamental views of the New Testament. Mr. Haynes

represents that large class of thinking men who see that the social

ideals of the present age represent the growing consciousness of the

Church in applying the message of the Gospel to all spheres of life. It

is difficult, he asserts, to separate the individual and social ethics of the

Gospel. In every department of human activity we are ceasing to re-

gard man as capable of isolation. He is in sympathy with the move-

ment of life which is finding expression in what is known as the New
Theology. His appeal is not primarily to dogma but to life itself.

No formal connection exists among the various essays, and for that

very reason they are peculiarly adapted to busy men and women. The

author finds that these reflections have been the outgrowth of his own

real need and hopes that others may find them of help in their progress

toward the ideal. His style is lucid and his judgment is calm.

Rochester, N. Y. Frederic N. Lindsay.

Through Man to God. By George A. Gordon, Minister of the Old

South Church. Boston and New York: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

1906. Pp. 396. $1.50 net.

These are good sermons. They are good to read. They must have

been good to hear. They are full of fine thoughts finely expressed
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and forcefully put. They give abundant evidence of the wide reading
and the deep thinking of their gifted author. They present old truths

in new dress and the garments chosen are always attractive and often
fascinating. But with all their literary qualities and their learning they
are lacking in that without which all preaching is vanity, a clear cut

presentation of Jesus Christ as very God of very God as well as very
man of very man. It is a glorious Christ who walks these pages, but
glorious rather in His humanity than in His divinity. Not that the

Divine Christ is entirely absent, far from it, for He is much in evi-

dence; but His Divinity is not here in its full orbed splendor. It may
be that the author’s professed purpose as embodied in the title of the

book “Through Man to God” has somewhat limited him in his forms
of expression and has led him to put very great emphasis upon the

humanity of Jesus. It may be that he would quite agree with us in

our views of the Divinity of Jesus. If so we would suggest as a more
appropriate title for this collection of what are in so many respects

excellent sermons “Through Man toward God.” For unless Jesus be

fully Divine we can not come to God through Him either in life or in

death.

Princeton. Lewis Seymour Mudge.

The Practice of Prayer. By G. Campbell Morgan, D.D. New
York: Fleming H. Revell Company. 1906. Pp. 128.

In this little volume Dr. Morgan gives an impressive exposition of

the scriptural basis for the practice of prayer. We do not recall ever

having read so forceful a presentation of this all-important subject in

popular form. The logic of the book is irresistable. There is no escap-

ing its conclusion that apart from the revelation of God which the world

has received through Jesus Christ prayer in the scriptural sense is

impossible. This Dr. Morgan strikingly proves in the chapter en-

titled “The Platform of Prayer,” a chapter which we commend to the

thoughtful consideration of all who would pray pertinently and pre-

vailingly. No less instructive is the following chapter on “The Pre-

paration for Prayer.” This is not special or occasional. The revela-

tion of God made by Jesus Christ makes certain demands upon the

individual. And he is prepared to pray properly only to the degree in

which he yields his life to these demands. The problem of the plane

upon which prayer is operative, Dr. Morgan solves by an illuminating

exposition of “The Lord’s Prayer” which he interprets as including in

its petitions all those purposes of God and all those needs of man which

may properly find a place in our prayers. The book closes with a chap-

ter on “The Practice of Prayer” in which Dr. Morgan shows sound

common sense in dealing only with essentials and in leaving details to

the discretion of the individual.

We welcome this book with thankfulness and wish for it the

widest circulation. To many its contents will be entirely new reading

and to all an inspiration.

Princeton. Lewis Seymour Mudge.
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Pathways to the Best. By Charles L. Goodell, D.D. New York:
Funk & Wagnalls Company. 1907. 12 mo. Pp. 344. $1.20 net.

These sermons are well named. They are “Pathways to the Best”

in practical Christianity. Eight sermons on “The Things of Faith”;

twelve on “The Guidance of Life”
;
and six on “The Universal Prayer,”

by which the author means “The Lord’s Prayer,” form the contents of

the volume. They are all short sermons, and are made up of short

sentences and take the shortest route to the reason. No hearer could

have failed to understand the preacher’s purpose as he listened to them.

And no hearer ought to have returned to the duties of life without an

inspiration to and an impulse toward higher and more holy living.

They are the utterances of a man whose heart yearns as did his

Master’s for the salvation and sanctification of souls and who knows

how, in the fewest words and the most forceful of ways to stimulate

faith and strangle doubt. It is a satisfaction to read such simple, sane

and scriptural sermons. No wonder this preacher is prominent as

a soul winner. May these pages carry his message to an ever increas-

ing audience.

Princeton. Lewis Seymour Mudge.

Drew Sermons on the Golden Texts for 1908. Edited by Ezra

Squier Tipple, D.D., Professor of Practical Theology, Drew The-

ological Seminary. New York: Eaton & Mains. 8vo., pp. 312.

Cloth. Price, $1.25 net.

These brief sermons, prepared by some of the professors and grad-

uates of Drew Theological Seminary, form a valuable help to the study

of the Sabbath School Lessons for the current year.

The “Golden Texts” are usually selected with the view of summarizing

the essential truth of each lesson; an exposition of such a text is

therefore an explanation of the chief message of the passage assigned

for study. These sermons are all clear and concise in statement; and

those are to be specially commended which have interpreted the text

assigned with most definite reference to the lesson for the day. The

volume is of the greater value in that it is not a mere miscellaneous

collection of sermons on scattered texts, but is characterized by a

certain homogeneity, due to the fact that the International Lessons, for

the first half of the year, were taken from successive portions of. the

Gospel of John, and during the latter half of the year from the history

of Saul, David and Solomon.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

The Fascination of the Book. By Edgar Whitaker Work, D.D.

New York: Fleming H. Revell Company. Cloth, i2mo., pp. 253.

Price, $1.25.

The personal experience of the author as a pastor and also as a
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Bible teacher, enables him to speak with a certain authority when he
insists not only that the Bible is a book of surpassing interest, but that

it is possible to make that interest apparent to the average congregation
or individual student.

After stating the wide-spread need of such a demonstration, the

writer points out the deep human interest of the Bible, due to its

appeal to the imagination, the charm of its literary perfection, its

continual application to life, its four-fold portrait of Jesus, its adapta-
tion to the needs of childhood. These and its similar features are
adduced to prove the contention that the Bible is a fascinating book.

The discussion will be of interest to all readers, but it makes a special

appeal, almost a challenge, to the ordained ministers of the Word,
showing the possibilities of widest usefulness and power which await
those who, by careful study and by skilful exposition, seek to make
known from the pulpit the spiritual power, and “the fascination of the

Book.”

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

That Blessed Hope, The Second Coming of Christ. By David
Heagle, Ph.D., D.D. Philadelphia : American Baptist Publication

Society. Cloth, 8vo., pp. 176. Price, 75c.

The spirit of the writer is quite as irenic as his purpose in this

endeavor to mediate between the Post-millenial and the Pre-millenial

views. The solution suggested is that of “eliminating the millenium”

as a factor in the discussion, and regarding it as “an insolvable mys-

tery”. The mistake of the author seems to be in supposing that, except-

ing in the twentieth chapter of Revelation, there is no mention in Scrip-

ture of an age of peace and glory, when the “kingdom of the world will

be the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ”. That the latter is taught

by abundant scripture is the contention of most teachers in both schools

of thought. It is, therefore, to be doubted whether either school will

readily accept the solution suggested, or the contention of the author

that the pope, or the papal system, is the anti-Christ, or his “conclusion

that both the church, and the apostles with the evangelists were mis-

taken” (p. 141). The main position, and pract’cal import of the

discussion, however, is that the second coming of our Lord is literal,

personal, visible, glorious, immanent.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

Gloria Christi. An Outline Study of Missions and Social Pro-

gress. By Anna R. B. Lindsay. New York: The Macmillan

Company. 1907. Cloth. Pp. 302. Price 50 cents net.

This seventh volume brings to a close the series of studies issued by

the Central Committee on the United Study of Missions, during the

seven years following the great Ecumenical Conference of 1900. It is

most appropriate that the series should conclude with this study, which

first of all reviews the history of Modern Evangelistic Missions, and
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then presents the results accomplished by other forms of missionary
enterprise, dependant upon or related to the distinctly evangelistic ef-

forts. Among the interesting chapters are included the discussions of

Educational Missions, Philanthropic Missions, and lastly, certain other

forms of social progress which Christian Missions have produced.
These brief studies could hardly fail to awaken faith and interest in

missionary work in the minds of even the most skeptical. The author
acknowledges special indebtedness to the invaluable books of Doctor
James S. Dennis; “Christian Missions and Social Progress,” and “A
Centennial Survey of Foreign Missions” : and this smaller volume will

stimulate many to enjoy these larger works, which form the special

reading library arranged to accompany “Gloria Christi.”

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

Christus Redemptor. An Outline Study of the Island World of

the Pacific. By Helen Barrett Montgomery. New York: The
MacMillan Company. Pp. 282. Cloth. 50 cents net.

The Church at large owes a debt to “The Committee on the United

Study of Missions” for the series of helpful hand-books of which this

volume is the sixth in number. More than a quarter of a million of

these publications have been furnished to missionary societies, and

classes for mission study. It is enough to say that this book well

merits its place in the series. It opens to many an entirely new world.

Names like John Calvert, John G. Paton, and Robert Louis Stevenson,

are familiar to most readers, as are the main facts concerning the

Hawaiian and Philippine Islands ;
but the number and extent of the

Pacific Islands, and the marvelous transformation of their inhabitants

by missionary effort, will be, to most readers, a novel story, full of

romantic interest, and suggesting the divine power of the Gospel of

Christ.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

The Creed of Creeds. By the Rev. F. B. Meyer, B.A. New York:

Fleming H. Revell Company. 16 mo. Cloth. Pp. 220. $1.00 net.

We are here given a devotional commentary on The Apostles’ Creed.

The successive words and phrases are dwelt upon and illuminated

in a series of brief chapters, forming fifty-two in all, and affording a

message for each week of the year. The fundamental truths of Chris-

tianity are set forth in language peculiarly clear and striking; and the

reader is impressed anew with the breadth, and beauty and power of

this ancient symbol of Christian faith.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.










